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Application of Graphs and Networks Similarity Measures for Analyzing 
Complex Networks 

 
C. BARTOSIAK, R. KASPRZYK, Z. TARAPATA 

cezary.bartosiak@gmail.com 
 

Faculty of Cybernetics, Military University of Technology 
Kaliskiego Str. 2, 00-908 Warsaw, Poland 

 
In the paper we focus on the research of graphs and networks similarity measures for analyzing complex 
networks. This kind of researches has a very wide range of applications in the military and civilian domains 
and tasks such as: law enforcement, criminal investigation, counter-terrorism as well as algorithms used in web 
search engines, analysis of bio-systems or chemical compounds and many others. Using a tool, which we have 
implemented, we show an experimental analysis of an airlines network. Afterwards we present opportunities of 
making use of our methods and tool for analyzing real systems which can be modelled using graphs and 
network models. 

 
Keywords: graph similarity measures, complex networks, gephi. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Link analysis is a technique revealing complex 
patterns by linking together values from datasets. 
This kind of analysis, also called network 
analysis, concentrates on the associations 
between entities such as people, places, 
organizations and so on, not just on entities 
themselves. Network analysis can be used to 
clarify and explain data revealing otherwise 
hidden patterns thanks to very powerful 
measures based on network structures. The 
ultimate purpose of the network analysis is the 
development of methods to visualize 
associations between entities. These methods are 
used to demystify data and reveal otherwise 
hidden patterns leveraging human capabilities to 
make sense of completely abstract information. 

Network analysis has been used in a wide 
variety of military and civilian domains and 
tasks such as: 
• law enforcement, criminal investigation, 

and counter-terrorism [1], [9] 
• development of effective organization 

structures and communication networks 
• algorithms used in web search engines 
• construction of optimal marketing strategies 

by choosing the right people to spread 
information [12] 

• building effective vaccination strategies 
thanks to so-called ”super-spreaders” 
identification [10], [11], [13], [17] 

• analysis of bio-systems or chemical 
compounds [8], [16] and many others. 

The methods for measuring graphs and 
networks similarity and methods for analysis of 
networks have a common area of applications in 
many cases. Thus, it is not surprising that some 
dependencies between them exist. To better 
understand why these methods are useful, it is 
worthwhile to show some utilization. The 
obvious field of applications is computer 
science. Pattern recognition and computer vision 
are the most interesting. It leads to, for example, 
optical character recognition or biometric 
identification. In chemistry it is possible to 
model chemical compounds as graphs. This 
enables to automate identification of isomers, 
researches of planarity of molecules, etc. 
Biologists are interested in intelligent analysis of 
existing data. Over the last twenty years the 
development of many breakthrough technologies 
has allowed researchers to study the activating 
and inhibiting relationships between biological 
components. Combined with graphs and 
networks theory it has enabled to study, for 
example, protein-protein interactions of any 
species more efficiently. 

The goal of the paper is to explain how we 
can utilize dependencies between graphs and 
networks similarity measures and complex 
networks analysis. The paper is organized as 
follows: 

In section 2, we recall some basic 
definitions and notations. 

In section 3, we talk about the most popular 
methods for analysis of complex networks. 

In section 4, we describe methods for 
measuring graphs and networks similarity. We 
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also discuss dependencies between methods 
presented in the section 3 and ones from this 
section. 

In section 5, we focus on tools used in our 
work and describe one we have constructed for 
our researches. 

In section 6 we give an experimental 
analysis using the tool we have constructed. 

The paper is closed by a short summary. 
 
2. Definitions and Notations  
 
Networks are commonly modelled by means of 
simple or directed graphs that consist of sets of 
nodes representing objects under investigation, 
joined together in pairs by links if  
the corresponding nodes are related by some 
kind of relationship. We focus only on simple 
graph definition and denote it as graph. 

Formally, a graph is a vector G=‹V,E› 
where: V, E are sets of graph’s vertices and 
edges, respectively E ⊂ {{v, v’}: v, v’∈  V}. 
Additionally let’s denote n = |V|, m = |E|. 
Networks are graphs with values on nodes and 
edges [6]. So in some cases the use of a graph to 
represent networks does not provide a complete 
description of systems under investigation. For 
instance, if contacts in social networks are 
represented as a graph, we only know whether 
individuals are connected, but we cannot model 
the strength of these connections. However, for 
further consideration, we use only a formal 
graph definition. 

The path is an alternating sequence of 
vertices and edges, starting in vertex vi and 
ending in vertex vj. The length of a path is 
defined as the number of links in it and dij is the 
shortest path length. Now we can define 
diameter D as the longest shortest path i.e. 
max{dij}. Networks very often are represented 
by a matrix A called adjacency matrix, which in 
the simplest case is a n x n symmetric matrix. 
The element Aij of adjacency matrix equals 1 if 
there is an edge between vertices i and j, and 0 
otherwise. The first-neighbourhood of a vertex 
vi, denoted by Γ1(vi), is defined as set of vertices 
immediately connected with vi, i.e.: 

 Γ1(vi) = {vj ∈  V:{vi, vj} ∈  E}.  
The number of existing edges between the first-
neighbourhood of a vertex iv  is denoted by: 

N(vi)=|{vl, vk}: vl, vk ∈  Γ1(vi) ∧  {vl, vk} ∈  E|. 
The degree ki of a vertex vi is the number of first 
neighbours and ki = | Γ1(vi)|. 

Very important concept is the local 
clustering coefficient iC  [17] for a vertex iv  
which is then given by the proportion of N(vi) 

divided by the number of edges that could 
possible exist between first-neighbourhood of  
a vertex vi (every neighbour of vi is connected to 
every other neighbour of vi). Formally 

2 ( )
( 1)

i
i

i i

N vC
k k

=
− ⋅

. The clustering coefficient C  

for the whole network is defined as the average 
of iC  over all iv V∈ . 

The degree distribution P(k) of a network is 
defined as the fraction of nodes in the network 

with degree k. Formally ( ) knP k
n

= , where: kn  

is the number of nodes with degree k; n is the 
total number of nodes. Most of the real networks 
are found to have degree distributions that 
approximately follow a power law: ( ) ~P k k γ− , 
where γ  is a constant. 

Identifying and measuring properties of  
real networks is a first step towards 
understanding their topology, structure  
and dynamics. The next step is to develop  
a mathematical model, which typically takes  
a form of an algorithm for generating networks 
with the same statistical properties. Apparently, 
networks derived from real data (most often are 
spontaneously growing) have a low average dij, 
power law degree distributions ( ( ) ~P k k γ− , 
where γ  is a constant), occurrence of hubs 
(nodes with much higher degrees than the 
average node degree), tendency to form clusters 
and many other interesting features. Three very 
interesting models, which capture these features, 
have been introduced recently: Random Graph, 
Small World and Scale Free. Figure 2.1 presents 
networks generated using these models. 
 

 
Fig. 2.1. From the left – a random network, a Small 

World network and a Scale Free network 
 

The leftmost picture shows Erdős’ and 
Rényi’s model of the network presented in [7]. 
It is unfortunately an inaccurate model of real 
networks due to the lack of features that the 
remaining two models have. The middle picture 
shows an example of Watts’ and Strogatz’s 
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Small World network [17]. It is characterized by 
a high clustering coefficient and a small average 
shortest path length. A graph is considered 
small-world if C  is significantly higher than C  
of a random graph constructed on the same 
vertex set, and if the graph has got 
approximately the same average shortest path 
length as its corresponding random graph. The 
rightmost picture shows an example of 
Barabási’s and Albert’s Scale Free network [2] 
which has some additional values in comparison 
with networks generated using the Small World 
model. It is characterized by a distribution 
degree that follows a power law. It has been the 
most accurate model since many empirically 
observed networks appear to be Scale Free, 
including social networks, Internet, WWW, 
citation networks, bionetworks, etc. 
 
3. Methods for Analysis of Complex 

Networks 
 
Centrality measures are the most basic  
and frequently used methods of analysis of 
complex networks. They address the question of 
”What is the most important or central node in  
a given network?” There is no one measure that 
is suitable for all applications. We considered 
five most important centrality measures e.g.: 
• degree centrality 
Gives the highest score of influence to the vertex 
with the largest number of first-neighbours. The 
degree centrality is traditionally defined as the 
degree of a vertex, normalized over the 
maximum number of neighbours this vertex 
could have: 

 1
i

i
k

dc
n

=
−

.   (3.1) 

• radius centrality 
Chooses the vertex with the smallest value of the 
longest shortest path starting in each vertex. So 
if we need to find the most influential node for 
the most remote nodes it is quite natural and 
easy to use this measure: 

 1
maxi

ijj V

rc
d

∈

=     (3.2) 

• closeness centrality 
Focuses on the idea of communications between 
different vertices and the vertex, which is 
”closer” to all vertices gets the highest score: 

 1
i

ij
j V

ncc
d

∈

−=
∑

    (3.3) 

• betweenness centrality 
It can be defined as the percent of shortest paths 
connecting any two vertices that pass through 

the considered vertex. If plk(i) is the set of all 
shortest paths between vertices vl and vk passing 
through vertex vi and plk is the set of all shortest 
paths between vertices vl and vk then: 

 

( )2

( 1) ( 2)

lk
l k

lk
i

p i
p

bc
n n

<

=
− ⋅ −

∑
.  (3.4) 

• eigenvector centrality 
Where degree centrality gives a simple count of 
the number of connection a vertex has, 
eigenvector centrality acknowledges that not all 
connections are equal If we denote the centrality 
of vertex vi by eci, then we can allow for this 
effect by making eci proportional to the 
centralities of the vi’s first-neighbours. 

 
1

1

1

n

i ij j
j

ec A ec

ec Aec

λ

λ

=

→ →

=

⇓

=

∑
   (3.5) 

So we have 0Aec I ecλ
→ →

− =  and the λ  value we 
can calculate using det( ) 0A Iλ− = . Hence, we 

see that ec
→

 is an eigenvector of adjacency matrix 
with eigenvalue λ . 
 
4. Methods for Measuring Graphs 

and Networks Similarity 
 
There are many kinds of similarities one may be 
interested in. The first one is graph 
isomorphism. If two graphs are isomorphic, then 
they are structurally indistinguishable. Formally 
two graphs are isomorphic if a bijective function 
exists between the sets of nodes such that two 
nodes are connected in one graph, if and only if, 
their images under the bijection are connected. 

Another method is edit distance. It is  
the minimum number of edit operations (node 
and edge additions and/or removals) required to 
transform one graph into the other. It is worth 
noticing that this method is a generalization of 
isomorphism – two graphs are isomorphic if 
their edit distance equals zero. Usually different 
modifications (edit operations) are related to 
different costs. The cost means how likely the 
edit is to occur. Then the edit distance problem 
can be considered as an optimization problem: 
determine a minimum cost set of modifications 
to transform one graph into another. 

There exists a wide range of similarity 
algorithms based on the iterative approach. The 
idea is very simple i.e. two nodes of two 
different graphs are considered similar if the 
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neighbouring nodes are similar. (see [5] for 
details). 

The last one is the quantitative nodes 
similarity method (this approach is also 
applicable to edges) which is described in details 
in [14]. The author do a few calculations. In 
brief he create a vector of matrices describing 
similarities between nodes (from graph GA to 
graph GB) from different nodes’ functions points 
of view. In our case, these functions are nodes’ 
clustering coefficients or/and centrality 
measures. Next we normalize these matrices and 
transform them into single similarity matrix 

( ),A BS G G  between nodes of graphs as follows: 
 

( ),
B A

A B ij n n
S G G s

×
⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦   (4.1) 

Having got this matrix it is possible to 
formulate and solve optimal assignment problem 
to find the best allocation matrix 

B A
ij n n

X x
×

⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦  

of nodes from graph AG  and BG  (see [3], [14], 
[15] for details). The value of optimal 
assignment (after some kind of normalization of 
course) is the measure of similarity between 
these graphs. 

This method is very important because it is 
possible to use measures for analysis Complex 
Networks in it (as functions). This is a field 
where methods for analysis of Complex 
Networks and methods for measuring graphs and 
networks similarity depend on each other and we 
show how this combination can be utilized [3]. 
 
5. Functionality and the Architecture 

of the Constructed Tool for 
Network Analysis  

 
There is a large number of potential applications 
that may use network analysis, but currently 
there are many tools available that deal with 
network analysis, from the generic to the more 
specialized and domain-specific ones. Therefore, 
the choice of a tool is difficult and time-
consuming. There are no objective criteria and 
measures to support the choice. 

The Internet-based survey allowed 
identifying near one hundred tools for network 
analysis including those for network data 
visualization. We looked for a software toolkit 
with utilities available for programming in  
a common programming language like Java. 
According to our survey three tools are 
particularly interesting. 

The Java Universal Network/Graph 
(JUNG) is an open source framework that 

provides a common and extendible language for 
modelling, analysis, and visualization of data 
that can be represented as a graph or network. 
JUNG includes algorithms for statistical 
analysis, random graph generation, calculating 
of networks distances, flows and other 
importance measures. It also provides  
a visualization framework to construct a tool for 
visual data exploration. 

yFiles is the commercial package for Java 
and .NET platforms which provides efficient 
visualization of algorithms. There are a lot of 
classes for viewing, editing, layouting,  
and animating networks in the library. Since it is 
written in Java, yFiles is fit for platform 
independent applications. It has a graph viewer 
and supports many functionalities, such as labels 
for nodes and edges or multiple views of graph. 
Furthermore, yFiles has some routines 
exploration and descriptive analysis of networks. 

Finally, Gephi [4], [19] is open source 
software for exploring and manipulating graphs  
and networks. A very flexible and multi-task 
architecture based on the NetBeans platform 
brings new possibilities to work with complex 
network data sets and produce curio visual 
results. Gephi uses a 3D render engine to display 
large networks in real-time and to significantly 
speed up the exploration. The GUI consists of 
workspaces, where users can perform separate 
activities. Most of the efforts were made to 
achieve great extensibility of the software. New 
algorithms can be very easily added to the Gephi 
software. Sets of nodes and edges can be 
obtained manually or by using the filters. 
Because the power of Network Analysis often 
comes from the ability to assess the values of the 
position of nodes in the structure of a network, 
ordering and clustering can be processed 
according to these values. Graphical modules 
take a set of nodes as an input and modify the 
display parameters, like colours or size, to help 
understand the network structure or content.  
The current studies of network analysis often 
touch up the dynamic of networks. Dynamic 
Networks Analysis offer possibilities to 
understand the structure transition or diffusion 
on a network-like virus or information 
propagation. What is particularly interesting and 
essential is an exploration of dynamic networks 
in an easy and intuitive way. It has been 
incorporated in Gephi since the early beginning. 
The architecture supports graphs with a varying 
structure or content. 

The final choice of a framework was an 
uneasy task. Selecting an inappropriate 
framework may result in time-consuming 
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implementation or even prohibit performing 
some kind of analysis in the implemented tool. 
We decided on Gephi as the most powerful and 
promising framework for network analysis. 

The tool we have built during our 
researches has been implemented as a set of 
plugins to the Gephi. We have complied with 
several principles concerning development of 
systems that are easy to maintain and extend 
over time, i.e.: our software is open for 
extensions and closed for modifications;  
it is a cross-platform solution; it assures 
interoperability. We have been able to achieve 
that thanks to the Model-View-Controller 
(MVC) and Service Locator patterns. The first 
one is a very powerful design pattern, which 
isolates ”domain logic” (business data) from  
”UI logic” (input and presentation layers), 
permitting independent development, testing and 
maintenance of each one. 
 

 
 

Fig. 5.1. Model-View-Controller pattern 
 

The model represents application data  
and functions that operate on them. It also 
informs the view about its state changes, 
provides business data and gives the controller 
an access to data. The view propagates user’s 
demands to the controller and presents the model 
for him/her. The controller ”translates” user’s 
actions and propagates them to the model. It also 
chooses a view to present data basing on the 
user’s actions, parameters, and results of the 
model’s data processing. 

Service Locator is an implementation of the 
Inversion of Control pattern. It is a technique 
that allows removing dependencies from  
the code. We have also used a Factory pattern to 
implement IoC. 

Such an organized architecture allows us to 
develop the code according to SOLID design 
patterns [18] (abbreviation for Single 
responsibility, Open-closed, Liskov substitution, 
Interface segregation, Dependency inversion) 
that is five basic patterns of object-oriented 
programming and design. It makes the code very 
extensible and scalable. 

 

6. An Experimental Analysis 
 
In this section we show an experimental analysis 
using a tool, which we have created during our 
researches. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6.1. An airlines network in the U.S. 
 

Figure 6.1 shows an airlines network in the 
U.S. Figure 6.2 presents a random airlines 
network made using the same set of nodes. It has 
the same number of edges, but nodes are 
randomly connected. 
 

 
Fig. 6.2. A random airlines network 

 
Both networks have got a diameter equal  

to four and mean-shortest path length is equal to 
2.32 for the real one and 2.53 for the  
random one. 

Figure 6.3 presents the degree distributions 
for both networks. As we can see, the degree 
distribution for the real network follows a power 
law, while the second distribution is rather far 
from that. It is a result of hub and spoke strategy 
used by the U.S. airlines, what creates a Scale 
Free characteristic of this network. Such 
networks are resistant to various events that 
could make some subset of airports non- 
functional (for instance as a result of terrorism). 
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Fig. 6.3. Degree distribution for both networks (top – 
the airlines network, bottom – the random network) 

 
We also calculate a clustering coefficient 

and check the similarity of both networks taking 
this measure into consideration. The x-axis on 
the chart in Fig 6.4 presents networks (so we 
also calculate self-similarity) and the y-axis 
presents values of quantitative nodes similarity 
measure – the lesser the value, the more similar 
the networks are. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6.4. Networks similarity report chart from  
the clustering coefficient point of view 

 
As we can see the networks are not very 

similar from the clustering coefficient point of 
view. Combining this with the fact of very 
similar mean-shortest path length, we can say 
that the airlines network has a Small World 
characteristic, which means that thanks to the 

small number of long-range connections,  
this network is very efficient from  
the communication point of view. 
 
7. Summary 
 
Presented ideas can be used to analyze  
the dynamics of evolving systems which can be 
modelled using a sequence of graphs or 
networks. Nodes and edges of such graphs or 
networks are described by so-called dynamic 
attributes. Such an attribute, from the 
implementation point of view, is an interval tree, 
which contains time intervals that include related 
values. By means of such an attribute it is 
possible to describe, for instance, how a degree 
of some nodes change: 
[ ] ( ] ( )1,2 ,0 , 2,3 ,5 , 4,10 ,6 , etc. Dynamic 

graphs or networks can be queried in order to get 
a “snapshot”, i.e. “static” graphs or networks for 
particular time intervals. In this way dynamic 
attributes can be transformed into their static 
equivalents (the way of setting values of 
attributes for demanded time intervals can be 
customized, for example: it could be defined that 
for overlapped intervals average should be the 
estimator). Having such snapshots it is possible 
to create vectors, which are related to concrete 
nodes and then the nodes similarity method can 
be used to identify some abnormal states of  
the system (e.g. increase of terrorism activity). 

There are many other possible applications 
because of the fact that social networks have 
become a huge topic in the last couple of years. 
Surely we can expect many wonderful 
discoveries in this field in the near future. 
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Wykorzystanie metod badania podobieństwa grafów i sieci  
do analizy sieci złożonych 

 
C. BARTOSIAK, R. KASPRZYK, Z. TARAPATA 

 
W artykule zaproponowano koncepcję wykorzystania metod badania podobieństwa grafów i sieci do analizy 
sieci złożonych. Omówiono podstawowe modele sieci złożonych oraz metody badania podobieństwa grafów  
i sieci. Następnie przedstawiono opis popularnych środowisk do analizy grafów i sieci oraz autorskie narzędzie 
do badania podobieństwa grafów i sieci. Przedstawiono praktyczny przykład wykorzystania zbudowanej 
aplikacji potwierdzający jej użyteczność w analizie sieci złożonych. 
 
Słowa kluczowe: grafowe miary podobieństwa, sieci złożone, gephi. 
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The article demonstrates how to analyze the performance of an integration platform created using different 
frameworks. The paper contains a set of integration platform performance metrics. In the manuscript 
a justification of the frameworks selection is included as well. The article contains a description of a business 
case, which was implemented on the integration platform with selected frameworks. The article also 
encompasses the description of the test environment and an analysis of performance test results.  

 
Keywords: integration platform, performance, information system development. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
The introduction of new services or 
improvement of existing services in companies 
involves the development of new systems, often 
made in technologies newer than existing 
systems. This approach results in the creation of 
multiple applications running within the same 
organization with similar functionality  
and storing similar or even the same data.  
This raises the costs of maintaining IT systems  
and complicates the implementation of business 
processes run by many branches of the same 
organization. Factors have caused the demand 
for technologies and solutions that enable 
integration of existing systems and applications, 
as well as the reuse of already created 
functionality [2], [8], [11], [12], [13]. Another 
problem is how to manage a large number of 
functionally related information systems as part 
of an enterprise architecture [7]. There are many 
concepts and the integration of information 
systems, lately service-oriented architecture 
(called Service-Oriented Architecture − SOA) 
[5] is in use. The central element in such 
solutions is a bus service (Enterprise Service Bus 
− ESB) [3]. The market offers a variety of 
frameworks, allowing the construction of the 
service bus, which is part of an integration 
platform, consistent with the approach of SOA 
[4], [9]. Crucial is also the approach to design 
the integration platform [1], [6]. These solutions 
differ from each other not only at the cost of 
purchase, but also by the ease of integrating  
the solution development and hardware needs of 
the system. It becomes essential to choose  
a framework for the integration platform 

development by providing the required level of 
performance for the systems adopted by 
considered organization. 
 
2. Integration Platform Parameters 
 
The two main aspects are considered when 
making  
a decision on choosing a framework to build  
the platform: 
• technical parameters of constructing  

the platform environment, its performance 
and ease of management 

• price of framework for platform 
construction (license and the required 
equipment) and the cost of its maintenance. 

The most important element when choosing  
a framework to build an integration platform, is 
to estimate the current and anticipated future 
requirements. The basic ones are: 
• platform throughput Pp – the number of 

possible messages to serve on a platform 
that is sent between integrated systems  
in time unit 

• number of integrated systems N – number 
of systems connected to the integration 
platform, which interchange messages 

• the number of services exposed from 
system ui – the number of services from 
each of the integrated systems exposed  
on the integration platform, Ni ,1=  

• maintaining code that performs  
the integration on the platform – time to 
implement solutions on the platform,  
the cost of system extension. 
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One of the key integration platform’s properties 
is its performance. Before choosing a framework 
to build an integration platform, the following 
issues should be considered: 
• the estimated traffic on the platform Rp  

– the number of messages exchanged per 
unit of time among each of the integrated 
systems 

∑∑=
N

i

N

j
ijp lR   (1) 

where: ijl  − number of messages sent from 
system i  to j  

• hardware requirements – resources for each 
of the frameworks to support the operation 
of the platform. 

Helpful in making the right choice may prove to 
be a clearly defined set of performance measures 
of the integration platform. Such measures can 
include: 
• the amount of RAM allocated by  

an integration platform 
• percentage usage of CPU(s) 
• the number of transactions supported  

per unit of time 
• the number of messages processed  

on the platform per unit time. 
Hardware requirements can be described by 
the following indicators: 
• the minimum required disk space 
• the minimum amount of RAM allocated for 

the platform 
• the maximum amount of RAM allocated for 

the platform 
• the minimum number of processors needed 

to run the platform 
• the maximum number of processors,  

on which the platform may run. 
 
3. Frameworks Selection 
 
At present, on the market there are many 
frameworks to build an integration platform. 
Two of them were chosen for comparison: 
• webMethods – the product is delivered  

by Software AG 
• Mule – product is supplied by MuleSoft. 
Selected frameworks differ significantly in terms 
of: 
• hardware requirements – the first of them 

requires far more hardware resources 
• price for the license – the first product  

is an expensive solution and Mule  
is an OpenSource product 

• ease of installation and configuration 

• design and implementation of business 
processes. 

Selected frameworks, though very different, 
allow the implementation of the business case  
on an integration platform. 
 
4. Business Case to Deploy on an 

Integration Platform 
 
The main task of the integration platform  
is to provide communication between  
the systems connected to it, both synchronous 
and asynchronous. The implementation of this 
assumption also covers the issue of 
transformation of messages. Next, the design 
and integration issues of the integration platform 
construction, was presented for selected 
frameworks. In the considered business case  
it was assumed that three systems integrate their 
activities: 
• PS CRM – PeopleSoft CRM 
• CBD – Central database of debtors 
• MGC – Module generator of contracts. 
Integration of the systems under consideration  
is required due to the implementation of  
the following use cases of information systems: 
• prepare contract – the case realizes  

the functionality of sending orders  
to prepare the contract for the client to be 
sent for signing 

• lock account. 
The use case ”Prepare contract” needs 
asynchronous communication between the PS 
CRM system and the platform and between 
platform and system MGC (Figure 1). 
 

uc AsynchronousModel

Prepare contract

MGCPS CRM

 
 
Figure 1. Asynchronous communication between PS 

CRM and MGC systems 
 
 

The use case ”Lock account” needs synchronous 
communication between the CBD system,  
the integration platform and between  
the platform and system PS CRM (Figure 2). 
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uc SynchronousModel

PS CRMCBD

Lock account

 
 

Figure 2. Synchronous communication between CBD 
and PS CRM systems 

 
 
5. Description of Messages Required 

by Use Cases 
 
The use case ”Prepare contract” requires the 
implementation of asynchronous communication 
between systems PS CRM and MGC. Message 
sent from the PS CRM contains a request for 
contract generation for the customer. Table 1 
shows the description of fields in the message. 
 
Table 1. Message from PS CRM fields descriptions 
 
No Field name Field business description 
1 WCY_GEN_CONT

RACT_REQ_MSG 
Root element – request 

2 Requested Request Id in PS CRM 
system 

3 clientId Client Id registered in 
PS CRM system 

4 contractType Contract type in PS 
CRM 

5 requestSystem Name of source system 
6 destinationSystem Name of destination 

system 
7 orderSubType Order type 
8 orderStatus Status  
9 orderDate Date of order dispatch 

for service 
 

Message sent from the integration platform to 
the MGC system includes a request to generate 
the contract for the customer. This message is 
consistent with the definition of the MGC 
interface. This message has been prepared on the 
basis of the input message from the PS CRM 
system and the logic contained in the 
implementation of services. Table 2 shows 
description of fields in the message. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 2. Message from MGU fields descriptions 
 
No Field name Field business description 
1 WCY_WM_GE

N_CONTRACT
_REQ_MSG 

Root element – request 

2 Requested Request Id in PS CRM 
system 

3 clientId Client Id registered in PS 
CRM system 

4 templateId Number of document type 
in MGC system 

4 contractType Contract type in PS CRM 
5 requestSystem Name of source system  
6 orderSubType Order type 
7 orderStatus Status  
8 orderDate Date of order dispatch for 

service 
9 Result Root element – processing 

result on EAI layer 
10 errorCode Error code – ”0” when 

successful processing 
11 errorDescription Error description – „” when 

successful processing  
 

The use case ”Lock account” requires  
the implementation of synchronous 
communication between systems PS CRM  
and CBD. The CBD System initiates message 
flow on the platform and instructs PS CRM 
system to lock the customer’s account due to 
debts. CBD invokes this service by using HTTP, 
and gets a response about inserting  
an appropriate message to the MQSeries queue 
of the PS CRM system. Table 3 shows  
the description of fields in the message. 
 
Table 3. Message from CBD fields descriptions 
 
No Field name Field business description 
1 customerId Client number in CBD system 
2 serviceName Service name 
3 serviceId Detailed code of client’s service 
4 orderReason Request sending of lock account 

reason 
 

Message sent from an integration platform to the 
PS CRM system includes a request to lock the 
customer's account in the PS CRM system.  
The message contains details about the type of 
service, the client and the period for which 
service is to be blocked. Table 4 shows  
the description of the message. 
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Table 4. Message from platform to PS CRM fields 
descriptions 
 
No Field name Field business description 
1 WCY_WM_C

USTOMER_S
ERVICE_RE
Q_MSG 

Root element – request 

2 lockTime Lock time period for account 
3 orderDate Date of order dispatch for 

service 
4 customerId Client number in CBD 

system 
5 serviceId Detailed code of client’s 

service 
6 orderReason Request sending of lock 

account reason 
7 serviceName Name of blocked service 
8 businessError

Code 
Business error code in CBD 

 
The role of the platform in the implementation 
of use cases is both the appropriate control of  
the flow of messages and their structure 
adaptation so that the target system can properly 
receive and process them. 
 
6. Use Cases Realization with 

webMethods 
 
The implementation of use cases with 
webMethods framework encompasses the 
following steps: 
• Creation webMethods packages of channels 

and adapters for external systems and the 
enterprise layer 

• Creation and transfer of file ”.bindings” to 
the server webMethods containing 
definition of connection and aliases of the 
MQ Series queues 

• Start-up of IntegrationServer instance  
and configuration of webMethods Broker 

• Defining of connections to the MQ Series 
queues 

• Create JMS notifiers for channels, which 
take messages from the queue for further 
processing 

• Creation of services, which receive 
messages from channels and process 
deployment on the enterprise layer 

• Creation of services responsible for the 
proper messages processing 

• Creation of services of external systems’ 
adapter. 

Figure 3 presents an UML sequence diagram 
showing the design of the use case ”Prepare 
contract”. 

Activities carried out on the integration 
platform are implemented using the services 
created for the project or provided by the 
platform. Figure 4 presents an UML sequence 
diagram showing the design of the use case 
”Lock account”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

sd webMethods_Asynchronous

MGC adapterwebMethods EnterpriseChannel PS CRM

wcy.wat.channel.pepoleSoftCrm.
customercontract.pub:
getCustomerContract

wcy.wat.product.orderhandling.
customercontract.pub:
getCustomerContract

wcy.wat.adapter.mgu.product.
orderhandling.customercontract.pub:

getCustomerContract
MGC

(from PlatformModel)

PS CRM

A

(from PlatformModel)

WCY_GEN_CONTRACT_REQ_MSG()

Input
document
v alidation()

Map to canonical form
wcy.wat.channel.pepoleSoftCrm.customercontract.priv .doc:
docCustomerContract()

Asynchronous call
wcy.wat.product.orderhandling.customercontract.doc:
docCustomerContractRequest ()

Get template
definition()

Response preparation()

Document publication
wcy.wat.product.orderhandling.customercontract.doc:
docCustomerContractResponse () Message input to queue

WCY_WM_GEN_CONTRACT_REQ_MSG()

 
Figure 3. Realization of use case ”Prepare contract” with webMethods framework 
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sd webMethods_Synchronous

EnterpriseChannel CBD

CBD

(from PlatformModel)

wcy.wat.channel.cbd.
customerserv ice.pub:

heldContract

wcy.wat.contractact.
customerserv ice.pub:heldContract

wcy.wat.adapter.peoplesoft.
customerserv ice.pub:
heldCustomerServ ice

PS CRM

(from PlatformModel)

LockAccount(String array)

ProcessRequest()

EnterpriseServ ice()

AdapterServ ice()

InsertMessageToQueue(WCY_HELD_CONTRACT_REQ_MSG)

 
Figure 4. Realization of use case ”Lock account” with webMethods framework 

 
 

7. Use Cases Realization with Mule 
 
In the realization of use cases with the Mule 
framework, a key element was to define  
a connector for an IBM MQ Series queue. After 
definition of the connector, you can both read 
and write messages to the MQ Series queue. 
Figure 5 presents an UML sequence diagram 
showing the design of the use case ”Prepare 
contract”. Activities carried out on the platform 
are implemented using the built-in mechanisms 
of the platform. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
sd Mule_Asynchronous

Mule ESB

PS CRM

A

(from PlatformModel)

DB

MQ Series
Server

(from PlatformModel)

MQ Series
Server

(from PlatformModel)

Mule Serv er

MGC

(from PlatformModel)

WCY_GEN_CONTRACT_REQ_MSG()

GetMessage()

TransformMessageToObject()

GetTemplateDefinition(system,
contractType) :String

ResponsePreparation()

InsertMessageToQueue()

WCY_WM_GEN_CONTRACT_REQ_MSG()

 
Figure 5. Realization of use case ”Prepare contract” with the Mule framework 
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Figure 6 presents an UML sequence diagram 
showing the design of the use case ”Lock 
account”. Activities carried out on the 
integration platform are implemented using the 
services created for the project or provided by 
the platform. All services in the realization are 
called synchronously. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
sd Mule_Synchronous

Mule ESB

CBD

(from PlatformModel)

Mule Server

PS CRM

(from PlatformModel)

MQ Series
Server

(from PlatformModel)

DB

(from PlatformModel)

LockAccount(clientId)

GetServ ice(clientId)

RequestPreparation()

InsertMessageToQueue()

GetMessage()

 
Figure 6. Realization of use case ”Lock account” with the Mule framework 

 
 
8. The Test Environment 
 
Each of the selected frameworks was installed 
on the same test environment. Both frameworks 
were installed on the same hardware server  
with the following characteristics: operating 
system − Ubuntu 8.04.3 LTS; RAM − 4GB, 
4GB of memory paging (swap); Hard Disk Drive 
− 160GB; Processor − 8 x Intel (R) Pentium (R) 
D CPU 2.80GHz. 

In addition, the following software was 
installed on the hardware server: database: 
Oracle Database 10g Release 10.2.0.1.0 − 64bit; 
Java: JRE 1.5, JDK 1.5.0_16; frameworks: 
Mule, webMethods; Queues Server IBM 
MQSeries. 

In order to generate communication 
between systems a Java application was created. 
The application is able to simulate the 
synchronous and asynchronous communication 
between considered systems and the integration 
platform. For realization of asynchronous 
communication the application is responsible 
for: 
• Preparation of the input message for 

processing 

• Placement of the message in the MQSeries 
queue 

• Waiting for the arrival of the message into 
queue of the target system 

• Verification of the correctness of  
the received message 

• Report generation of processing time. 
To ensure synchronous communication,  
the application invokes request of the service  
by protocol http and checks the result sent  
in response. In Mule framework service is 
exposed as a web service whereas in 
webMethods service is invoked using  
the framework’s API. 
  
9. Performance Research Results 

Analysis 
 
Series of performance tests, for both 
synchronous and asynchronous communications, 
was carried out for selected frameworks  
with using, described above, test application. 
Next are presented collected values of 
performance metrics of the integration platform. 
Platform’s performance was tested with different 
levels of load. Number of messages 
simultaneously generated on the platform to 
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perform was following: 10, 100, 500, 1000,  
and 3000. It was important to verify platform 
performance in response to simultaneous service 
group of messages (e.g.: invoice generation  
in a company at the end of month). Table 5 
shows the results for integration platform built  
with webMethods. Table 6 shows the results for 
an integration platform built with Mule. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 5. Performance tests results for the webMethods framework 
 

Synchronous communication Asynchronous communication 
Number of 
messages 

Processing 
time 
[s] 

Percentage 
usage of CPU  
[%] 

Mean  RAM 
usage 
[KB] 

Processing 
time 
 [s] 

Percentage 
usage of CPU 
 [%] 

Mean  RAM 
usage 
 [KB] 

10 1.2 1.0 499244 8 0.7 456917 
100 8 1.4 499454 35 1.3 454305 
500 70 2.9 496996 170 2.4 454206 
1000 146 3.6 497265 369 3.5 451039 
3000 390 3.8 526863 1378 3.6 461379 
Minimum amount of RAM allocated for the platform 256MB 
Maximum amount of RAM allocated for the platform 512MB 
RAM memory allocated by platform 366MB 

 
Table 6.  Performance tests results for the Mule framework 
 

Synchronous communication Asynchronous communication 
Number of 
messages 

Processing 
time 
 [s] 

Percentage 
usage of CPU 
[%] 

Mean  RAM 
usage 
 [KB] 

Processing 
time 
 [s] 

Percentage 
usage of CPU 
[%] 

Mean  RAM 
usage 
 [KB] 

10 1.5 1.2 701246 7 1.2 602229 
100 15.2 1.3 701301 81 1.2 602947 
500 120 1.35 732602 450 2.0 605987 
1000 313 1.4 797405 938 2.1 605919 
3000 926 1.52 833682 3733 2.3 623982 
Minimum amount of RAM allocated for the platform None 
Maximum amount of RAM allocated for the platform None 
RAM memory allocated by platform 41.8 MB 

 
 
Processing time of the specified number of 
messages simultaneously generated on the 
integration platform was analyzed. Figure 7 
shows the processing time dependence of  
a certain number of messages for both 
frameworks using synchronous communication. 
Figure 8 shows the processing time dependence 
of a certain number of messages for both 
frameworks using asynchronous communication. 
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Figure 7. Processing time simultaneously generated a number of messages for synchronous communication 

 
 

 
Figure 8. Processing time simultaneously generated a number of messages for asynchronous communication 

 
An analysis of the results shows that the 
platform built with webMethods, not only sends 
messages about 2-3 times faster, but also copes 
far better with the increasing communication 
load. Response times remain practically at the 
same level. For example, for asynchronous 
communication for 1,000 and 3,000 messages 
response times remain within 0.5 second. In the 
case of the Mule framework, response time for 
the platformwhich processes 3,000 messages in 
relation to the response time for the platform that 
processes 1,000 messages is approximately 
266% (from 1 second to 2.66 seconds). By 
contrast, a predominance of Mule is the 
consumption of resources. The platform built 
using Mule needs almost 9 times less RAM for 
its operation.  
 
 

10. Summary 
 
The article demonstrates how to analyze 
integration platform performance constructed 
using different frameworks. Two frameworks 
were examined: Mule and webMethods. It is 
important that by knowing the estimated traffic 
on the integration platform, you can consciously 
choose a solution matching the actual needs for 
integration platform development. In addition, 
performance requirements can then be verified 
with the issues of costs to be incurred for the 
construction of the platform in terms of 
hardware and licensing requirements. Based on 
the survey and collected values of metrics, it can 
be concluded that each of the compared 
platforms have its strengths and weaknesses. 
Mule is a framework for small and medium-
sized projects. This framework has small 

Processing time for asynchronous communication
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hardware requirements and handles well basic 
types of messages. However, using WebMethods 
high-performance integration platforms can be 
built. Integration solutions generally have 
imposed requirements on response times. 
Framework webMethods is intended rather for 
large companies, not only because of its good 
performance, but primarily in terms of hardware 
requirements and prices. Performance analysis 
of communication modes showed that response 
times are much shorter for both frameworks in 
case of synchronous communication. However, 
asynchronous communication through message 
queues unloading mechanisms, allows for a load 
distribution system over time and eliminating  
the possibility of a critical system overload. 
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Badanie wydajności wybranych środowisk budowy platformy integracyjnej 

 
T. GÓRSKI 

 
W artykule przedstawiono sposób badania wydajności platformy integracyjnej utworzonej przy wykorzystaniu 
różnych środowisk. Artykuł zawiera opis metryk wydajności platformy integracyjnej. Analizie poddano także 
zakres narzędzi wspierających projektowanie rozpatrywanych rozwiązań. Artykuł zawiera opis przypadku 
biznesowego implementowanego na platformie integracyjnej. Przedstawiono w nim także konfigurację 
środowiska testowego oraz dokonano analizy wyników badań wydajnościowych. 
 
Słowa kluczowe: platforma integracyjna, wydajność, projektowanie systemów informatycznych. 
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The demand for more complex but also more reliable and correct computer based systems on the one hand, and 
the fact that several changes in the user requirements through the development cycle on the other hand, leads to 
the need for more formal but also agile development methodologies. X-Machines is an intuitive formal method 
which can be easily applied to agile methodologies, especially in specification phase, gaining a lot of 
advantages. 

 
Keywords: X-Machine, agile methods, requirements modeling. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
It is proved that traditional approach of software 
development process fails to cope with even 
small changes in requirements at any stage after 
the analysis phase. It is likely that in large 
industries the most popular software 
development methodology is the waterfall 
process, which however exhibits an awkward 
behavior in changes during the later stages of the 
development. This is mostly the reason for the 
dramatic increase in time and cost of the 
development of the software. 

To develop reliable, high integrity and 
correct systems it is said that companies which 
produce software should use formal methods to 
achieve this. But, it is also a common belief of 
people outside the formal methods community 
that formal methods are difficult to understand 
and to use. Furthermore formal specification can 
be costly and time consuming. Also formal 
methods do not cope well with late changes in 
requirements which could result in major rework 
of the produced software. 

In order to be useful to modeling of 
computer base systems a formal method should 
be able: 
• to model both the data and flow of the 

system 
• to introduce a practical, modular, 

disciplined way of modeling  that will 
facilitate the modeling of large scale 
systems 

• to be intuitive, practical and effective 
towards implementation of the system 

• to facilitate development of correct system. 
One of formal methods is common to fulfill 

all above aspects. This formal method is so 

called X-Machine introduced by Eilenberg [1] in 
1974 which has been shown to have the 
computational power of a Touring machine.  
In 1988 Holcombe [4] proposed X-Machines as 
a basis for possible specification language which 
is capable of modeling both the data and flow of 
the system. With the development of a formal 
testing strategy, a formal verification technique 
and a methodology of building communicating 
systems out X-Machine components, and with 
an added support of tools and the proposal of  
a formal framework for the development of more 
reliable systems, most of the above mentioned 
requirements are met with emphasis in the 
development of correct systems. 

Over the last years agile methodologies 
have been introduced which attempt a useful 
compromise between no process and too much 
process, providing just enough to gain  
a reasonable effect. Some of the proposed agile 
methodologies are: Extreme Programming (XP), 
Feature Driven Development (FDD), SCRUM, 
Dynamic System Development Method 
(DSDM), Agile Modeling (AM), etc. 

This article will show what X-Machines are 
and how to use them with one of the popular 
agile methodologies to model requirements  
in the way to achieve correct system. 

 
2. X-Machines 
 
X-Machine is a formal method which provides  
a diagrammatic approach of modeling the flow 
of the system by extending the expressive power 
of Finite State Machine (FSM). Transitions 
between states are not expressed just by a simple 
input symbols but through a set of functions.  
X-Machines are capable of modeling non-trivial 
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data structures by using a so called memory, 
which is attached to the X-Machine. Functions 
receive input symbols and memory values, and 
produce output while modifying a memory 
values. 

The X-Machine model has many advantages 
[8]: 
• it is formal 
• it is rigorous 
• it is expressive 
• it provides unambiguous models 
• it is capable to capture both static and 

dynamic system information 
• it is based on a fully general and formalized 

computational model, that could form the 
basis of an universal approach to design of 
systems 

• it can support component based 
development 

• it is supported by appropriate tools. 
 
2.1. Definition of X-Machines 
 
As it was said earlier X-Machine is essentially  
a finite state machine whose label are elements 
of R(X), where R(X) is a relational monoid  
on X. A particular class of X-Machine is  
a stream X-Machine which is defined as follows: 
For any set A, Aε denotes the set A ∪ {ε}, where 
ε is an empty sequence. A* denotes the free 
monoid generated by A [5]. 
 
Definition 1. A stream X-Machine is a tuple  

      (1) 
where: 
•  and  are finite sets called the input and 

output alphabets respectively 
•  is the finite set of states 
•  is a (possibly infinite) set called memory 
•  is a finite set of partial functions of the 

form:  
•  is the next state partial 

function  
•  and  are the sets of initial and final states 
•  is the initial memory value. 

We define a configuration of the  
X-Machine by , where 

. A machine 
computation starts from an initial configuration, 
having the form , where  is 
an initial state and  is the input sequence. 
Figure 1 shows a model for abstract X-Machine. 

 
 

Fig. 1. Abstract X-Machine model [5] 
 
Definition 2. The output corresponding to an 
input sequence. A change of configuration, 
denoted by : 

   (2) 
is possible if: 
•  
• there is a function emerging from q 

and reaching , , so 
that  and  

 denotes the reflexive and transitive closure of 
. 

For any , the output corresponding to 
this input sequence, computed by the stream X-
Machine X is defined as: 

 
       (3) 

 
Definition 3. A stream X-Machine is called 
deterministic if: 
•  contains only one element:  
•  
• if ’ are distinct arcs emerging from the 

same state, then . 
 
Definition 4. A stream X-Machine is called 
minimal, when its associated automation 

 is minimal. 
 

Definitions quoted above are the main 
definitions in X-Machine theory and are true for 
all kinds of X-Machines. When there is a need to 
model complex systems with dynamic 
interactions between its components, usage has 
so called Communicating X-Machines System. 
 
Definition 5. A Communication X-Machines 
System (shortly CXMS) with n components is  
a 4-tuple , where: 
•  is the X-Machine with number , 

 
•  is a matrix of order , used for 

communication between the X-Machines 
•  is the initial content of  
•  is the output tape of the system; at any 

time, the content of  has the form 
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. For any  will 
denote the output tape of the  component 
of the system. 

 
Definition 6. A communication function is  
a function: 

     (4) 
where:  

. 
Definition 7. A processing function is  
a function: 

 (5) 
where: 

 
. 

 
Fig. 2 shows abstract model of a Communication 
X-Machine. 
 

MEMORYInput stream Output streamMEMORY

pf
PS

CS
cf

m m’

IN

OUT

Communication
Matrix

Pi

 
 

Fig. 2. Abstract example of Communication  
X-Machine model[5] 

 
2.2. Extreme X-Machines 
 
There is also a special kind of X-Machines 
called Extreme X-Machines (XXM) [9], which 
has been design to be both simple and flexible to 
use in agile scenarios. 

An XXM is an extended form of the  
X-Machine which allows each function to be 
guarded by a predicate which identifies a state of 
memory, with the caveat that from the origin 
state there must also be a transition defined for 
the inverse predicate. The XXM has complex 
memory structure, allowing to specify variable 
names, arrays and arrays within arrays. The 
XXM within states are limited such that they run 
when the state is entered and when they exit the 
state is exited. 

By using a predicate as a guard function on 
a state transition it is possible to separate the 
memory that is needed from the rest of the 
memory. In case where this memory state 
defines a database, it means that there is no need 
to consider many possible states of the database 

and instead define what a valid state might look 
like. 

Extreme X-Machines are mostly used in 
requirements engineering phase to represent 
elements of the user interface which helps in 
separating the user interface code form that of 
system control code. 

 
3. From requirements to X-Machines 
 
Software requirements can be captured from 
users and documented in many ways. Each agile 
methodology has its own technic to document 
requirements. For example Unified Process (UP) 
uses Use Cases and Extreme Programming uses 
Story Cards and Story Boards [2], [3]. 

No matter which agile methodology and 
requirements capture technic is used, to 
transform a requirement to the corresponding  
X-Machine, firstly the states and the transitions, 
then memory structure, the input and output sets, 
and finally the transitions functions should be 
defined. 

 
3.1. States and Transitions 
 
States and transitions are derived by examining 
the steps both the main success scenario and the 
extensions: 
• there is always an initial state corresponding 

to that state in which requirement scenario 
makes its start. In use case driven 
development it would be a moment in 
which the actor triggers the use case 

• the final state, which usually coincidence 
with the initial state, is notated as a different 
node in the state machine to emphasize the 
end or termination of requirement scenario 

• each user interaction introduces a new 
transition leading to a new state in the  
X-Machine state diagram 

• each extension introduces a new transition 
from the same starting state of the previous 
user interaction. The transition leads to  
a new state, if an interaction follows in the 
extension steps. If there is no user 
interaction in the extensions, unless 
otherwise stated, the transition loops back 
to the same state. 
Each user interaction and all its subsequent 

system functions until the next user interaction 
are modeled by a single processing function. So 
a processing function does not only model the 
user interaction but also all the processing that 
guarantees that all subsequent system functions 
are correctly executed. The processing function 
is not always triggered by the interaction but it 
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contains, as guard expression, all the conditions 
that have to be satisfied for the transition to 
occur. 
 
3.2. Memory 
 
The memory structure and contents cannot be 
directly derived from the requirement text. The 
object-flavored memory structure is easily 
derived from the domain model which is usually 
represented as a static class diagram. A domain 
model presents the concepts of the problem 
domain and their relationships. Concepts are 
represented as classes with attributes and 
relationships as associations between classes. 

Since memory has to be filled with specific 
values, we define sample objects for operating 
the machine. A small number of objects is used 
in order to exercise different scenarios. 
 
3.3. Input and Output Sets 
 
In use case driven development inputs can be 
directly derived from the system sequence 
diagram. In turn output set is usually defined as 
a set of messages, that are displayed after each 
transition. 
 
3.4. Processing Functions 
 
For each processing function there should be 
defined the input and the memory state that 
trigger the function, the output that the function 
produces and the memory update. 
 
4. A X-Machine example 
 
Let’s say that there is a need to model a behavior 
of a vending machine. The usual procedure of a 
vending machine is that customer enters some 
coins (10gr, 20gr, 50gr, 1zł, 2zł, 5zł), selects a 
soft-drink (coke, sprite, fanta, nestea) and finally 
presses a button to execute the order (enter 
button). The prices of the drinks are stored in 
some database that is accessed by a set of 
external data processing functions related to the 
model. 
 
Figure 3 shows below a X-Machine diagram for 
vending machine from example. 
 

ready

await_coin

await_selection

enter_pressed

continue_ready

get_selection

get_selection
continue_await_selection

complete_money

continue_await_coin

get_coin

 
 

Fig. 3. X-Machine state diagram for vending machine 
 
4.1. Memory example 
 
A partial class diagram for the example of X-
Machine model of vending machine is shown in 
Figure 4. 
 

‐amount
‐available

Class1::Drink

‐coins_entered

Class1::Order

+Belongs*

‐selected_drink1

 
 

Fig. 4. Partial class diagram of vending machine 
 
For each X-Machine we have to define the 

initial memory state. The memory instance 
below could be the initial memory state of X-
Machine. 
 
M={Order, Drink} 
Order={{order1, order2}, {coins_entered, 
selected_drink}} 
Drink={{coke, sprite, fanta, nestea}, 
{amount,available}} 
where 
coins_entered={10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500} 
amount={150,200} 
available={drink, no_drink} 
order1.coins_entered=0, 
order1.selected_drink=null, 
order2.coins_entered=0, 
order2.selected_drink=null, 
coke.amount=150, coke.available=drink, 
sprite.amount=150, sprite.available=drink, 
fanta.amount=150, fanta.available=no_drink. 
nestea.amount=200, nestea.available=drink 
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4.2. Input and Output Sets example 
 
In example machine’s input refer either to the 
coins (CoinType), or to the drink selected 
(SelectionType), or finally to a button 
(ProcessType) which executes the order. 
 
Input={CoinType, SelectionType, ProcessType} 
where 
CoinType={10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500} 
SelectionType={coke, sprite, fanta, nestea} 
ProcessType={enter} 
 

The machine’s output consists of three basic 
elements: 
• the current state of the machine (State) 
• the amount of money inserted so far 

(AmountType) 
• a message (AvailableDrinkType) informing 

the user whether a drink is available or not. 
 
Output= 
{State, AmountType, AvailableDrinkType} 
where 
AmountType={150,200} 
AvailableDrinkType={drink, no_drink} 
State={await_coin, ready, await_selection} 
 
4.3. Processing Functions example 
 
Below there is a definition of a processing 
functions of the vending machine. 
 
get_coin(x, (amount, selection)) =  
if (x ∈ coin_type and ¬sufficient(x, amount)) 
then ((await_coin, add(x, amount), no_drink), 
(add(x, amount), selection)) 
 
5. Advantages of using X-Machines 
 
Using X-Machines in combination with agile 
methodologies to model system requirements 
has several valuable advantages: 
• the X-Machine method supports  

a disciplined modular development, 
allowing the developers to decompose the 
system under development. Decomposition 
aids a value in handling large scale system 
modeling 

• X-Machines provide the appropriate style of 
developing models reusing off-the-shelf 
existing verified component models that 
where made earlier 

• formal modeling provides that description 
are unambiguous. The developers 
understand system better as a result of 

trying to describe it unambiguously.  
An intuitive formal method, which  
X-Machine is, makes possible for the 
simple user to understand the documents 
produced in modeling phase. This enhances 
the communication between the user and 
the development team allowing feedback 
from the users 

• tools, like automatic animation of the 
model, help user to monitor the model 
proposed by the development team allowing 
more complete and immediate feedback.  
As a consequence at the end of each 
iteration the user provides valuable 
feedback early in the development process 

• the development team and the users learn 
while developing with agile methodologies, 
and all learn fast due to the intuitiveness of 
the X-Machine formalism, which improves 
the whole process 

• changing requirements is (must be)  
an excepted event through the development 
time and can be handled efficiently by the 
modularity of the X-Machine model 
(especially in communicating X-Machine 
model) and the flexibility of the X-Machine 
component model. 

 
6. Conclusion 
 
The aim of this article was to explain what are 
X-Machines and how to model software 
requirements for agile methodologies with them.  

X-Machines provide a powerful and easy  
in use formal tool for capturing and documenting 
requirements. Different types of X-Machines 
make it easy to model software requirements 
from user interface behavior (Extreme  
X-Machines), ends on internal software 
components and dynamic connections between 
them(Communicating X-Machine model). 

To formalize agile requirements using  
X-Machines, the structure of the memory was 
derived from the domain model. By doing so, 
the domain model was also validated, since an 
incomplete domain model would not allow the 
execution of X-Machines. Thus formalization 
also bridges the functional world of 
requirements with the object-oriented world of 
class diagrams used in the domain model. 
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Modelowanie wymagań w metodach Agile z wykorzystaniem X-Machines 

 
A. LIPSKI 

 
Popyt na bardziej złożone, ale również bardziej wiarygodne i prawidłowe systemy z jednej strony, oraz fakt,  
że klika zmian w wymaganiach użytkownika w trakcie cyklu rozwoju oprogramowania z drugiej strony, 
prowadzi do konieczności użycia bardziej formalnych ale również zwinnych metody wytwarzania 
oprogramowania. X-Machines to intuicyjne formalne metody, które można łatwo zastosować wraz z metodami 
Agile, zwłaszcza w fazie specyfikacji wymagań, osiągając wiele zalet. 
 
Słowa kluczowe: X-Machine, metody Agile, modelowanie wymagań. 
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In this paper we consider the formation of directed networks, i.e. networks represented by directed graphs. 
By information (a rather common use of this term) we mean good information that flows in the network. Each 
member of the network is endowed with some amount of resources and has also a payoff function, which 
depends positively on the amount of information he has access to. Knowing the network structure players can 
gain access to the information possessed by others by creating links. The problem is to specify which network 
structures can be a strategic equilibrium and whether they are optimal (effective) [3], [2]. 
Further on we introduced a model in which players do not have a complete knowledge of the network 
structure, but only a part of it. Decisions they make base on incomplete information. The problem is to define 
the equilibrium and to find out what strategies can lead to the equilibrium. 

 
Keywords: network formation, Nash equilibrium, incomplete information of network structure. 
 
1. Network model with complete 

information of the network structure 
 
Let },,1{ nN K=  be a finite set of agents (for 
example web pages, members of  
a social network etc.), who we will refer to as 
players. Every player is endowed with a finite 
amount of resource )1,0(∈X , that can be used 
to create links. Every player yields a benefit 
from accessing other network members, directly 
or indirectly. 
Before we begin with formulating the game 
theory elements we will start with a basic 
definition. 

Definition 1.1. A digraph (directed graph) 
>=< ENg , , consists of vertices N  (which we 

will identify as players) and directed edges E  , 

},,|),{( jiNjijiE ≠∈⊂  
We write ),( ji  which means an edge starting 
from i and pointing at j . 

Remark 1.1. In the further discussion we will 
assign a positive value to every edge, it is then 
justified to use a word network instead of a 
graph. By Ng  we denote a family of networks 
with a set of vertices N .  

Only connected graphs will be considered. 
 

Pure strategies 
A pure strategy is an n -element vector, which 
informs us with whom and with what value  
a player wishes to establish a link. When the  
j -th coordinate of the strategy vector is 

positive, i  wishes to create a link with j . 
Formally, we introduced a definition: 

Definition 1.2. A pure strategy of player Ni ∈  
is a vector Njj ixix ∈= ))(()(  with n  
coordinates, so that 

],0[)( Xix j ∈  for all Nj ∈  
and  

0)( =ixi  
and  

Xix
n

j
j =∑

=1
)( . 

By )(iX  we denote a set of all pure strategies of 
player Ni ∈ . 

When 0)( >ix j  it means that player Ni ∈  

creates a link with Nj ∈  consuming a positive 
part of his resource X to establish that link.  
A value )(ix j  is assigned to ),( ji  edge. 
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A strategy profile ))(,),2(),1(( nxxxx K= , where 
)1()1( Xx ∈ , )2()2( Xx ∈  and so on,  can be 

identified as a directed graph g , with positive 
values assigned to every edge, fulfilling 
conditions from definition 1.2.  

When gji ∈),(  it means that 0)( >ix j , 

whereas gji ∉),(  means that 0)( =ix j . 

By )()2()1( nXXX K××=X  we denote a set of 
all pure strategies. To conclude all the above 
statements: 

Preposition 1.1. There exists a one-to-one map 
between directed, valued graphs among n nodes 
and strategy profiles in 

)()2()1( nXXX K××=X . 

Proof. Given any weighted, directed graph g , 
for all Ni ∈  we define )(ix  in the following 
way: for all ij ≠  put 0)( =ix j  if there is no 

edge from i  to j  in g , otherwise to )(ix j  put 
the value of the weight assigned to ),( ji  edge. 
Therefore, we defined a strategy which generates 
graph g . 

Given any strategy profile X∈x , we construct 
a graph g  in the following way: if 0)( =ix j  
then there is no edge from i  to j  in ;g  if 

0)( >ix j  we construct an edge from i  to j  in 

g  with a weight )(ix j . We defined a weighted, 
directed graph generated by a strategy profile 

X∈x . 

Walks, paths and circles in a graph 

Definition 1.3. A sequence of edges 
),(,),,(),,( 12110 mm vvvvvv −K  in graph g  is  

a walk, when every next edge is incident. We 
call 0v  a start vertice and mv  a final vertice of  
a walk. We can say then, that there is a walk 
from 0v  to mv . Number of edges in that walk is  
a walk length. 

Definition 1.4. A walk is a path when every 
edge in a walk are different. A walk or a path is 
closed when mvv =0 . A closed path with at lest 
one edge is a cycle. 

Definition 1.5. A value of path 
),(,),,(),,( 12110 mm vvvvvv −K  is a product of 

values assigned to every edge in a path, that is: 

( )∏
=

+

m

k
kv vx

k
0

1
. 

By )(),( gP ji  we denote a set of all paths from i  
to j  in graph g . Let )(),( gPp ji∈  be any path 
from i  to j ; by )( pb  we denote a value of this 
path. 

Payoffs 

Definition 1.6. A benefit ),( jib  that player i  
receives from accessing j  is the maximum 
value of all paths from i  to j  in g ,  

( )
( )

( )pbjib
gPp ji,

max,
∈

= . 

Definition 1.7. A payoff of player Ni ∈  is  
a sum of every benefit the player receives from 
accessing every other player in ,g  i.e. 

∑
∈

=
Nj

i jibg ),()(ϕ . 

The above construction of the payoff function 
reflects the intuition that the benefit a player 
receives from accessing other players, decreases 
with the distance between the players. 

Example 1.1. Let >=< ENg ,  with the set of 
players }3,2,1{=N  and the set of edges 

)}3,2(),2,1{(=E . Then, according to the 
model, a value X will be assigned to every edge. 
A benefit that player 1 receives from accessing 
player 2 is Xb =)2,1( , whereas a benefit from 
accessing player 3 is 2)2,1( XXXb =⋅=   
(we omit max since there is only one path  
from 1 to 3). 

 
Network efficiency. Nash equilibrium 

The welfare value of the network 

Definition 1.8. The welfare value of the network 
is a sum of all payoffs, i.e. ∑

∈

=
Ni

i ggW )()( ϕ . 

We say that a network is effective when there is 
no other network which welfare value is greater. 

Nash equilibrium 

Since there is a one-to-one mapping between  
a network g  and a strategy profile X∈x , we 
can write ))(,),2(),1(( nxxxgg K= . 

Definition 1.9. A strategy profile 
))(,),1(( *** nxxx K=  is a Nash equilibrium,  
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if  

)))(,),(,),1(((

)))(,),1(((
**

**

nxixxg

nxxg

i

i

KK

K

ϕ

ϕ

≥

≥
  

for all Ni ∈  and for all )()( iXix ∈ . 
 
2. The Network Model with Complete 

Information of the Network Structure 
In this section we will define a network 
construction game with incomplete information 
of the network structure. We considered a graph 

>=< ENg , , with a set of players N  and a set 
of links E .  

Player’s knowledge of the network structure 

Definition 2.1. A player’s Ni ∈    knowledge of 
the network structure is a subgraph 

>=< iii ENw ,  of graph g . We require that 

iw  includes every direct neighbours of i  and 
every edge incident with i . 

When gwi =  one can say that i ’s knowledge 
of the network structure is complete. Otherwise 
its knowledge of the network structure is indeed 
incomplete. 

Remark 2.1. Sum of knowledge of all players 
covers >=< ENg , . 

Further on we will assume that a set iN  can 
only expand by adding new vertices. A vertice 
can not be deleted from iN  once it is in it.  
On the other hand, edges can be added to or 
deleted from iE , since the set iE  reflects the 
network structure. 

Pure strategies 

In the network model with complete information 
a player has a knowledge of the network 
structure and makes his decisions on its basis. 
The only constraint is the resource X, which can 
be consumed to create links. Whereas in the 
following model with incomplete information, a 
player can add or delete links with players who 
belong to knowledge >=< iii ENw , . 

Let },,,{ 21 ini kkkN K=  and in  be the number 

of elements the set, i.e. ii Nn = . Remind that 

iNi ∈ . 

Definition 2.2. A pure strategy of player Ni ∈  
is a vector 

iNjj ixix ∈= ))(()(  with in  

coordinates enumerated with elements of iN ,  
so that ],0[)( Xix j ∈  for all iNj ∈  
and 

0)( =ixi  
and  

Xix
iNj

j =∑
∈

)( . 

The set of all pure strategies of Ni ∈  will be 
denoted by )(iX . 

Payoffs 

We introduce the following definition of the 
payoff function, analogous to the definition  
in the model with complete information. 

Definition 2.3. A sequence of edges 
),(,),,(),,( 12110 mm vvvvvv −K  in graph iw  is  

a walk, when every next edge is incident. 

Definition 2.4. A walk is a path when all edges 
in a walk are different. 

By )(),( iji wP  we denote a set of all paths from i  

to j  in graph iw . 

Definition 2.5. A value of path 
),(,...),,(),,( 12110 mm vvvvvv −   in graph iw  is  

a product of values assigned to every edge  
in a path, that is: 

( )∏
=

+

m

k
kv vx

k
0

1
. 

By )(),( iji wP  we denote a set of all paths from i  

to j  in graph iw . Let )(),( iji wPp ∈  be any path 

from i  to j  in iw ; by )( pb  we denote  
a value of this path.  

Preposition 2.1. )()( ),(),( gPwP jiiji ⊆ . 

Definition 2.6. A benefit ),( jib  that player i  
receives from accessing j  is the maximum 
value of all paths from i  to j  in iw ,  

( )
( )( )

( )pbjib
iji wPp ,

max,
∈

= . 

Definition 2.7. A payoff of player Ni ∈  is  
a sum of every benefit the player receives from 
accessing every other player in iw , i.e. 

∑
∈

=
iNj

i jibg ),()(ϕ . 
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Remark 2.2. Basing on Preposition 2.1 one can 
make a hypothesis that a player’s Ni ∈  payoff 
in the complete information model is no less 
than his/her payoff in the model with incomplete 
information. The intuition is that the iw  
subgraph can include at most all paths that g  
includes. Therefore, the max in Definition 2.5 is 
taken from a smaller set of paths. 

Equilibrium 

We define an equilibrium as an analogue to the 
equilibrium in the complete information model 
taking into account that the player's knowledge 
of network structure is limited to the subgraph 

iw .  

Let >=< iii ENw ,  and ii Nn = . We can 

enumerate the elements of iN  in the following 
way: },,,{ 21 ini kkkN K=  (a reminder that 

there exists such an index j  that ik j = . We can 
write: 

))(,),(),(( 21 inii kxkxkxww K=  

which means that iw  depends only on the 
elements of iN . 

Definition 2.8. A strategy profile 
))(,),(),((
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**
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equilibrium according to knowledge iw , when 
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for all  ii Nk ∈  and for all )()( ii kXkx ∈ . 
 
3. A Game with Complete Information 

of Network Structure as a Special 
Case of a Game with Incomplete 
Information 

 
A game model with complete information of the 
network structure consists of: 

o graph >=< ENg ,  

o strategy sets )(ix  defined for all Ni ∈    

o payoff functions )(giϕ  defined for all 
Ni ∈ . 

Whereas a game model with incomplete 
information consists of: 

o graph >=< ENg ,  

o a family Niiw ∈}{  of subgraphs of g 

o strategy sets )(ix  defined for all Ni ∈   
and for all iw  

o payoff functions )( ii wϕ  defined for all 
Ni ∈  and for all iw . 

One can notice that the model with incomplete 
information is indeed an extension of the model 
with complete information. In a special case, 
when gwi =  for all Ni ∈  (i.e. the state of 
knowledge of every player is equal to g) then: 

1. Since iNN =  for all Ni ∈ , then 

NjjNjj ixixix
i ∈∈ == ))(())(()(  which 

means that the definition of strategy in the 
model with incomplete information is 
identical with the definition of strategy in 
the complete information model. This is 
because in both cases the strategies are an 
n-element vectors, which fulfill the same 
conditions.  

2. If gwi = , then NNi =  for all Ni ∈ . 
Then the payoff function meets the 
condition: 

)(),(),()( gjibjibw i
NjNj

ii
i

ϕϕ === ∑∑
∈∈

 

for all Ni ∈ . 
3. A reminder that the knowledge of every 

player in the complete information model is 
equal to g . Then 

ini wkxkxw

nxixgg
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==
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for all Ni ∈ .  

The condition: 
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for all Ni ∈ and for all )()( iXix ∈ , can be 
written in the following way: 
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for all Ni ∈ and for all )()( iXix ∈ , which 
is the definition of the equilibrium in the 
complete information model. 
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Transformacja modelu z pełną informacją o sieci użytkowników  

do modelu z niekompletną informacją  
Podejście wykorzystujące narzędzia teorii gier 

 
A. MISZTAK 

 
W tym artykule zajmiemy się modelowaniem sieci skierowanych, to znaczy przedstawionych za pomocą grafów 
skierowanych. Przez „informację” (w raczej ogólnym użyciu tego słowa) będziemy rozumieć dobro, którego 
przepływ następuje w sieci. Każdy uczestnik jest obdarzony pewnym zasobem, ale posiada również funkcję 
wypłaty, która wprost zależy od ilości informacji, do których dany uczestnik ma dostęp. Znając strukturę sieci 
gracze przez ustanowienie połączeń do innych uczestników uzyskują dostęp do posiadanej przez nich informacji. 
Problem polega na określeniu, jakie konfiguracje połączeń mogą prowadzić do równowagi oraz czy takie 
konfiguracje są optymalne (efektywne) [3], [2]. 
W dalszej części wprowadzamy model, w którym gracze nie posiadają wiedzy na temat struktury całej sieci  
a jedynie pewnego fragmentu. Decyzje podejmowane są na podstawie cząstkowej (niekompletnej) informacji. 
Podstawowym problemem jest zdefiniowanie równowagi w takim modelu a następnie zbadanie,  
jakie postępowanie prowadzi do równowagi. 
 
Słowa kluczowe: formowanie sieci, równowaga Nash’a, niekompletna informacja o strukturze sieci. 
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Today’s world demands a lot of computing power for many different applications. Distributed systems offer 
this with their advantages. High-performance computing clusters are suitable for running different kinds of 
jobs like tightly coupled parallel and distributed applications. The queuing system is used to organize tasks and 
allocate adequate resources at appropriate time intervals. One of the fundamental elements in scheduling tasks 
is to determine the type and characteristics of tasks that will run in a distributed system. The scheduling 
algorithm is responsible for the proper assignment of these tasks, to the available resources of a particular 
node. The most important advantage of using the job scheduler in a homogeneous environment is the fact that 
the scheduler can omit checking of various parameters. Job scheduling aspects in homogeneous HPC clusters 
environments is presented in this paper. The grid engine was used as a case study for testing common used 
algorithms for job scheduling. This example showed the problems that may occur when scheduling tasks, 
depending on the type and quantity of tasks running. The basic algorithm used in this case does not generally 
meet their function. Complicated cases require more complex algorithms, taking into consideration proper 
resources utilization. 

 
Keywords: scheduling, homogeneous, distributed 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Distributed systems have a wide range of 
applications. Today’s world demands a lot of 
computing power for many different 
applications. Distributed systems offer this with 
their advantages like: 
• high scalability 
• high availability 
• very good performance 
• transparency  
• high reliability. 

Professional distributed systems consist of 
clusters built from dedicated multiprocessors 
servers (nodes) interconnected with a fast 
network. There are two main groups of clusters 
[1]: 
• High-throughput computing clusters − 

connecting a wide group of nodes connected 
by low-end interconnects, which role is to 
maintain redundancy and high-availability of 
resources. 

• High-performance computing clusters − 
high-end nodes have large computing power, 
which is connected with very fast, low 
latency and wide bandwidth interconnection. 
The role of this class of systems is to 
provide maximum performance for demand 
in terms of computing power and 
interprocess communication applications. 

Scheduling requirements for each of these 
groups is different. Computing clusters have one 
common goal, which is the enlargement of the 
system throughput. This is understood as the 
number of completed tasks in a given unit of 
time. In high-throughput computing clusters this 
is the main objective of the system implemented 
by the load distribution between the different 
nodes. Best suitable job types for this class of 
systems are loosely coupled distributed and 
parallel programs.  

High-performance computing clusters are 
suitable for tightly coupled parallel and 
distributed applications. These types of 
applications have special requirements for the 
communication and synchronization. Therefore, 
this class of clusters requires additional 
conditions that must be taken into consideration. 
These additional performance objectives are to 
minimize the job execution time, reduction of 
communication and other overheads [2]. On the 
other hand, maximization of resource usage. 

Additionally to these two classes, there are 
two types of clusters in terms of system 
architecture: homogeneous and heterogeneous 
system. If the environment is completely 
uniform, in terms of hardware and software, then 
we will talk about the homogenous environment, 
otherwise the heterogeneous environment. 
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The queuing system is used to organize 
tasks and allocate adequate resources at 
appropriate time intervals. It also consists  
a minimum of three elements together, 
interacting with each other: job scheduler, 
resource manager and accounting manager.  
As shown in figure 1, the scheduler is 
responsible for creating a queue of tasks and 
mapping it to individual free system resources. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Cluster queuing system 
 
The second element is the resource 

manager, passing information on current time 
system resources utilization. The next module is 
an account manager keeping information on 
users like: privileges, job priorities, restrictions 
and limits. System administrators can setup 
separate privileges for any user. Together they 
form a complete system interacting with each 
other. Users can check for resource availability 
in a cluster, submit a job and check the progress 
of the task. When a user submits a new job to the 
queuing system, then the job scheduler checks 
the status of resources on individual computers 
through the resource manager. Taking into 
consideration information on priority tasks and 
limitations set by the system administrator, 
schedules of the job assigning resources in  
a queue are used during job execution. Most of 
the queuing system allows using external 
schedulers and makes it possible to fit the 
individual needs of users. 
 
2. Task Characteristics 
 
One of the fundamental elements in scheduling 
tasks is to determine the type of tasks that will 
run in a distributed system. Depending on the 
type of tasks, which are submitted, there should 
be different rules for allocating resources for 
these tasks. The list below presents the basic 
types of tasks: 

• Single − job running on any machine in  
a cluster, which have a compatible processor 
architecture  

• Serial − set of tasks associated with each 
other, order of execution is essential because 
of the necessity to use intermediate results of 
the previous job to continue the calculation. 
It will be run on one or more machines at the 
same time, if the order condition is satisfied 

• Symmetric Multiprocessing (SMP) − task 
composed of several subtasks running 
simultaneously within a single machine. 
Uses the n available of nc cores in one 
machine n={2,…,nc} 

• Distributed tasks − Distributed task 
execution using multiple threads that 
communicate among themselves. Such a 
task can be completed on n cores with the ac 
all available n={2,...,ac}. 

Each of the above task groups may have 
different needs in terms of hardware resources, 
such as necessary system memory to run 
appropriate or local temporary space for 
intermediate results. These types of requirements 
are individual for each program and type  
of data, which operates in a particular case.  
The most demanding, in terms of scheduling,  
are distributed tasks, where interprocess 
communication plays an important role in the 
overall application performance. If the path 
between the most distant processors is long, then 
the performance of applications will be worse. 
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Figure 2 shows the physical connection between 
machines. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Interprocess Communication 
 
Communication between the processors within 
the machine is negligible, so these delays are not 
taken into consideration. However, after leaving 
the machine outside, the communication delays 
are strictly dependent on the type and quantity of 
connections between intermediary devices. For 
this reason, the subprocess tasks should be 
distributed from each other with the least 
distance that is within a machine or a common 
switch.  

Another set of restrictions for each type of 
jobs are based on software requirements. Each 
task has different requirements. However, they 
possess a common set of requirements by the 
type of task. They can be divided as follows: 
• single and serial jobs − generally do not 

require additional services to work properly 
• SMP jobs − depending on the method of 

compilation in most cases require additional 
system libraries, and monitoring services 
working on the local machine 

• distributed tasks − requires for proper 
operation of additional services, both for 
starting their associated libraries, and unit 
of services for monitoring of jobs that 
reside in each machine on which task or 
part of it is executed. 

 
3. Job Scheduling 
 
In the scheduling system, we can determine 
three main components [3]: waiting queue, the 
current schedule and scheduling algorithm. The 
current schedule provides information regarding 
the assignment of system resources like the 
number of processor cores and possibilities of 
their allocation to each task. The tasks which had 
been added to the system for execution, but did 
not start yet, are in the waiting queue.  

The scheduling algorithm is responsible for the 
assignment of tasks to the resources of  
a particular node.  

The user adding the job to the queue has to 
wait to execute its task until other jobs release 
system resources. The time spent in the queue 
(wait time) depends on many factors for 
example: the priority of tasks, the amount of free 
resources and number of queued tasks.  

Most important advantages of using the job 
scheduler in homogeneous environments is the 
fact that the scheduler can omit the checking of 
various parameters. These values are known 
from the start of the scheduling process: 
1. Resource specification for every node: 

 CPU 
 Memory 
 Mass memory 
 Interconnect type. 

2. Software specification: 
 Operating system 
 Installed software 
 Configuration. 

These elements are constant, and there is no 
need to check their status at the time of 
scheduling. The elements that must be taken into 
consideration are: the data on the current 
memory consumption and available processors. 
Knowledge of the hardware architecture allows 
to get rid of additional conditions. 
 
3.1. Algorithms 
 
Scientific society sacrificed much time and 
effort to explore the aspects of scheduling tasks 
in parallel and distributed systems. As a result of 
these efforts, several algorithms were created. 
Some of them have been implemented in 
commercial and open source schedulers.  
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These algorithms can be divided into two main 
groups: space-sharing and time-sharing.  

Time-sharing algorithms divide the 
available CPU time for discrete time slots 
assigned to the individual tasks. Thanks to this 
solution it is possible to share multiple tasks 
simultaneously on the same hardware. 
Algorithm space-sharing on the other hand 
assures the allocation of required resources for 
particular tasks throughout the entire execution 
time. In most cases, the cluster job scheduler 
uses space-sharing algorithms. 

The basic, simple, commonly used, space- 
-sharing algorithms are: First-Come First-Serve 
(FCFS), First In First Out (FIFO), Round-Robin 
(RR), Shortest Job First (SJF), Longest Job First 
(LJF). 

FCFS and FIFO as the names suggest 
performe tasks in order, then they are added to 
the queue. Round-Robin − assigns tasks to 
individual machines after adding to queues in  
a cyclic and equal manner. Those are simple 
algorithms, which efficiency is acceptable for 
low loaded systems.  

The SJF algorithm uses the declared time of 
task completion to prioritize jobs in the queue.  
It sorts them from the shortest to longest and 
additionally, it is able to gain a good turnaround 
time for small tasks. This strategy causes  
the delay of long executing jobs.  

On the other hand, the LJF at the first run of 
jobs with the longest execution time. 
Maximizing usage of resources, increases the 
turnaround time of short jobs. 

To complement these basic algorithms, 
most commonly used schedulers use additional 
techniques, such as advance reservations, 
backfill and fair-share.  

Advance reservation techniques use 
information provided by the user about the 
predicted executing time of the job. After that it 
reserves the required resources on selected 
machines for a specific job and generates  
a schedule.  

Backfilling techniques improve space- 
-sharing algorithms by filing small low priority 
jobs into scheduling gaps. This algorithm does 
no changes of the previous schedule, but it 
complements the gaps that arise for scheduling 
tasks with high priority jobs. The requirement 
for usage of this algorithm is information about 
added to the queue tasks, such as priority and 
estimated time of execution. Information on the 
execution time must be provided by the user 
running the task, otherwise the usage of this 
algorithm is not possible. Figure 3 shows  

a sample of a set of tasks using the following 
scheduling algorithms. 

The fair-share algorithm uses collected 
historical data regarding the job execution.  
On this basis the priority of tasks dynamically 
changes when the system is heavily loaded,  
in order to maintain a fair resource allocation 
between users. 

These algorithms are efficient and simple to 
implement. They are widely used in real 
applications. In a small group of applications 
there are many unimplemented or used 
algorithms. 

 
Figure 3. Job scheduling algorithms use example 

 
Generally, they are fairly complex, require 

more resources and time to arrange the schedule. 
In a real application, the superiority of these 
algorithms over the combination of the 
algorithms above has not been proved. 
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3.2. Scheduler Attributes 
 
Current schedulers must meet several features in 
order to be used in real applications. The main 
attributes that each scheduling system must be 
able to provide are: 
1. Support for many job processing algorithms 

such as: FCFS, FIFO, LJF, SJF, advanced 
reservations, backfilling and fair-share. 

2. Ability to dynamic switching between 
algorithms depending on needs (type of job, 
group members). 

3. Capability to integrate with popular tasks 
managers such as SGE, OpenPBS, LSF. 

4. Taking into account different nodes of the 
hardware architecture (CPU) and 
interconnection capabilities between nodes 
(bandwidth), in order to best utilitize 
available resources. 

5. Performance to minimize the overhead of 
management job processes. Complex 
scheduling algorithms need more time. Task 
scheduling must be minimized for system 
efficiency. 

6. Dynamic change in information on 
available resources. To add and remove 
machines from the pool without having to 
stop or restart the system. 

7. Scalability of the system allows them to 
operate on small to very large systems, and 
seamless support for thousands of 
simultaneous tasks. 

8. Support of different types of tasks such as: 
single, parallel, batch, distributed, serial, 
interactive and not interactive with 
comparable performance. 

9. Check pointing support allows suspending 
tasks, to save their state, and resume on the 
same or another machine. This makes it 
possible to preserve and restore 
intermediate results, generated by a job in 
case of hardware or software failure. 

10. Resistance to incorrect functioning of client 
applications or hardware errors of 
subsequent nodes. Single machine problems 
do not cause faulty operation of the entire 
system. Flexible software updates without 
having to shut down the entire system or 
suspending user tasks. 

 
4. Case Study: Grid Engine 
 
Grid Engine (GE) is an open source advanced 
job manager system based on the commercial 
Sun Grid Engine (SGE) as part of the Solaris 
Enterprise System. It has a well-developed 
console and clear graphical interface and 

monitor currently loaded on nodes. Services 
monitor system resources such as occupancy of 
processors, memory, disk space, and parameters 
reflecting the use of these resources by 
individual users.  

Grid Engine supports different types of 
tasks including distributed jobs, thanks to the 
possibility of tight integration with the most 
commonly used parallel environments such as 
LAM or MPICH2. In GE terminology the queue 
is defined as group of resources, which is 
divided in to slots (CPU cores). Multiple queues 
can be assigned to the same hardware resources.  

Grid Engine supports many important 
functions crucial for job management. The most 
important of these features are:  
o advance reservation  
o check pointing 
o rule-based resource quota control 
o distributed resource management 

application API (DRMAA) 
o support for interactive jobs 
o online resources  
o job Submission Verifier (JSV) 
o job and scheduler fault tolerance 
o topology-aware scheduling and thread 

binding 
o policy-based resource allocation 
o use of multiple scheduling algorithms. 

The job after submitting for execution  
is sent to the scheduler where requirements and 
priorities are determined. Afterwards the master 
daemon receives information about adding 
another job to the execution queue.  
All information regarding the system, tasks and 
current state are stored on the server nodes. 
When the user adds new jobs to the pool, then 
they have the possibility to specify parameters. 
Informing how to perform jobs and requirements 
to be fulfilled by the system in order for the task 
to be executed properly. Fundamental 
parameters that should be given when a job  
is submitted are: 
o type of Job − specified by executing a job in 

an appropriate queue 
o number of CPU (slots) needed for execution 

if the job is SMP or distributed. 
o estimated job completion time. 

Selected optional parameters that may be 
passed to the job manager: 
o specific job name 
o Software requirements (available software 

licenses etc.) 
o hardware requirements (amount of memory 

and storage resources) 
o localization of data results (default local 

directory) 
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o specification of a particular executive node.  
More parameters will be given, the more 

effective management system will be in job 
scheduling and execution. GE takes into 
consideration available parameters and on this 
basis attempts to arrange the schedule. 
Information about resources and job execution 
are acquired on execution nodes and sent to 
server nodes. 

One of the biggest GE advantages is the fact 
that cluster administrators can add new 
functionality to the system [4]. Thanks to that 
the system is based on scripts, it is possible for 
the programming of new functionality such as 
load sensors to the particular queue or whole 
system. As soon as the new queue is defined and 
the resources are assigned to it are free. The 
system automatically checks for jobs that may 
run in this queue, and running a job with the 
highest priority or longest waiting time. Jobs are 
started on nodes by executive daemons running 
on every executive node. These services are 
monitoring progress, reporting system load 
memory consumption and other configurable 
parameters, to the master daemon on the server 
node.  

Grid engine supports check pointing and 
migration. Supported will be the kernel-level and 
user-level check pointing, if the application 
supports it or by using third-party software like 
Berkeley Lab Checkpoint/Restart (BLCR). 
Another useful feature is the calendar so it can 
be planned when the queue will be available to 
users for job submissions or when it will be 
inaccessible. For example, for the maintenance 
of equipment, software update or adding another 
resource pool for a short period of time when 
system is heavily loaded etc. In the users point 
of view GE provides an intuitive user-friendly 
graphical environment to manage tasks. 
Obviously the console command set is also 
available who provide a larger set of 
functionality for the advanced users.  

The Grid Engine has some disadvantages 
the biggest of them is the fact that the scheduling 
module has significant limitations in the 
definition of scheduling policies. Mechanisms 
for preemptive scheduling and making 
reservations are complicated and need 
knowledge about the principle of scheduling the 
mechanism functions. Supporting parallel tasks 
in GE is more complicated than in other 
schedulers. Nevertheless, tight integration is 
fully supported after the correct manual 
configuration of the entire distributed 
environment starts scripts. Grid Engine software 
is constantly developed and improved. 

One of the most important elements 
affecting the scheduling is the type and 
characteristics of the tasks that are executed. The 
easiest cases are the uniform type of tasks, when 
the same type of tasks are run with similar 
characteristics. The most difficult case is one 
where in a single system multiple tasks of 
different types are running with varied 
characteristics. Despite these limitations this 
system is fully working and efficient for most 
applications. The system fulfills its function the 
best for applications with common types of 
tasks. For example, system scheduling of single 
or serial tasks like the one shown on figure 4. 
But in more complex cases, when the 
environment does not have the resources 
dedicated to each type of task the situation is  
a bit different. For proper scheduling of tasks it 
is necessary to use an advanced reservation 
mechanism and the changing of priorities for 
individual tasks and task types. The result is 
often not in accordance with the awaited result. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Scheduling single and serial jobs using 
default queue settings in GE 

 
Each environment has different 

characteristic. The percentage of job types 
running in a cluster system depends on the type 
of tasks that are run by users and the level of 
sophistication, which software offer. The same 
software might contribute to the load of 100% or 
less than 50%. The time of task execution also 
varies depending on the characteristics of the 
input data. The greatest demanding and also 
difficult to predict case are applications used for 
scientific calculations. Parallel applications, 
depending on how their source code was written, 
have a different degree of parallelization. For 
most cases, real measurable acceleration of the 
application is visible with the use of up to the 
eight sub-processes. There are of course 
exceptions to this rule, currently well-written 
applications are scalable to 16 or even 64 and 
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more sub-processes, each running on an 
individual CPU. Everything depends on the 
degree of parallelization, which the running 
application has. Compilation efficiency and 
hardware parameters such as interconnect 
latency etc. on execution nodes. For this reason, 
parallel tasks should be executed on the smallest 
possible number of accessible nodes. The 
optimal solution is to use one machine as far as 
the amount of available resources allow it. 

For example the encountered in a 
production environment is a set of jobs. That 
jobs run by a group of users with the same 
priority. The relationship between the types of 
tasks is as follows:  single/serial jobs 50%, SMP 
jobs 10% and parallel tasks 40%. Most 
encounter problems in job scheduling with GE 
default algorithms without advanced reservation 
for the particular tasks are shown on figure 5. 
Figure 5a presents a case, in which we are 
dealing with combinations of different tasks 
without setting an execution deadline on parallel 
tasks. Large distributed jobs in this case are 
subject to starvation during heavy system load 
and the continuous inflow of single tasks. Figure 
5b shows the same scenario with the preset 
deadline on parallel tasks. In this situation the 
delay of a distributed task is very large and 
depends on the deadline time. Figure 5c, 5d 
shows a typical problem when running large 
distributed jobs where subtasks distribution on 
the resources is not optimal. One of the poorer 
cases is 5c where two parallel jobs and a single 
task are running on the same node. The worst 
case scenario is shown on figure 5d. Parallel 
tasks are running simultaneously, on all nodes 
with single and serial jobs. Performance of 
parallel jobs depends on many factors. One of 
the most significant factor, especially for large 
amounts of data procession is interprocess 
communication. The more demanding task will 
run on one node the bigger will be the cost of 
communication. By analogy the more hosts are 
involved in this process the higher the cost.  
The second factor is the overhead caused by the 
intensive use of system resources. Thereby 
decreasing the power by redirecting resources  
to operate the I/O. Depending on the application 
gap the performances may vary from 4%  
to 53%. 

Many factors influence the estimating 
execution time. Because of that using advanced 
reservation to determine the correct scheduling 
of tasks is not the optimal solution. Often the 
resources are reserved, but the job ends running 
before the time of its execution or after the 

expected time. This causes gaps and shifts in the 
schedule. 

 
5. Conclusions and Further Research 
 

Distributed systems are very well known in 
today’s world of science. They where researched 
for a couple of years and most aspects of this 
problematic field was well described. According 
to the fact, that some aspects are still not well 
known, the main concept of this system consists 
many of loosely interconnected processors. 
Distributed shared memory is used to store and 
share data. 

 
 

Figure 5. Scheduling issues 
 
Optimization of such systems is reduced  
to optimal scheduling, of running jobs on  
this system. 

They are many goals in optimization, two 
most common used are. minimization of 
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completion times of jobs and maximization 
usage of available resources. In most cases both 
criteria are used simultaneously. Proper 
scheduling will depend on the characteristics of 
the tasks performed, and the type of distributed 
environment. In the considered environment, 
high performance computing, parallel tasks are 
an important part of running a job. These tasks 
require special attention due to the number of 
requirements to be met by the system in order 
for such a task to finish correctly. Moreover, the 
time that the job is executed should be 
reasonably short, in accordance with 
expectations. Systems, which are operating only 
single and serial jobs do not require advanced 
scheduling techniques. Using a typical SJF 
algorithm with backfilling is in most cases close 
to an optimal solution acceptable in real 
applications. Scheduling more complex cases, 
where there are additional task types, parallel 
and SMP requires the use of more complex 
techniques for the proper distribution of jobs. 
Fulfilling inflicted conditions and criteria for 
optimization. 

A basic algorithm used in this case does not 
generally meet their function even after 
completion of their functionality by advanced 
reservation and fare share. The administrator 
intervention is indispensable to enable proper 
operation of scheduler. This intervention is 
modification of manually adjustable parameters 
such as job weight and deadline time. Such 
applications require more complex algorithms, 
taking into consideration proper resources 
utilization. For homogeneous systems, this 
situation is so much better that some of the 
parameters are fixed, which partly reduces the 
complexity, by removing part of the restrictions, 

related to the variety of resources. The task 
scheduling problem is NP-hard for two nodes. 
So, for large systems with tens of nodes, this 
problem is possible to optimize only by 
approximations. However, it must be brought an 
appropriate set of conditions, and an 
optimization function that enables the creation of 
a task scheduling algorithm. 

The logical extension to this paper is the 
examination of the best available scheduling 
algorithms to this specific environment. 
Determination of the optimal scheduling 
algorithm for a complex case, with defined 
constraints make possible to implement in Grid 
Engine environment. 
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Harmonogramowanie zadań w homogenicznych systemach rozproszonych 

 
P. OSIAL 

 
W dzisiejszych czasach wzrasta zapotrzebowanie na moc obliczeniową dla szeregu aplikacji. Systemy 
rozproszone dzięki swym atrybutom są w stanie sprostać tym wymaganiom. Klastry obliczeniowe o wysokiej 
wydajności tworzą odpowiednie środowisko służące do uruchamiania wielu typów zadań. System kolejkowania 
umożliwia poprawne rozmieszczanie aplikacji na poszczególnych zasobach, w odpowiednich przedziałach 
czasowych. Jednym z podstawowych elementów podczas tworzenia harmonogramu jest określenie typu  
i charakterystyki uruchamianych zadań. Dzięki temu algorytm odpowiedzialny za uszeregowanie zadań jest  
w stanie poprawnie wykorzystać dostępne zasoby. Jedna z zalet układania harmonogramu zadań w systemie 
homogenicznym jest możliwość pominięcia sprawdzania szeregu parametrów. W tym artykule badano aspekty 
szeregowania zadań w jednorodnym środowisku klastrów HPC. Grid Engine został wykorzystany jako studium 
przypadku do badania najczęściej używanych algorytmów w planowaniu zadań. Przedstawiono problemy 
mogące występować podczas planowania zadań w zależności od typu oraz ilości zadań. Pokazano również wady 
podstawowych algorytmów. W przeciwieństwie do zaawansowanych algorytmów, nie spełniały one swej funkcji 
w skomplikowanych przypadkach. 
 
Słowa kluczowe: harmonogramowanie, homogeniczny, rozproszony. 
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In the paper a problem of modelling and optimization of groups of military objects after given a group pattern 
is considered. A multiresolution terrain-based grid network is proposed as an environment for formulation of 
the problem. In the paper we show how to plan the movement of objects within a group to minimize the 
group’s distance d j(t) from fixed the j-th group pattern in each moment t, to simultaneously realise other 
demands of command (for example: minimization of potential losses with achieving a location, minimization 
of achieving the moment of destinations, etc.). We propose a multicriteria approach for such a problem. 

 
Keywords: group movement planning, computer generated forces, movement group patterns. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Objects movement is an essential element of 
combat actions and it is related to manoeuvre 
planning of military detachments on  
the battlefield during battle as well as preparing 
for it. Redeployment simulation of military 
objects is a basic problem especially in combat 
simulators. Objects movement is very important 
from the point of view of a simulating complex 
system. It may have an effect on accuracy, 
adequateness, effectiveness and other 
characteristics of these systems. Then,  
the problem is to model and optimise such 
movement of detachments to achieve intended 
goals of commands (such as: achievement of 
destinations on restricted time [8], avoiding of 
losses during redeployment [5], avoiding 
obstacles or regions [4] etc.). In the case of 
Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) 
systems, the system is intended to provide  
a simulated battlefield, which is used for training 
military personnel. In such a battlefield,  
the trainees need an opposing force against 
which to train. One of the techniques to provide 
the simulated opponent is to use a computer 
system that generates and controls multiple 
simulation entities using software and possibly  
a human operator. Such a system is known  
as a semi-automated force (SAF or SAFOR) or  
a computer generated force (CGF) [7]. Any 
module for redeployment modelling forces is 
surely part of such a software. 

It is important to say that to make computer 
simulation of objects movement possible in  

the battlefield, this battlefield must be 
adequately described. Such a description allows 
for computer processing and image of terrain 
information. In many cases, as a model of 
appropriate description of the terrain area, for 
which the movement is carried out, is a network. 
Depending on: types of moved objects, 
preferences of movement methods (individual, 
group) and military actions level we must build 
the network based on, e.g. numerical terrain 
model [3], [10]. In this connection, modelling 
and simulation may help us to research and plan 
the redeployment process optimally to improve 
many decisions related to this one.  
 
2. Terrain Modelling 
 
During constructing combat simulators it is 
important to organize movement of different 
kinds of military objects (i.e. tanks, cars, trucks, 
units, convoys, etc.) in the network based on  
the real terrain information. 

The basic problem is to generate a terrain 
database, because by using information 
contained in this database we can construct 
terrain representation in the form (for example  
as a network) required by problem solving 
methods. However, terrain database generation 
is one of the most expensive tasks in the 
development of combat simulators. There are 
many factors associated with the efficiency of 
generating the terrain database. Automating the 
process of extracting from the remote sensing 
imagery, the required database primitives, and 
constructing detailed 3D (or 2D) feature models 
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offers many challenging problems. Another 
problem is to simplify the terrain model by using 
fewer polygons without significant loss in the 
visual characteristics of the rendered imagery, 
thereby reducing the complexity of the terrain 
database and improving real-time rendering 
performance. Many papers deal with this 
problem. One of these papers is written by 
Schiavone et al. [9]. In the paper the authors 
presented two surface simplifications algorithms 
designed for the purpose of constructing a terrain 
database that is optimized for driving simulation: 
one using a bottom-up, polygonal refinement 
approach, the other using a top-down polygonal 
removal approach. These two algorithms are 
applied to terrain surfaces that include 
integrated, “stitched-in” road features, and are 
used to generate terrain surfaces of various 
levels of detail.  

Having a terrain database we can construct 
a so-called trafficable routes network (TRN) as a 
model of a redeployment environment. For 
example, in [10] two kinds of TRN, rough (low-
resolution) and precise (high-resolution), are 
proposed. The first type of network is based on 
the real roads in the terrain only. The precise 
network is based on partitioning the terrain on 
the squares of topographical homogeneous areas, 
so it takes into consideration of the possibility of 
off-road traffic. Partitioning topographical area 
gives some advantages described in detail in 
[10]. The partitioning is carried out with various 
detail levels. This level principally depends on: 
the size of contractual least square of 
topographical homogeneous area and contractual 
unit width for which we create a precise TRN. 
The more the terrain is differentiated the more 
complex the precise network is. Additionally, we 
may try to merge squares of topographical 
homogeneous area into bigger squares 
(decreasing the detail level) creating this way a 
multiresolution terrain-based representation of 
the redeployment environment. Taking into 
consideration the approach concerning a rough 
TRN, it allows the reduction of the network or 
highlights much of the terrain details. Depending 
on detail level, we can consider only the roads 
of: the first categories, the first and the second 
categories, the first and the second and the third, 
etc. this way, we also obtain a multiresolution 
terrain representation [2], [10]. 

For the considered approach we propose to 
divide the terrain area on the squares with the 
side length equal to, approximately, the width of 
the strip for operating detachments less by one 
(or two) level(s) in rank from the lowest level 
being modelled (e.g. if the lowest level being 

modelled is a battalion then the side length of the 
square should be set on the basis of the width of 
the strip for the company (or platoon)). The 
multiresolution model of the terrain basis of 
partitioning of terrain area with the quadtree 
system may be defined as follows [10]: 

 , , ,ζ= ΨL L L LS G a   (1) 
where: 
• L – resolution level (depth of square-root 

partitioning; number of digits in description 
of square number in the quadtree system) 

• GL – Berge’s graph with nodes as terrain 
squares and arcs linking neighbouring 
squares (when the traffic between them is 
possible). Number of nodes in the graph 
(2L*2L) is equal the number of squares, on 
which the square-root was divided  
and depends on resolution level L. Detailed 
description of creating this graph is 
presented in [10] 

• ψL – set of functions described on  
the graph nodes 

• ζL – set of functions described on  
the graph arcs 

• a – side length of square-root. 
 
We assume, for further consideration, that we 
have a fixed resolution level, so we can define a 
more precise network from (1): 
 

, ,= G C DS    (2) 
 

where G describes Berge’s graph defining 
structure of S,  
 

,=G N A    (3) 
 

N= |N|; N – set of graph nodes (as centre of 
terrain squares, N={1,...,N}), A – set of graph 
arcs, A⊂N×N, A=|A|, C – denotes coordinates 
vector of graph nodes (more precisely: their 
centres), 

 
( ) ( ) ( )( )(1), (1) , (2), (2) ,..., ( ), ( )=C x y x y x N y N  

             (4) 
Having vector C we are able to determine the 
matrix D of terrain distances between the graph 
nodes,  
 

, '[ ] ×= n n N ND d     (5) 
where 

( ) ( )2 2
, ' ( ) ( ') ( ) ( ')= − + −n nd x n x n y n y n     (6) 
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Sometimes, we are interested in the driving time 
between network nodes instead of the terrain 
distance between them. Let the maximum speeds 
of K>1 moved objects resulting from their 
technical properties be given: 1

maxv , 2
maxv ,.., 

max
Kv , respectively. Because these speeds may be 

various for each of the objects, so vector , 'n nt  of 
the minimum crossing times of arc ,  ' ∈n n A  
assumes the following form: 
 

, '

min min,1 min,2 min, min,
, ' , ' , ' , ', ,..., ,...,=

n n

i K
n n n n n n n nt t t t t , ∈A n,n'  

              (7) 
 

where: 
m in,

, '
m ax

, '= ∈i n ,n '
n n i

d
t   ,       n n

v
A  (8) 

for 1,=i K . 
In practice, max

iv  is limited by some )(⋅ζ  
function values, which are in the interval of 
(0,1], and it describes the coefficient of speed 
decreasing under topographical or weather 
conditions, etc., for a part of the route, which 
represents this arc. In that case, network S from 
(2) may be described as follows: 
 

,= GS' T    (9) 
where: 

min
, '[ ] ×= n n N NtT    (10) 

and min
, 'n nt  is described by (7) and (8). 

We will use network S (2) for finding  
the shortest paths in the sense of terrain 
distances, whereas network S’ (9) will be used 
for finding the shortest paths in the sense of 
driving time. It is important to say that we may 
define on the network arcs or nodes other 
functions depending on modelling goals or 
redeployment, and use it for redeployment 
optimization algorithms. For example, we may 
define functions related to: visibility from arc 
(node), ability to camouflage, resistance to 
opponent fire, etc. 
 
3. Modelling and Optimization of 

Groups Movement 
 
Regardless of the kind of military actions, 
military objects are moved according to a group. 
Preservation of a group during military actions is 
very important from the point of view of mission 
realisation. For example, each object being 
moved in a group (e.g. during attack, during 
redeployment) must keep distances between 

each other of group. It is obvious that the objects 
group must be moved according to some fixed 
group pattern.  

To describe and formulate the basic 
problem we give definitions: ”group pattern”, 
”current group location” and ”distance of current 
group from group pattern”. 
As a group pattern (j-th, {1,..., }∈j J ) of K 
objects numbered from 0 to K-1 we understand 
the following 2K-dimensional vector: 
 

( )j
K

j
K

jj yxyxyx 111100 ,,...,,,, −− ΔΔΔΔ  (11) 
 
where x0, y0 describe coordinates of object 
reference (e.g. vehicle of commander).  
With respect to this object we set the location of  
the other objects in the group. The pairs 
( )j

i
j

i yx ΔΔ , , 1,1 −= Ki  allow us to set 
coordinates of the i-th object in the j-th group 
pattern as follows: 
 

( ) ( )j
i

j
i

j
i

j
i yyxxyx Δ+Δ+= 00 ,,   (12) 

 
Additionally, we assume that a tolerance range 
δ j

 exists for values ,Δ Δj j
i ix y , 1, 1= −i K . It 

means that coordinates of the i-th object in the  
j-th group pattern are defined as follows: 
 

0 0,δ δ⎡ ⎤= + Δ − + Δ +⎣ ⎦
j j j j j

i i ix x x x x  (13a) 

      0 0,δ δ⎡ ⎤= + Δ − + Δ +⎣ ⎦
j j j j j

i i iy y y y y       (13b) 

 
If coordinates of each object in a group satisfy 
(13) then we assume that the j-th group pattern is 
kept. It is important to say that a group pattern 
(11) is defined under the assumption that an 
angle α between the direction vector of the 
group and the axis 0y in the basic coordinate 
system is equal 0. Hence, coordinates (12) and 
(13) are determined using this assumption. 
Relation between coordinates in the basic system 
0xy and rotated 0XY with the α angle is 
presented in (15). Examples of typical 
movement group patterns are presented in Fig. 1. 
It has been assumed that α=0, that is the 
direction vector of the group cover 0y axis of the 
basic coordinate system. 

In moment t, the current location of group 
is defined as follows: 
 

( )0 0 1 1 1 1( ), ( ), ( ), ( ),..., ( ), ( ),α− −K KX t Y t X t Y t X t Y t  

     (14) 
where coordinates in (14) are determined in the 
coordinate system rotated with the α angle with 
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relation to the basic coordinate system and α 
describes the angle between the direction vector 
of the group and axis 0y in the basic coordinate 
system. The relation between coordinates in the 
basic system 0xy and the rotated 0XY with α 
angle is the following: 
 

( ) ( )αααα cossin,sincos, ⋅+⋅⋅−⋅= j
i

j
i

j
i

j
i

j
i

j
i YXYXyx  

     (15) 
 

If we denote with ( ))(),( 00 tytx  the location of 
the reference object in the moment t then the 
current pattern location of the K considered 
objects grouped with the j-th group pattern in the 
basic coordinate system in moment t is defined 
as follows: 
 
( ))(),(),...,(),(),(),( 111100 tytxtytxtytx j

K
j

K
jj

−−   (16) 
 

where: j
i

j
i xtxtx Δ+= )()( 0 , j

i
j

i ytyty Δ+= )()( 0  
describe the coordinate of the i-th object in the 
group according to the j-th pattern in moment t 
in the basic coordinate system. 
 

 
 
Fig. 1. Examples of typical movement group patterns 

for five objects 
 
As the ”distance” ( )td j  of the current group 
location from the j-th group pattern in moment t 
we understand the following function (as the 
measure with p parameter): 
 

( ) ( )( )
11

1

( ) ( ) ( )
−

=

= +∑ i i

K p p pj
x y

i

d t s t s t  (17) 

where: 

( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )when

otherwise

    ,

0                                                               

δ δ

=

⎧ ⎡ ⎤− ∉ − +⎪ ⎣ ⎦= ⎨
⎪⎩

ix

j j j j j
i i i i i

s t

x t x t x t x t x t

(18) 
( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )when

otherwise

    ,

0                                                              

δ δ

=

⎧ ⎡ ⎤− ∉ − +⎪ ⎣ ⎦= ⎨
⎪⎩

iy

j j j j j
i i i i i

s t

y t y t y t y t y t

(19) 
We assume that objects move on the terrain 
squares (graph nodes).  
Let 

( )1 2,  ,..., ,..., =
i

i i i i
i r RI w w w w  

 (20) 

describes the ordered set of nodes creating the 
path for the i-th object, 

{ } 11,..., 1
, +∈ −

∀ ∈A
i

i i
r rr R

w w , 

i
rw  – the r-th node on the path for the i-th object, 

1,= ir R , 0, 1= −i K .  
We also assume that we have set, for each  
i-th object in the group, the movement path of 
this object from the source node 1

iw  to the 
destination node 

i

i
Rw , 0, 1= −i K  (apart from 

how can we determine these paths). Moreover, 
we assume that these paths assure us a satisfying 
condition, which concern distances δΔ ±j j

ix  
(see (13)) from group pattern, for each i-th 
object of the group. 
In the considered problem we want to set  
a movement speed for each object in the group 
in such a way as to minimize the total distance 
from the group pattern in such moments when 
the reference object achieves each node on its 
path. In detail this problem is defined as follows: 
we want to find such values of speed 

1,
0

+
>i i

r r

i
w w

v  

for all objects on each part ( )1, +
i i
r rw w , 

1, 1= −ir R , 0, 1= −i K  of the path, to minimize 
the value of the distance function from the group 
pattern defined as below: 
 

 
0

1

( ) min
=

→∑
R

j
p

p

d t   (21) 

 
with constraints: 
 

1
max,

0
+

< ≤i i
r r

i i
w w

v v , 1 1 0 1= − −ir ,R ,  i = ,K

 (22) 
where pt  denotes the achievement moment of 
the p-th node on the path for the reference object 
(with number 0), 
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0 0
1

1
0

,
1

+

−

=

=∑
r r

p

p w w
r

t t    (23) 

 1

1

1

,
,

,

+

+

+

=
i i
r r

i i
r r

i i
r r

w wi
iw w
w w

d
t

ν
  (24) 

( )1

1

( ) | ( ) | | ( ) |
−

=

= +∑
i i

K
j

p p px y
i

d t s t s t
 

(25) 

where ( )
i

px
s t  and ( )

i
py

s t  defined by (18) and 

(19) for t = tp. 
Let us denote with 0 ( )

p
pw

x t , 0 ( )
p

pw
y t  the 

coordinates of the reference object (with 0) in 
the p-th node 0

pw  on its path in moment pt . 
Pattern coordinates of the i-th object in the group 
according to the j-th pattern we calculate the 
following: 
 

0( ) ( )= + Δ
p

j j
i p p iw

x t x t x   (26) 

 
0( ) ( )= + Δ
p

j j
i p p iw

y t y t y   (27) 

 
Coordinates xi(tp), yi(tp) of the current location of  
the i-th object in the group in moment pt  are 
calculated according to the following rule. First, 
we must determine between which nodes on  
the path the i–th object in the moment pt  is 
located. We notice that the i-th object in moment 

pt  is located between nodes with such numbers 
*

ir  and 1* +ir  for which the following formula 
is satisfied: 

* *

* * 11 1

1

, ,
1 1

++ +

−

= =

= < < =∑ ∑
i i

i i i i
i r r i r r

r r

pr w w r w w
r r

t t t t t  

 (28) 

If 
*

*
1

1

,
1

+

−

=

= =∑
i

i i
i r r

r

pr w w
r

t t t , then the i-th object is 

located in the node with number *
ir  in moment 

pt . Then, coordinates of the current location of 
the i-th object in moment pt  are following: 

*( ) ( )=
i

i
i p r

x t x w , *( ) ( )=
i

i
i p r

y t y w , where *( )
i

i
r

x w , 

*( )
i

i
r

y w  denote coordinates of node *
i

i
r

w , in which 

the i-th object is located. Otherwise, when the  
i-th object is located between nodes with 
numbers *

ir  and * 1+ir , coordinates of the current 
location of the object are set according to the 
procedure described in Fig. 2.  
In Fig. 2 the c denotes the distance covered in 
the time of *−

i
p r

t t  with i-th object moving from 

node i
ri

w *  to node i
ri

w
1* +
. This distance is 

calculated from the following formula:  

⎟
⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛ −⋅=

+
*

1** , i
i

ir
i

ir
rpww

ttvc   (29) 

where 
* * 1

,
+

i i
r ri i

w w
v

 
denotes the speed of the i-th 

object between nodes i
ri

w *  and i
ri

w
1* +
.  

 

 
Fig. 2. Determining coordinates ))(),(( pipi tytx  

 
Having c we can calculate a and b from  
the system of equations: 
 

2 2 2⎧ = +
⎪
⎨

=⎪⎩

c a b
A a
B b

   (30) 

where: 
 * *1

| ( ) ( ) |
+

= −
r ri i

i iA y w y w
 

 (31) 

 * *1
| ( ) ( ) |

+
= −

r ri i

i iB x w x w
 

 (32) 

We obtain: 
2

2

2

,      when   0
1

0             ,     when   0

⎧
≠⎪⎪= +⎨

⎪
⎪ =⎩

c B
Ab
B

B
 

(33) 

,      when   0

      ,     when   0

⋅⎧ ≠⎪= ⎨
⎪ =⎩

A b B
a B

c B
 (34) 

 
Coordinates of the current location of the i-th 
object in moment pt  used in (18), (19) and (25) 
we can calculate as follows: 
 

⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

≥−

<+
=

+

+

         when 

      when 

)()(,)(

)()(,)(
)(

1

1

***

***

i
r

i
r

i
r

i
r

i
r

i
r

pi

iii

iii

wxwxbwx

wxwxbwx
tx  

     (35) 

B

A

*
ir

1* +ir

c

a

b

( ))(),( pipi tytx
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⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

≥−

<+
=

+

+

         when 

    when  

)()(,)(

)()(,)(
)(

1

1

***

***

i
r

i
r

i
r

i
r

i
r

i
r

pi

iii

iii

wywyawy

wywyawy
ty

     (36) 
 
Problem (21)–(22) is a nonlinear programming 
problem and may be solved using one of the 
commercial optimization packages (GAMS, 
MATHEMATICA) by invoking appropriate 
functions.  

In practice, during movement plan 
determination depending on the kind of warfare 
model, we take into consideration many 
criterions. For example, we may want to 
determine such a path for the i-th object, which 
has to minimize the movement time of the object 
and simultaneously minimize the probability of 
destroying objects. We assume, that we have  
a P-dimensional vector of criterion functions 
F=(F1, F2, ..., FP) and all criterions are 
minimized. Since we have described the P arc 
functions connected with these P functions on 
the network arcs, for example f1 – arc length 
function, f2 – arc driving time function, f3 – 
probability of object detecting function. We also 
assume that values of these functions on each arc 
are nonnegative and additive. We have the 
following multicriteria optimization problem: 
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where I describes the set of all paths in network 
S from node 1

iw  to node 
i

i
Rw , for the i-th object 

(in this case we assume that ( )≡iR R I ). We can 
solve this problem by finding, for example, 
nondominated paths in the sense of P criterions, 
that is we will find such a path *

NDI , for which: 
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To find nondominated paths we can use the 
metacriterion function MF: 
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αp – weight of the p-th criterion function 
satisfying conditions 
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and 0 0≠pF . 
We can consider the problem of finding  
a nondominated path *

NDI  as problem: 
 

*( ) min ( )
∈

=ND I
MF I MF I

I   
(42) 

 
This problem may be solved using Dijkstra’s 
shortest path algorithm with the arc function:  
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It is possible to prove, that using the arc function 
(43) allows us to determine path *

NDI  from (42) 
using the Dijkstra’s algorithm assuming, that the 
arc functions f1, f2, ..., fP are nonnegative  
and additive (see [11]). 

Fast algorithm for group movement 
planning in the grid network has been presented 
in the paper [14]. The idea of this algorithm for 
finding paths for K>1 moved groups is strongly 
connected with the assumption that we have a 
dense network of terrain squares. The second 
assumption is that paths are disjoint. The idea of 
the algorithm is that we generate subgraphs in 
the network of terrain squares (for each moved 
object we generate a separate subgraph) and 
next, in each of the subgraphs we run the 
Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm using some 
approximation techniques. 
 
4. Conclusion 

 
The considered problems, which deal with object 
group movement did not exhaust all aspects 
related to it. There are many papers which deal 
with modelling other redeployment problems 
[4], [5], [6], [8]. For example, in paper [13] 
some models and algorithms for the nonlinear 
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optimization problem of multi-objects 
movement scheduling to synchronize their 
movement as well as properties of presented 
algorithms have been described. The movement 
scheduling model being presented is based on 
achieving checkpoints by all objects at the same 
times. Similarities and differences between 
defined problems and the classical tasks 
scheduling problem on parallel processors are 
shown. Two algorithms for synchronous 
movement scheduling are proposed and their 
properties are considered. One of the algorithms 
is based on the dynamic programming approach 
and the second one uses approximation 
techniques. Theoretical and experimental 
analysis of the complexity and effectiveness of 
the algorithms as well as their practical 
usefulness are discussed. Other approaches to 
the definition of the group pattern have been 
presented in [12]. In the paper the multicriteria 
weighted graph similarity method for structural 
patterns recognition has been described. This 
approach may be used for group movements 
with group patterns.  

It is important to say that the redeployment 
(manoeuvre) process may be considered as  
a multi-level process depending on the kinds of 
detachments (single vehicle (squad) – platoon – 
company – battalion, etc.). So, redeployment 
simulation may be considered as multiresolution 
simulation in the multiresolution terrain-based 
network model (see the first section).  
In a hierarchical setting, the lower level 
simulator (typically a high-resolution model, e.g. 
tanks platoon simulation) generates output data, 
which are then taken as input for the higher level 
simulator (typically a low-resolution model, e.g. 
tanks company or battalion simulation). Then, it 
is possible to use clustering methods for  
multi-resolution simulation modelling to 
aggregate and disaggregate simulation results 
[1], [2]. 
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Modelowanie i optymalizacja przemieszczania grup obiektów  
z wykorzystaniem wzorców ugrupowania 

 
Z. TARAPATA 

 
W artykule przedstawiono problem planowania przemieszczania wielu obiektów zgodnie z pewnym wzorcem 
ugrupowania. Jako model środowiska przemieszczania zaproponowano wielorozdzielczy model terenu.  
W artykule zaprezentowano, jak można planować przemieszczanie wielu obiektów, aby minimalizować 
odległość grupy od zdefiniowanego wzorca ugrupowania, który musi być zachowany w każdej chwili  
t i jednocześnie realizować inne cele (np. minimalizację potencjalnych strat w czasie przemieszczania). 
Zaprezentowano wielokryterialne podejście do wyznaczania takiego planu. Zarysowano sposoby rozwiązywania 
sformułowanych problemów harmonogramowania.  
 
Słowa kluczowe: planowanie grupowego przemieszczania, komputerowo generowane siły, wzorce ugrupowania 
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The paper presents the problem of using a neural network for military vehicle classification on the basis of 
ground vibration. One of the main elements of the system is a unit called the geophone. This unit allows to 
measure the amplitude of ground vibration in each direction for a certain period of time. The value of the 
amplitude is used to fix the characteristic frequencies of each vehicle. If we want to fix the main frequency it 
is necessary to use the Fourier transform. In this case the fast Fourier transform FFT was used. Since the 
neural network (Hyper Radial Basis Function network) was used, a learning set has to be prepared. 
Please find the attached results of using the HRBF neural network, which include: examples of learning, 
validation and test sets, the structure of the networks and the learning algorithm, learning and testing results. 

 
Keywords: neural networks, classification, learning set. 
 
1. Introduction 

 
The main area of the interest of scientists is the 
decision system automation. The results are 
usually used in industry or military systems.  

In this case the neural network was used as 
an element of the decision subsystem. The inputs 
of the network are calculated as characteristic 
values of the object. These values are the base of 
the classification. The output values are the 
answer of the network. Because of the local 
representation (of the output values) each of the 
outputs is connected to one type of the object 
(one vehicle).  

The main problem was to choose the correct 
characteristics values on the base of ground 
vibration. The values of the ground vibration 
amplitude were obtained by using a geophone. 
Figure 1 shows the example of the 
measurements. 
 
2. The Ground Vibration Analysis 

Caused by Vehicles 
 

It is possible to measure the amplitude of ground 
vibration for each vehicle. In this case 6 vehicles 
were chosen: Kraz, Jelcz, Skot, Tatra, Volvo, 
Land Rover. The measurements were performed 
at different vehicle speeds, different types of 
ground and obstacles.  

There were two possible ways of signal 
analysis. The first case − analysis of the signal 
amplitude (for a certain period of time), the 
second case − analysis of an amplitude signal 
transformation. In this paper the Fast Fourier 

Transform was used (using the Cooley-Tukey 
algorithm).  
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Fig. 1. Examples of measurements for Kraz  
(speed 25km/h and 35km/h) 
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Fig. 2. Example of measurements for Kraz − FFT 

transform 
 

Each vehicle has its characteristic 
frequencies, because of the front and rare axle 
vibration and car body vibration. 

The whole FFT is too big to be ”included” 
into the learning process and validation set.  
As a result of the analysis three parameters were 
fixed. The first parameter was the value of the 
frequency of the biggest FFT amplitude, the 
second was the value of the biggest FFT 
amplitude and the last one was the number of  
the vehicle axle. The vehicle axle number is 
evaluated on the basis of the value of the ground 
vibration amplitude.  
 
3. The Radial Base Function Neural 

Network for Objects Classification 
 
The neuron with the radial base transfer function 
is the main element of the RBF (Radial Base 
Function) neural network.  

2

22( )
r

r e σϕ
−

=                       (1) 
 

where: σ − parameter of transfer function (σ>0). 
 

The next equation shows the example of r 
parameter: 
 

|| ||r x t= −                          (2) 
 

where: x – input signals, t – centres of transfer 
function. 

As we can see, the value on the output of  
the radial neuron depends directly on its value  
on the inputs as well as the value of the centres 
ti. For each input of the neuron the differences 
between the input values and centres are 
calculated. These differences are the argument of 
the transfer function (radial function). According 
to the above equation the radial neuron  
”is activated“ only for a limited range of value 
(xi-ti). The specific functioning of the whole 
Radial Base Function network is the result of  
the features. 
 There are also similar transfer functions used 

in RBF neurons: 

ϕ
σ

( )
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x
x t

=
− +
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               (3) 

ϕ σ( ) ( )x x t= − +2 2                 (4) 

K,2,1,0)( 12 == + nrx nϕ .            (5) 

 
The radial neurons are located in the hidden 

layer of the network. The output values of the 
hidden layer are put (in the simplest case) into 
the inputs of the single output. 

The radial function depends on the value  
r = ||x - t||. The value of r is usually calculated 
using the Euclidean norm. In more complex 
models of RBF neural networks (HRBF neural 
network) the weighted norm is applied. It means 
that value ri (see fig. 3) is multiplied (for each 
direction) by the value Qi: 

 
r Q x ti

Q
i i= −( )                      (6) 

 
 

The values of Qi are evaluated during the 
learning process of the neural network. 

 
[ ]ni QQQQQ ,,,,, 21 KK=            (7) 

 
 

Figure 3 shows the model of the HRBF neural 
network.   
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Fig. 3. Model of the neuron of the HRBF neural 
network 

The structure of the HRBF neural network 
consists of neurons as above (see fig. 4.).  

The output layer consists of neurons with  
a sigmoid transfer function. It means that the 
values on the outputs of the network belong to 
the range (0,1). The number of neural network 
inputs (n) depends on the size of the analyzed 
space (Rn). The number of radial neurons in the 
hidden layer is evaluated during the learning 
process of the network. The number of output 
neurons is connected to the number of different 
classes (number of object types). 
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Fig. 4. Model of the HRBF neural network 
 
The Learning Algorithm 
During the experiments the supervised type of 
learning algorithm was applied (with gradient 
method). The main element of the algorithm − 
the criterion function is fixed on the basis of the 
RBF neural network structure. The criterion 
function is directly connected to the optimization 
method, as shown (for the network with one 
output neuron): 

E W x di i
i

K

= −
=
∑1

2
2

0
[ ( ) ]ϕ                 (8) 

where:  
Wi − values of output neuron weights, 
d − required value on the output of  
the neural network, 
K − number of radial neurons in hidden layer, 
x − values of network inputs. 
 
The form of the transfer function in the hidden 
layer is as follows: 

ϕi

Q x t Q x t
x e i i

T
i i( )

[ ( )] [ ( )]
=

− − −
1
2              (9) 

In each step of the learning algorithm  
the new values of the output neuron weights  
and values of t and Q are calculated. 
 
 

4. The Experiments and Results 
The Structure of Learning, Testing and 
Validation Sets 
Because of the learning process difficulties  
the values of characteristics parameters were 
changed in the learning, testing and validation 
sets. The values of the biggest amplitude  
(1st parameter) were divided 100 times and the 
number of axles were multiplied 10 times.  

The part of the learning set1 presented in the 
paper is shown below as an  example. The three 
(left) columns are the values of the characteristic 
parameter. The next 6 columns describe  
the required values on the HRBF network 
outputs.  
 
; RWR-RBF.EXE  
; Learning data  
; DATASTRUCTURE=<Column 
description> 
PAIRS=(224) 
DATACOLUMN[ 1]=INPUT 
DATACOLUMN[ 2]=INPUT 
DATACOLUMN[ 3]=INPUT 
DATACOLUMN[ 4]=INPUT 
DATACOLUMN[ 5]=INPUT 
 
           . . .  
DATACOLUMN[ 9]=OUTPUT 
 
LEARN DATA 
8.05  16.77 30  1  0  0  0  0  0 
9.22  19.03 30  1  0  0  0  0  0 
6.83  18.76 30  1  0  0  0  0  0 
6.83  21.01 30  1  0  0  0  0  0 
8.54  19.17 30  1  0  0  0  0  0 
 

The whole learning set consists of 224 
elements with 6 types of wheeled vehicles. 

The structure of the testing and validation 
set is similar to the learning set. The testing set 
consists example of considered six types of 
vehicle. The testing set consists of all elements 
from the learning set and additional examples for 
each kind of vehicle. 
 
Structure of the HRBF Neural Network 
The structure of the network is the result of the 
task presented in this paper. The number of 
hidden neurons was evaluated during the 
learning of the network. The description of the 
HRBF is presented below2: 
 
;RBF Network struc. RWR-RBF.EXE 
;(C)Roman WANTOCH-REKOWSKI, 2010  
                                                           
1 It is the vehicle.lrn file contents. 
2 It is the vehicle.str file contents. 
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LAYER INPUT NODES=<3> 
 
LAYER HIDDEN NODES=< 16> 
FUNCTION=GAUSS(1.00) 
 
LAYER OUTPUT NODES=< 6> 
FUNCTION=SIGMOID(0.90) 
 
RBF Neural Network Learning 
The presented learning algorithm (gradient 
method) was used to learn the neural network. 
The value of the learning coefficient was 
calculated during the learning process. The 
initial value of the learning coefficient was the 
biggest while the final value the lowest. 
Parameters of the RBF network are included in 
the vehicle.net file.  
 
Network parameters RWR-RBF.EXE 
;RBF neural network parameters 
;The name of the file with the 
neural network structure 
(*.STRucture) 
 
STRUCTURESET=pojazdy.str 
 
; The name of the file with 
learn data (*.LeaRN) 
LEARNINGSET=pojazdy.lrn 
 
; The name of the file with 
validat data  (*.VALidation) 
VALIDATIONSET=pojazdy.val 
 
; The name of the file with test 
data (*.TeST) 
TESTINGSET=pojazdy.tst 
 
; The name of the file with 
learning results (*.Learn 
REsults) 
LEARNINGRESULTSET=pojazdy.lre 
 
; The name of the file with the 
testing results (*.Test REsults) 
TESTINGRESULTSET=pojazdy.tre 
 
; The name of the file with 
network weights (*.WEIghts) 
WEIGHTSET=pojazdy.wei 
 
; Type of gradient method 
WEIGHTCHANGEMETHOD=NAJWIEKSZYSPA
DEK | MOMENTUM |  
WEIGHTCHANGEMETHOD=NAJWIEKSZYSPA
DK 
;MOMENTUM(0.3) 
 

; Kind of learning coefficient 
LEARNINGMETHOD=STALY[nCoefficien
t] | ZMIENNY [nCoefficient]| 
MINIMALIZACJAKIERUNKOWA |  
;             
ZLOTYPODZIAL[nWspUczenia] 
LEARNINGMETHOD=STALY(0.2) 
 
;Type of weights method 
initializing 
WEIGHTINIT=ZPRZEDZIALU[nWspInicj
alizacji]| 
BOTTOU[nWspInicjalizacji] | 
SMIEJA | NGUYENWIDROW 
WEIGHTINIT=ZPRZEDZIALU(0.9) 
 
;Type of method of radial 
function centres initializing  
;ZPRZEDZIALU(10)  
;<YES> or <NO> change the number 
of radial neurons during the 
learning process 
 
RBFINIT=DOBIERZ(20,-0.1) 
RBFNEURONSCHANGE=(5,50) <NO> 
 
;Type of Q matrix coefficient 
method initializing  
;DIAGONALSTALA(3)  
;DIAGONALLOSOWA(5)  
 
COEFMATRIXQ=DIAGONALSTALA(0.5,-
0.01) 
 
;The number of learning elements 
added into a learning set  
ADDPERCENTOFNOISEELEMENTS=nEleme
ntowDoZaszumienia,nProcentZaszum
ieni 
 
ADDPERCENTOFNOISEELEMENTS=(0,0) 
 
; Stop condition – network error 
 
ERRCONDITIONSTOP=(0.00001) 
 
; Stop condition – max number of 
learning epoch 
 
EPOKCONDITIONSTOP=(500) 
 
; Stop condition –  percent of 
recognized elements of the 
learning set 
 
LEARNSETCONDITIONSTOP=(100) 
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;Stop condition –  percent of 
recognized elements of the 
validation set 
 
VALIDSETCONDITIONSTOP=(100) 
 
;Coefficient of recognition 
 
RECOGNITIONPRECITION=(0.3) 
 
JOGOFWEIGHTS=nLiczbaJOGOFWEIGHTS
,nProcentJOGOFWEIGHTS 
 
JOGOFWEIGHTS=(0,0) 
 
; Mix the learning set 
MIXLEARNSET=YES 

The file presented below (it is the 
vehicle.lre file contents) shows an example of 
learning process for the RBF neural network 
using the learning set from the file vehicle.lrn. 
; Result data RWR-RBF.EXE 
;(C)Roman WANTOCH-REKOWSKI, 2010  
 
Epoka  %CU   %CW   Net Err Lrn-cof.  Max-gr. Ukr. 

 
1   0.0   0 0.14 0.92 |0.01| 16  
2   7.6  16 0.05 0.95 |0.01| 16  
3  53.6  50 0.03 0.98 |0.01| 16  
4  82.1  66 0.02 1.01 |0.06| 16  
5  96.9 100 0.00 1.04 |0.01| 16  
6  99.1 100 0.00 1.07 |0.00| 16  
7  99.6 100 0.00 1.17 |0.01| 16  
8 100.0 100 0.00 1.20 |0.00| 16  

where:  
EPOKA − the number of learning epoch  
% CU − the percent of correctly recognized 

elements of the learning set (*.lrn) 
% CW − the percent of correctly recognized 

elements of the validation set (*.val)  
Net Err. − the network error value 
Lrn-cof. − the value of the learning coefficient  
Max-gr. − the largest value of the network 

gradient 
Ukr − number of hidden (radial) neurons. 

The description of the RBF neural network 
structure is included in the vehicle.str file. 
 
;Network structure RWR-RBF.EXE  
;(C)Roman WANTOCH-REKOWSKI, 2010  
 
LAYER INPUT  NODES=<128> 
 
LAYER HIDDEN NODES=<10>   
FUNCTION=GAUSS(1.00) 
 
LAYER OUTPUT NODES=<14>  
FUNCTION=SIGMOID(0.90) 

 
The file consists of a layer description: input 
layer, hidden layer and output layer. The number 
of nodes in the input layer means the number of 
inputs of the network. The number of nodes in 
the output layer means the number of outputs of 
the network.  
 
5. Conclusions 
 
The experiments show that the RBF neural 
network can be used for vehicles classification 
based on ground vibration. The main problem 
was to fix the correct characteristic parameter of 
the FFT. 
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Klasyfikacja pojazdów z wykorzystaniem sieci neuronowej HRBF 
 

R. WANTOCH-REKOWSKI 
 

W opracowaniu przedstawiono zagadnienie wykorzystania sieci neuronowej do klasyfikacji określonych typów 
pojazdów na podstawie analizy amplitudy drgań gruntu. Jednym z elementów systemu do pomiaru amplitudy 
drgań gruntu jest geofon. Umożliwia on pomiar amplitudy drgań gruntu w wybranym kierunku dla określonego 
przedziału czasu. Wartość wyznaczonej amplitudy wykorzystywana jest do wyznaczenia charakterystycznych 
częstotliwości drgań dla poszczególnych pojazdów. Do wyznaczenia charakterystycznych częstotliwości 
wykorzystywana jest transformata Fouriera FFT. Do klasyfikacji wykorzystana została sieć neuronowa  
z radialną funkcją aktywacji, dlatego też wymagane jest przygotowanie odpowiedniego zbioru uczącego.  
W opracowaniu przedstawiono wyniki użycia sieci HRBF. Przedstawiono strukturę oraz zawartość zbioru 
uczącego. 
 
Słowa kluczowe: sieci neuronowe, klasyfikacja, zbiór uczący. 
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Constructing Quantum Circuits for Unitary Operations 
 

J. WIŚNIEWSKA 
Joanna.Wisniewska@wat.edu.pl 

 
Institute of Computer and Information Systems 

Faculty of Cybernetics, Military University of Technology 
Kaliskiego Str. 2, 00-908 Warsaw, Poland 

 
The article contains a description of the method on how to construct any quantum circuit, which may be 
represented by a binary unitary matrix. A quantum circuit may be built out of unitary gates placed parallel or 
serially, so at the beginning the methods of entire circuit's matrix form calculating were recalled. Next 
the universal matrices were presented for series circuits to show how to reduce the number of basic operations, 
which a quantum computer have to perform. Finally the propositions of 2-bit and 3-bit quantum circuits 
implementation with the use of known 1-bit and 2-bit quantum gates were shown. 

 
Keywords: quantum computing, universal gates, quantum circuits. 
 
1. Introduction  
 
In publications [20, 21] a decision making 
algorithm is described, designed for solving 
binary decision problems [16] with the use of 
a quantum computer [6, 9]. In this algorithm we 
assume that the initial state of a quantum register 
is transformed to the final state (solution of the 
problem) by a quantum unitary operator. This 
operator can be presented by a unitary matrix U 
[12], i. e. matrix, for which equation (1) is true: 

IUUUU == ** ,  (1) 
 

where U* is a conjugate transpose (also called 
a Hermitian adjoint) of U and I is an identity 
matrix. 

Additionally, in the considered decision 
making algorithm unitary matrices U (which 
present the quantum operator) are binary 
matrices with precisely one value ”1” in every 
row and column – other elements are equal 
to ”0”. It means that columns of U are 
orthogonal and it is consistent with the definition 
of the unitary matrix (1) – proof in [14]. 

Every quantum operator, for a n-bit 
quantum circuit, may be represented as 
a nn 22 ×  matrix U. According to the mentioned 
decision making algorithm, U is a permutation 
of n2  columns: 
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 .  (2) 

 
We may assume that solving decision problems, 
with use of the decision making algorithm, needs 
all )!2( n  matrices U, which are permutations of 
columns from (2). This tells us that for a 1-bit 
quantum circuit we need two matrices (identity 
matrix and negation matrix), for a 2-bit circuit 
we would like to have 24 matrices and for a 3-bit 
circuit there are 40,320 matrices needed ((23)!). 
To implement this decision making algorithm on 
a quantum computer, it is obvious that it is 
impossible to directly provide every matrix form 
of a quantum operator. It is necessary to specify 
a set of universal matrices (in the number 
described by the complexity function of 
polynomial magnitude [1, 17]), from which we 
can construct all )!2( n  binary matrices U for 
a n-bit quantum circuit.  
 
2. Constructing Quantum Circuits  
 
Before we will recall, how to construct any 
complex quantum circuit, let us adduce some 
helpful definitions of quantum computing [8, 10, 
11]. 
 
Definition 1: A unit vector in the two-
dimensional Hilbert's space H2 and also 
a quantum circuit, with its state described by 
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the space's H2 vector, will be called a quantum 
bit (qubit). 
 
According to the ”ket” notation, a state (vector) 
x in Hilbert's space will be represented as |x>. 
 
Definition 2: A unit vector in the Hilbert's 
space nH

2
, created as a tensor product of n 

spaces H2, will be called a quantum register. 
 
A quantum state |k> of every n-qubit register 
may be described as a superposition of n2  
components: 

111...11....010...00

001...00000...00

)12(2

10

−+++

++=

n

k

αα
αα

 (3) 

on a standardization condition of: 

∑
−

=

=
12

0

2 .1
n

i
iα    (4) 

A quantum register's state may be also expressed 
as amplitudes' column vector K: 
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Let K represent the input state |k> of 
the quantum register and K' be its output state 
|k’>: 
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The unitary matrix U, which represents 
the quantum operator making the following 
transformation: 

'KK U⎯→⎯    (7) 
 

is shown in (8). 
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The operation performed by the quantum 
operator may be expressed as the matrix 
multiplication: 

'KUK =      (9) 
 

In this article we assume that the quantum 
operator's matrix form U is known and for every 
initial state |k> the final state |k’> may be 
calculated. However, the method of the quantum 
operator's implementation is unknown – it may 
be a circuit constructed of other quantum 
operators. 
 
Definition 3: A unitary and linear operator in 
space nH

2
, affecting the n-bit quantum circuit, 

will be called a unitary quantum gate. This gate 
is represented by a nn 22 ×  unitary matrix. 
 
Definition 4: A unitary quantum gate, for which 
its matrix representation V is additionally 
a Hermitian matrix, i.e. 

,*VV =    (10) 
will be called a Hermitian unitary quantum gate. 
 
The quantum computer's mathematical model is 
a network model – transforming any initial state 
of quantum register with the use of quantum 
gates. Before we will present which quantum 
gates may be universal to synthesize a circuit for 
the quantum operator represented as a binary 
unitary matrix, let us remind how to ”join” gates 
within the quantum circuit (what sort of 
mathematical operations occur between elements 
of the network gates). 

Let there be a n-qubit parallel circuit, built 
of m unitary quantum gates. We use this circuit 
to change any initial state |k> of a n-qubit 
register: 

n

n
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kkkkk
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 (11) 

what is shown in Fig.1. 

 
 

Fig. 1. A parallel circuit built out of unitary gates 
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Proposition 1: If the n-qubit parallel circuit is 
built out of m unitary quantum gates and gates' 
matrix representations U1, U2, …, Um are known, 
then the matrix U, which represents the whole 
quantum circuit, may be calculated as a tensor 
product of Ui (1 ≤ i ≤ m): starting from the 
matrix, which first input receives |k1>, following 
with matrices determined by the growing index j 
of qubits kj (1 ≤ j ≤ n), ending with the matrix, 
which last input receives |kn>. 
 
Proposition 2: If the n-qubit series circuit is built 
out of m n-bit unitary quantum gates and gates' 
matrix representations U1, U2, …, Um are known, 
then the matrix U, which represents the whole 
quantum circuit, may be calculated as a product 
of Ui (1 ≤ i ≤ m): starting from the matrix, which 
is the nearest to circuit's output, following with 
the consecutive (adjacent) matrices, ending with 
the matrix, which is the nearest to the circuit's 
input.  
 
The Proposition 2 is true for every series circuit 
built out of unitary quantum gates. If 
the quantum circuit is built out of Hermitian 
unitary gates only, then we can calculate 
the circuit's matrix representation using 
Proposition 3 alternatively. 
 
Proposition 3: If the n-qubit series circuit is built 
out of m n-bit Hermitian unitary quantum gates 
and gates' matrix representations V1, V2, …, Vm 
are known, then the matrix U, which represents 
the whole quantum circuit, may be calculated 
as a product's of Vi (1 ≤ i ≤ m) inverse matrix 
and the product of Vi is calculated: starting from 
the matrix, which is the nearest to the circuit's 
input, following with the consecutive (adjacent) 
matrices, ending with the matrix, which is 
the nearest to the circuit's output. 
 
Remark 1: A product of any unitary matrices (no 
matter if they are Hermitian or not) is also 
a unitary matrix. It means that in Proposition 3 
the matrix representing the quantum circuit may 
be calculated as a product's of Vi inverse matrix 
or Hermitian adjoint, because for unitary 
matrices the equation (12) is always true. 

*1 UU =−    (12) 
 
Remark 2: If a product of any Hermitian unitary 
matrices is also a Hermitian unitary matrix, then 
the matrix representing the quantum circuit may 
be calculated as a product of Vi (in the order like 
in Proposition 3), due to equations (10) and (12). 
 

Definition 4: A quantum circuit's part, built out 
of parallel placed gates (without any serially 
connected gates), will be called a quantum 
circuit's layer. 
 
Of course a quantum circuit may be a one-layer 
circuit – e.g. circuit shown in the Fig.1. 
 
Remark 3: If any n-qubit circuit is built out of 
more than one gate and in any of its layers 
a number of gate's inputs is less than n, then 
the inputs, which are the difference between n 
and the number of the gate's inputs (in this layer) 
we treat like the inputs of a 1-qubit identity 
gates I. 
 

 
Fig. 2. An example of equivalent quantum circuit's 

layers 
 
The following steps illustrate, how to calculate 
the quantum operator's matrix form U for any 
circuit built out of quantum gates:  
1) fix the circuit's layers; 
2) calculate the quantum operator's matrix form 

for every layer, according to Proposition 1; 
3) calculate the quantum operator's matrix form 

for the whole circuit as a product of the 
matrices, obtained in previous step, 
according to Proposition 2. 

 
3. Propositions of Universal 

Matrices' Sets  
 
Theorem 1: If any nn 22 ×  matrix A is right 
multiplied by a binary unitary matrix U, of 
the same dimension: 

,BAU =    (13) 
then matrix B is the following permutation of 
the matrix's A columns: if in the jth column of 
matrix U the value of ”1” occurs in the ith row, 
then in the jth column of matrix B, the ith column 
of matrix A will be placed )12,0( −≤≤ nji . 
 
Proof: If two matrices are multiplied, like in 
equation (13), then the jth column's elements of 
matrix B are obtained as a product's sums of all 
matrix's A rows by the jth column of matrix U 
(according to a definition of matrix 
multiplication). 

I 

NOT NOT 
= 
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Every element bij )12,0( −≤≤ nji  of matrix B 
is represented by the equation (15). 
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Each vector Kj, representing the jth column of 
matrix B, may be presented like in (16). 
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In every jth column of matrix U, occurs one 
value of ”1” in the ith row (ui,j = 1) and the rest 
of the elements are equal to ”0”. It means that 
the products' sums in (16) will become 
simplified to (17). 
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The jth column of matrix B is equal to the ith 
column of matrix A – what was to be proved. 
 
Theorem 2: If any nn 22 ×  matrix A is left 
multiplied by a binary unitary matrix U, of 
the same dimension: 

,BUA =    (18) 
then the matrix B is the following permutation of 
the matrix's A columns: if in the ith row of matrix 
U the value of ”1” occurs in the jth column, then 

in the ith row og matrix B, the jth row of matrix A 
will be placed )12,0( −≤≤ nji . 
 
As we can see Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 are 
based on the same algebraic properties of binary 
unitary matrices. Therefore, the proof of 
Theorem 2 will not be presented, because it is 
similar to the proof of Theorem 1. 

Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 help illustrate, 
how the matrix form of circuit's quantum 
operator changes, when two or more network's 
gates/layers are connected serially. Using these 
theorems it is easy to explain why the matrices' 
sets, shown below, may be treated as the sets of 
universal elements. 

Matrices representing quantum operators, 
which solve a decision problem according to 
the algorithm mentioned in Introduction, are 
binary and unitary like in (2). We may suggest 
some sets of basic matrices, which are also 
binary and unitary, to construct every quantum 
operator for the considered algorithm using 
Proposition 2, Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. 

Every n-bit quantum circuit for the decision 
making algorithm may be built out of one of 
the following sets containing )12( −n  binary 
unitary matrices, which are constructed of 

nn 22 ×  identity matrix’s I columns, by: 
1) changing every adjacent pair of columns – 

this action gives three matrices for every    
2-qubit circuit, like in (19) 
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0001
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(19) 

(we may construct every binary unitary 
matrix U by changing the adjacent columns 
of matrix I until we will obtain U – see 
Example 1); 

2) moving matrix’s I columns one column to 
left, inserting the first column as the last 
one; in other matrices from this set we leave 
without changing every time one more 
column in the front and the rest of columns 
will be moved like in the first matrix – this 
action gives matrices like in (20) for every 
2-qubit circuit 
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(20) 

(we will obtain every binary unitary matrix 
U by: changing the first column of matrix I 
with use of the first matrix from (20), then 
we can fix every column’s value by using 
consecutive matrices from this set); 
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3) changing the first column with each another 
– this action gives matrices like in (21) for 
every 2-qubit circuit 
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(21) 

(we will construct every binary unitary 
matrix U by fixing all columns using 
the first column as an element, which can 
directly obtain every ”column value” and 
relay it to any other ”column place”). 

These three sets shown above are exemplary and 
it is possible to propose other sets of )12( −n  
universal elements. 
 
Example 1: Using the first set of basic matrices 
(19), we are able to obtain matrix V, shown 
in (22). 
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Step no. 2: 

V=
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▄ 
 
Note that: used ”universal” matrices may be 
components of a quantum circuit, but they have 
to be placed in the right order (see: Proposition 2 
and Proposition 3); matrices multiplication in 
step no. 1 is redundant, because one of these 
matrices is I, but it helps to illustrate the process 
of a quantum circuit's construction (we treat 
matrix I as an initial state). 

The problem is, that the number of gates, 
obtained this way, is not polynomial. If we will 
assume that the n-bit quantum computer is able 
to perform the decision making algorithm for n 
variables and also for less than n variables' tasks, 
then it will have to perform 
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different operations. All of them may be 
implemented with the use of matrix sets, shown 
in (19), (20) or (21). Then the number of needed 
quantum gates is 

.12
1
∑

=

−
n

k

k    (26) 

 
4. Minimization of Universal 

Matrices' Number  
 
The Toffoli gate [2-4] is a known universal gate, 
because it can perform the NAND operation and, 
according to electronic circuits synthesis theory 
[13], every logical operation may be presented 
as a network built of NAND gates. In this article 
we are not trying to construct a quantum 
network for a decision function performed by 
the mentioned decision making algorithm, but 
we are considering the possibilities of 
the quantum operator's matrix form modeling – 
anyway the Toffoli gate, its matrix form is 
shown in (27), will be useful for us. 
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The Toffoli gate changes two last columns/rows 
in matrix representations of other gates 
connected serially in the same circuit (according 
to Proposition 2 and Theorem 1/Theorem 2). 

The unitary ”rolling” gate R, presented in 
this article, moves all columns around 
the matrix: 
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The matrix R places the first column as the last 
one and the other columns are moved one 
column to the left (or the last row becomes 
the first one and the other rows go down). 
Having R we are also able to perform this 
column/row operation in the other direction. 
The reverse ”rolling” operation will be 
performed by R*, which for every n-bit gate R 
we may obtain by joining serially )12( −n  gates 
R together. 

12* −=
n

RR   (29) 
Proposition 4: To construct every n-bit quantum 
circuit (n > 1), which performs an operation 
represented by a binary and unitary matrix, we 
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only need two quantum gates: the n-bit Toffoli 
gate and the n-bit unitary ”rolling” gate R. 
 
Remark 4: For 1-qubit circuits only 1-qubit 
negation gate is necessary. 
 
To prove that the n-bit Toffoli and ”rolling” R 
gates may be universal gates for every n-bit 
quantum circuit, let us present a very simple 
algorithm of obtaining matrices changing 
adjacent columns, from which we are able to 
obtain every binary and unitary nn 22 ×  matrix. 
Having the Toffoli gate (in the algorithm 
presented below, its matrix form is an initial 
value of variable A), which changes the last two 
columns, we want to obtain the other )22( −n  
gates changing adjacent columns – it means, that 
we need to perform )22( −n  times two matrix 
multiplications: 
1) BAR =*  
2) ABR =  
Every matrix A is a matrix changing the other 
adjacent columns. 

It means, that the number of gates necessary 
to implement every n-bit quantum operator, 
which may be represented by a binary and 
unitary nn 22 ×  matrix, is described by 
the complexity function of the polynomial 
magnitude: 

12 −n .   (30)  
 
5. Universal 1-qubit and 2-qubit 

Gates  
 
To construct a 1-bit quantum circuit for every 
operator, which can be presented as a binary 
unitary matrix, we only need 1-qubit negation 
gate (NOT). If a 2-qubit network has to be built 
out, apart from the 1-qubit NOT gate, we also 
need 2-qubit gates: CNOT and SWAP. 
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These three gates are universal gates for          
the 2-qubit network, because gates SWAP and 
CNOT provide changing of the second-third and 
third-fourth column/row, and the operation of 
changing the first-second column/row may be 
presented as: 

( ) ,
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⎥
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⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡

=⋅⊗ CNOTNOTI  (34) 

 
where I is the 1-qubit identity gate, but it may be 
omitted according to Remark 3 – see Fig.2. 

For 3-bit quantum networks, according to 
the previous section, two operations are needed:     
the 3-bit Toffoli gate and the 3-bit R gate. 
The implementation of the 3-bit Toffoli gate 
with the use of 1-qubit and 2-qubit gates is 
known [15]. The 3-bit R gate may be 
implemented as in Fig.3 (according to 
Proposition 1 and Proposition 2). 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. The 3-bit R gate implemented with use of: 
NOT, SWAP, CNOT and the 3-bit Toffoli gate 

 
6. Summary  
 
The mentioned decision making algorithm, 
solving a task of n variables, needs a quantum 
circuit, which can be represented by a unitary 
and binary nn 22 ×  matrix, like in (2). We 
assume that solving all n-variable tasks, which 
may be posed by the user, needs )!2( n  different 
circuits. If we will take into consideration that 
a n-bit quantum computer is able to perform 
the decision making algorithm for n variables 
and also for less than n variables' tasks, then it 
has to perform a number of operations described 
by the factorial complexity function, like in (25). 

In the section 4. we have shown that the 
number of universal operations, necessary to 
solve every decision task of n or less variables, 
is characterized by the linear magnitude (30). 

In the section 5. the issue of implementing 
the quantum circuits with the use of known       
1-qubit and 2-qubit universal gates was raised. 
Further work should aim towards the quantum 
circuits' synthesis with the use of known small 
quantum gates for decision tasks of any 
variables' number. 
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Konstruowanie układów kwantowych dla pewnych operacji unitarnych 
 

J. WIŚNIEWSKA 
 
Artykuł zawiera opis metody konstruowania układu kwantowego, którego reprezentacja jest zero-jedynkową 
macierzą unitarną. Najpierw przypomniany został sposób obliczania postaci macierzowej operatora 
kwantowego, reprezentującego działanie układu zbudowanego z bramek kwantowych o znanych 
reprezentacjach macierzowych, ułożonych zarówno szeregowo jak i równolegle. Następnie pokazane zostały 
dwie macierze, symbolizujące kwantowe bramki n-bitowe, przy pomocy których można skonstruować 
dowolny n-bitowy układ kwantowych, posiadający reprezentację macierzową w postaci zero-jedynkowej 
macierzy unitarnej, (przy n > 1). Jedna z tych bramek jest bramką Toffoli’ego i implementacja tejże bramki za 
pomocą uniwersalnych bramek jedno- i dwu-kubitowych jest znana [4]. W artykule została przedstawiona 
przykładowa implementacja drugiej uniwersalnej operacji – bramki R – dla układów dwu- i trzy-kubitowych. 

 
Słowa kluczowe: obliczenia kwantowe, bramki uniwersalne, układy kwantowe. 
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The optimization of SQL queries by means of drawing up query diagrams 
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A poorly performing database application not only costs users time, but also has an impact on other 
applications running on the same computer or the same network. The best method to manage with this problem 
is performing SQL tuning. There are two basic issues to focus on during tuning: how to find and interpret 
the execution plan of an SQL statement and how to change a SQL query to get a specific alternate execution 
plan. But most important is how to find the optimal execution plan for the query to use. This article describes 
a timesaving method developed for finding the optimum execution plan – rapidly and systematically – 
regardless of the complexity of the SQL query or the database platform being used. It explains how to 
understand and control SQL execution plan and how to diagram SQL queries to deduce the best execution plan 
for a query. 

 
Keywords: query optimization, SQL language, relational database. 
 
 
 
1. The purpose of optimization 
 
As the development of SQL-based databases 
progresses, bigger stress is being put on  
the output of queries created in a given language. 
The interest in this particular issue is a natural 
consequence of longstanding researches, which 
concern the output of databases and obtained 
results as well as observations resulting from  
the programmatic experience of numerous 
specialists within the scope of a given field.  
It has been an obvious fact that it is no longer 
sufficient to just write a programmatic command 
that would return expected results. Also 
important is a correct construction resulting not 
only from the syntax established for a query, but 
also from other various factors (stemming from 
the data structure and data handling rules) that 
may influence functional efficiency. Owing to 
the conclusions gathered during the 
aforementioned researches, the database 
producers began to implement mechanisms into 
their databases that provide the output 
measurement as well as tools that enable to 
determine execution plans, correcting the 
structure of commands written by programmers 
[2], [3], [6]. However, the offered tools are not 
always reliable solutions, hence they cannot be 
regarded as providing sufficient support for the 
SQL language code authors. For this reason, 
many programmers created their own informal 
methods that are aimed at the verification of the 

actual output as well as the methods of creating  
optimal plans for query execution. Nonetheless, 
transforming the SQL optimization into  
a science requires to elaborate a set of uniform 
rules and notations. Among a number of 
unofficial methodologies, the one worth 
mentioning is the one proposed by Dan Tow  
and presented in the book, titled ”SQL Tuning”. 
This methodology of drawing up query diagrams 
is based upon the The article elaboration of 
graphs that contain information relevant in terms 
of output estimation [1]. The methodology also 
shapes the base for subsequent actions leading to 
the determination of a proper query form. Next 
chapters of the article present an algorithm  
(in the form of steps) elaborated by onself – 
based on conceptions of methodology mentioned 
above –  which enables optimization of the 
query built within one's capacity for publication 
needs. 
 
2. Graphical representation 
 
The graphical part of the methodology presented 
in the form of directed graph contains standard  
elements, that is nodes, which represent tables 
falling under the query. The tables are 
interconnected by joins ended with arrows that 
determine the direction of superiority relation 
resulting from connections between tables. In 
addition, each node has assigned numerical 
values, which depict the filtering indexes,  
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and also the join indexes calculated for each 
table, thus taken into consideration. 
 
2.1. Nodes 
 
For the purpose of maintaining clear graphical 
form, the whole names of tables are replaced by 
aliases of given tables. Aliases may be selected 
randomly, it is important, however, that those 
name abbreviations are unique and prevent  
the ambiguity phenomenon. 
 
2.2. Joins 
 
The arrow-ended side of join indicates  
the superior table in the relation of tables 
presented as nodes at the graph. Thereby, there 
are two unique values at the given end within 
two connected nodes representing database 
tables, which are marked out by the query. 

According to the convention agreed in  
the methodology, diagrams should always be 
constructed so that it is possible to place  
a downward arrow. In other words, the main 
assumption of this rule is that superior tables are 
located at the lower level than linked subordinate 
tables1. 
 
2.3. Underlined numerical values 
 
The underlined numerical values are placed next 
to each node and they reflect the filtering index, 
that is the number of table rows that meet  
the filtering condition stated in the query [1],  
[2], [5], [6], [7]. It is calculated upon the data 
collected from the database, according to the 
following relation: 
Number of rows meeting the filtering condition/ 
number of all rows 
Sometimes, no filtering indicators are specified 
in the query to given tables or to certain tables 
from all of them. In such a scenario, the filtering 
index takes the value of 1.0, because 100 percent 
of rows meet the criteria of the (non-existing) 
filter. 
 
2.4. Non-underlined numerical values  
 
Non-underlined numerical values are located 
next to each node and they determine the join 
index, corresponding to the average number of 
rows found in a table represented by the given 
node in relation to the adequate rows included  
in the table represented by the node connected 

                                                 
1 Superior tables are also defined as detail tables. 

with the previously mentioned node2 

[1], [2], [4], [5], [6], [7]. The join index takes the 
value calculated upon the following relation: 
The number of rows meeting the join condition 
in a given table/The number of all rows in 
 a given table. 
 
3. Data source  
 
The primary data source, which are necessary to 
calculate indexes are the queries directed to  
a database. According to these assumptions,  
the information, which are needed for each table 
and which should be collected by means of  
a developing tool, concern: the number of all 
rows, the number of rows meeting the filtering 
conditions and rows, which are coherent with  
a join condition. 

 
4. Elaboration of the query diagrams 
 
The process of diagram preparation may be 
divided into following stages: 
1. A randomly selected alias for the table 

included within the FROM clause should be 
located in the middle of the area destined 
for the graphical representation of  
the query. From this point onwards,  
the table will be regarded as an object of 
interest. 

2. Then it is necessary to establish conditions 
of joins with other tables determined for  
the main key of the table selected in  
the previous point. This enables to indicate 
the tables subordinate to tables of interest 
[5]. According to previously presented 
assumptions, the tables identified as 
subordinate are located above the tables, 
which are superior to them while  
the connection between tables is ended with 
a downward arrow at the side of  
the superior table. 

3. The following action is the establishing of 
joins leading from the foreign key of  
the table of interest to the main keys of  
the remaining tables within the query. Thus, 
all found tables should be located at  
the lower level than the table of interest, as 
they are in a superior relation to this table. 
Such a join should be marked by an arrow 

                                                 
2 Join indexes are divided into superior table join indexes 
and detail table join indexes, depending on the join side, 
where the value-calculated node is located. Superior table 
join indexes usually take values no bigger than 1, whereas 
the values for detail tables must be nonnegative and never 
greater than 1.  
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directed from the table of interest to  
the second table located at the lower level. 

4. Once all the above steps are completed,  
the next table, included in the query, should 
be selected and made a new object of 
interest, for which the whole above-
described procedure should be repeated 
(steps described in points 2-3). This 
procedure should be continued until all 
aliases of tables listed in the FROM clause 
are put into the diagram and until all joins 
used by the query are taken into 
consideration.  

5. The subsequent stage after all nodes  
and joins are put into a diagram is  
the definition of values for filtering indexes 
and join indexes, which are determined 
upon real values stored in a database. 

 
5. Elaboration of effective diagram-

based plans for executing queries 
 
Once the query is already illustrated by  
the graph including all relevant information, it is 
possible to move to the subsequent stage, which, 
according to the described methodology, is  
the determination of the optimal plan of query 
execution. 

The effective execution plan should include 
the following features [1]: 
• the cost of executing the plan is 

proportional to the number of rows returned 
as a result of the query execution 

• it is not necessary to modify the plan as  
the table volume increases 

• the query execution according to the plan 
does not require extensive memory space, 
characteristic for hash functions and sorting 
functions 

• the plan is independent from data 
distribution and it may be utilized for 
different instances of the database, which 
function under the supervision of the same 
application. 
There is a number of rules that must be 

strictly followed as the plan is elaborated. 
During the initial stage it is necessary to 
remember that the access to the first table should 
be based upon the application of the selective 
index. In turn, the reference to the following 
table must be executed by utilization of a nested 
loop based upon the join key. The key indicates 
the table previously read by the database.  
The final factor, which renders the plan effective 
is the sequence of executed joins. Firstly,  
the joins with nodes located at the lower level  

than the analyzed node should be executed 
through primary keys. Then, links based upon no 
primary keys should be established with nodes at 
the upper levels. 

Upon the above specified rules,  
the following sequence of operations may be 
distinguished, which enable to elaborate  
the optimal plan for query execution: 
1. Choose the table with the lowest filtering 

index. 
2. For the table indicated in the previous point 

make a join with the related table at  
the lower level by utilizing a nested loop.  
The decisive factor for the table selection is 
the lowest filtering index among the tables 
at the given level, related with the focus 
table. The graph shifting should be 
continued to the lowest available level.  
The aim of this rule is to obtain conditions, 
in which full, single-valued indexes of 
primary keys are utilized. 

3. If downward shifting is not possible, it is 
allowed to utilize the nested loops against 
the tables located at the levels higher than 
the analyzed table. In such case, the joins 
are based upon the full indexes of foreign 
keys. 

 
6. Execution of complex SQL query 

 
Found below is the example of SQL query, 
subject to optimization in accordance with 
methodology of drawing up query diagrams. 
 
SELECT C.Phone_Number, C.Honorific, 
C.First_Name, C.Adress_Id,A.Adress_Id, 
C.Last_Name, C.Suffix, A.Street_Addr_Line1, 
A.Street_Addr_Line2, A.State_Abbreviation, 
A.City_Name, A.Zip_Code, OD.Item_Count, 
OD.Deffered_Ship_Date, P.Prod_Description, 
OT.Text, S.Shipment_Date, O.Number 
FROM Orders O, Order_Details OD, Products 
P, Customers C, Shipment S, Addresses A, 
Code_Translations OT 
WHERE  
UPPER (C.Last_Name) LIKE ‘Kowal%’ 
AND OD.Order_Id = O.Order_Id 
AND O. Customer_Id = C.Customer_Id AND 
OD.Product_Id = P.Product_Id (+) 
AND OD.Shipment_Id = S.Shipment_Id (+) 
AND S.Address_Id = A.Address_Id (+) 
AND O.Status_Code = OT.Code 
AND O.Order_Date > SYSDATE– 366 
ORDER BY C.Customer_Id, O.Order_Id 
DESC, S.Shipment_Id, OD.Order_Detail_Id; 
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In order to streamline the analysis process, 
it is possible to create the list of tables and their 
primary keys as well as to elaborate  
the descriptions of relations, which indicate  
the character of tables within particular links. 
 

Tab. 1. The list reflecting the character of tables  
in specific relations 

 
Relation The field 

constituting 
the base of 

relation 
(primary key 

of the 
superior 
table) 

The character of the table 
in relation 

Superior Subordinate 

OD.Order_Id = 
O.Order_Id 

Order_Id Orders O Order_Details 
OD 

O. 
Customer_Id = 
.Customer_Id 

Customer_Id Customers 
C 

Orders O 

OD.Product_Id 
= P.Product_Id 
(+) 

Product_Id Products P Order_Details 
OD 

OD.Shipment_
Id = 
S.Shipment_Id 
(+) 

Shipment_Id Shipment S Order_Details 
OD 

S.Address_Id = 
A.Address_Id 
(+) 

Address_Id Addresses 
A 

Shipment S 

O.Status_Code 
= OT.Code 

Code Code_Trans
lations OT 

Orders O 

 
 

The following stages constitute the 
procedure for drawing the diagram: 
1. Selection of the table of interest – O  

(Fig. 1). 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Table of interest O 
 

2. Indication of the tables subordinate to  
the table of interest, that is based upon its 
primary key (Fig. 2). 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. OD Table subordinate to the O Table 
 

3. Determination of tables superior to tables of 
interest (Fig. 3). 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. OD table of interest subordinate to the O Table 
 
4. Determination of a new table of interest – 

OD 
5. Indication of tables superior to the table of 

interest OD (Fig. 4). 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. S, P, O tables superior to the OD Table 
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6. Verification of the existence of tables 
subordinate to OD – no tables meeting  
the requirement.  

7. Determination of the subsequent table of 
interest S 

8. Determination of tables superior to S  
(Fig. 5). 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. A table superior to the S Table 
 
9. Verification if all the links between tables 

included in the query are presented by  
the diagram – all tables are presented at  
the diagram. 

10. Verification if there are any relations that 
were omitted in the graphical presentation 
of the query – no omitted relations found. 

11. Determination of the data demand based 
upon the query. Collection of information 
from the database, which are necessary to 
calculate the filtering and join indexes: 

 
Z1: SELECT COUNT(*) W1 FROM Customers 
WHERE UPPER (C.Last_Name) LIKE 
‘Kowal%’; 
W1: 5 
 
Z2: SELECT COUNT(*) W2 FROM 
Customers; 
W2: 5000000 
 
Z3: SELECT COUNT(*) W3 FROM Orders 
WHERE O.Order_Date > SYSDATE– 366; 
W3: 1200000 
 
Z4: SELECT COUNT(*) W4 FROM Orders; 
W4: 4000000 
 
Z5: SELECT COUNT(*) W5 FROM Orders O, 
Customers C WHERE 
O.Customers_Id=C.Customers_Id; 
W5: 4000000 
 

Z6: SELECT COUNT(*) W6 FROM 
Orders_Details; 
W6: 12000000 
 
Z7: SELECT COUNT(*) W7 FROM Orders O, 
Orders_Details OD WHERE 
OD.Order_Id=O.Order_Id; 
W7: 12000000 
Z8:  SELECT COUNT(*) W8 FROM 
Code_Translations; 
W8: 4 
 
Z9: SELECT COUNT(*) W5 FROM Orders O, 
Code_Translations OT 
WHERE O.Status_Code=OT.Code; 
W9: 4000000 
 
12. Calculation of the filtering indexes for 

tables Fig. 6 – Filtering index of tables): 
 

Customers C – W1/W2 = 5/50000 = 0,00001 
 
Orders O – W3/W4 = 1200000/4000000 = 0,3 
 
No selectivity conditions have been determined 
for the remaining tables, thus their filtering 
index equals 1. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6. Filtering index of tables 
 
13. Calculation of join indexes for tables (Fig. 7 

/ Fig. 8): 
 
(OD=O)/O – W7/W4 = 12000000/4000000 = 3 
 
(OD=O)/OD – W7/W6 = 1 
 
(O=C)/C – W5/W2 = 4000000/5000000 = 0,8 
 
(O=C)/O – W5/W4 = 4000000/4000000 = 1 
 
(O=OT)/OT – W9/W8 = 4000000/4 = 1000000  
w przybliżeniu 1M 
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(O=OT)/O – W9/W4 = 4000000/4000000 = 1 
 
The joins, which concern tables A, P, S and 
force artificial completion of missing values are 
omitted in our considerations. 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. Join index of tables 
 

 
 

Fig. 8. A list of filtering and join indexes for tables 
 

14. Once the graphical reflection of the query is 
completed, it is necessary to determine  
the node having the lowest filtering index 
value, in accordance with the accepted 
rules. In this case, it is node C, since its 
calculated value equals 0.00001. 

15. It is not possible to move from C node to 
the lower level, it is necessary to change  
the direction of the analysis, that is 
transition to the node at the higher level, 
which is related with C. This formed node 
is referred to as O (first join). 

16. It is possible to shift from the O node to  
the lower level, that is to the OT node 
(second join). This node is not related with 
any other nodes at the lower levels, which 
means that it is necessary to return to the 
higher level to the O node. 

17. In view of the O node, all lower level 
nodes, which are available for it through 
links have already been analyzed. Thus, the 
only possible way is the transition to the 
upper level to the OD node connected with 
the O node (third join). 

18. In this way, four tables have been joined by 
three joins: C with O, O with OT, OT with 
OD. 

19. The remaining joins are executed in  
the context of tables located below the OD 
node and they are not filtered within  
the query. Thus, the sequence of joining 
those tables is random. A similar rule 
applies to the A table. The joins with  
a given table may be executed at the 
random stage of the plan, once the joins 
with table S are made. 

20. Therefore, the optimal sequence of 
executing the joins [4] is determined by  
the path leading through the following 
nodes: C, O, OT, OD, then passing in the 
random order through S, P and finishing at 
the A node connected with the S node. 
Based upon this assumption it is possible to 
elaborate several equally optimal 
combinations. One of such combinations is 
a path of the following sequence: C, O, OT, 
OD, P, S, A (Fig.9). 

 

 
 

Fig. 9. The path determining the optimal sequence of 
executing joins 

 
21. For such a procedure it is important to 

elaborate a plan of efficient execution, 
where the key aspect is the determined 
sequence of joins. At this base it is possible 
to specify the method of application of 
nested loops, which operate on indexes. In 
case of an initial table C, the identified 
index is included within the filtering 
condition. In turn, the indexes of  
the remaining tables are the join key 
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indexes. A detailed plan of the query 
execution takes the following shape: 
• the initial step is the reference to table 

Customers C using the Last Name index. 
The query must be modified so that it 
enables the full access to the index  
and ensures its full application  

• the following step is to make a nested 
loop against the Orders O table, based 
upon the index of the Customer_Id 
foreign key 

• the following join of the nested loop  
is executed with respect to 
Code_Translations OT and based upon 
the index of its primary key – Code 

• the joining of the nested loops with the 
Order_Details table is executed upon the 
base of the Order_Id foreign key index 

• the following step is the implementation 
of the nested loop join against the table 
Products P. In a given case the index of 
the Product_Id primary key is used 

• during the next stage, an outer join of 
nested loops is executed, this time with 
the Shipments table and by using the 
index of the Shipment_Id primary key 

• the last outer join of nested loops applies 
to the Addresses table and it refers to the 
index of the index of the Address_Id 
primary key 

• the procedure ends with the sorting of 
query results. 

Each attempt to execute the query, which 
permits the omission of specified indexes or 
avoidance of nested loops will not be an optimal 
execution plan. 
 
7. Benefits of optimization 
 
The improvement of queries is one of the safest 
methods of modifying applications. Moreover, 
unlike other methods of optimization, which 
could generate extra costs (e.g. adding indexes 
increases the necessary disk space), the method 
of drawing up query diagrams bears only minor 
risk of complications that might disturb  
the operation of a database. Thereby, the benefits 
of increased efficiency of SQL code optimized 
by way of the presented method are considerable 
and the risk of potential complications is little, 
which makes it an efficient tool that may be 
utilized in numerous SQL-based database 
applications. 
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Optymalizacja zapytań SQL metodą sporządzania diagramów zapytań 

 
K. WITAN 

 
Niewłaściwie skonstruowane aplikacje bazodanowe nie tylko wymagają poświęcenia nadmiernej ilości czasu  
na ich obsługę, lecz mają także wpływ na inne aplikacje funkcjonujące na tym samym komputerze, lub  
w tej samej sieci. Najlepszą metodą pozwalającą na rozwiązanie powyższego problemu, jest przeprowadzenie 
optymalizacji zapytań. Istnieją dwie podstawowe kwestie na których należy się skoncentrować w trakcie 
optymalizacji: jak znaleźć i zinterpretować plan wykonania dla zapytania SQL, oraz jak zmodyfikować 
zapytanie SQL, aby uzyskać określony alternatywny plan wykonania. Jednak najistotniejsze jest jak  
znaleźć optymalny plan wykonania dla konkretnego zapytania. Bieżący artykuł opisuje metodę, charakteryzującą 
się niską czasochłonnością, opracowaną w celu wyznaczenia optymalnego planu wykonania – szybko  
i systematycznie – niezależnie od poziomu złożoności zapytania SQL, lub rodzaju użytej platformy 
bazodanowej. Wyjaśnia on jak zrozumieć i kontrolować plan wykonania SQL, a także jak opracować diagram 
zapytania, umożliwiający wybór najlepszego planu wykonania dla zapytania. 
 
Słowa kluczowe: optymalizacja zapytań, język SQL, relacyjne bazy danych. 
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Optimal Resource Allocation for Reliability of Modular Software Systems 
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Kaliskiego Str. 2, 00-908 Warsaw, Poland 
 
Considerable development resources are consumed during the software-testing phase. The software 
development manager has to decide how to use the testing-resources effectively in order to maximize the 
software quality and reliability. The paper discusses a management problem to achieve a reliable software 
system efficiently during the module testing stage by applying a software reliability growth model. This model 
both describes the software-error detection phenomenon and represents the relationship between the 
cumulative number of errors encountered by software testing and the time span of the testing. As testing cost 
and software reliability are both important factors in the testing-resource allocation problems an investigation 
is performed in the paper to search for the optimal solution for modular software system with the objectives of 
maximising system reliability and minimising testing cost. 

 
Keywords: modular software systems, software testing, software reliability. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
It is well known that a software development 
process consists of the following four phases: 
specification (including user requirements 
definition and software functional and non-
functional requirements specification), design 
(structural design and detailed design), coding 
and testing. The reciprocal relationships between 
these phases, including phase sequence and 
development activities range, depend on 
assumed software life cycle model.  

Practically, a software testing process 
consists of several testing stages including 
module testing, integration testing, system 
testing and installation testing. During the testing 
phase, software faults can be detected and 
removed. The quality of the tests usually 
corresponds to the maturity of the software test 
process, which in turn relates to the maturity of 
the overall software development process.  
In general, most popular and commercial 
software products are complex systems 
composed of a number of modules. Typically, 
module testing is the most time-critical part of 
testing to be performed. All the testing activities 
of different modules should be completed within 
a limited time, and these activities normally 
consume approximately 40−50% of the total 
amount of software development resources [14]. 
Therefore, project managers should know how to 
allocate the specified testing-resources among all 
the modules and develop quality software with 

high reliability. During the unit-testing phase, all 
the testing activities of different modules are 
competing for the limited testing-resource, i.e. 
testing time and testing cost. Thus, a critical 
problem is how to allocate the total available 
program testing-resource among program 
modules in an optimal way. There are many 
papers that investigate this problem,  
e.g. [6] has presented an overview of the 
methods that have been developed for solving 
various reliability optimization problems 
including testing resource allocation problems; 
in paper [9] two resource allocation problems for 
software-module testing are formulated and 
solved, considering the mean number of 
remaining faults in the software modules; paper 
[7] studied a dynamic resource allocation 
strategy for software module testing; in paper 
[13] the problem of determining an optimal 
testing strategy is investigated.  

The optimal testing-resource allocation 
problem is important, but difficult in project 
planning and management. It has been studied 
extensively in the literature (see e.g. [2, 6, 7, 9, 
14]). When only limited resources are available 
during testing of a software system, it is 
important to allocate the testing resources 
efficiently, so that the maximum reliability of 
the complete system is achieved. 

Testing cost and software reliability are 
both important factors in the testing-resource 
allocation problems. This paper discusses  
a management problem to achieve a reliable 
software system efficiently during module 
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testing stage by means of formulating and 
solving the testing-resource allocation 
optimization problem with the objectives of 
maximizing program reliability and minimizing 
the program testing cost. Section 2 introduces 
a formal model of a program testing process. 
This model considers the effect of testing- 
-resources on the software reliability growth. 
Section 3 uses the program testing model to 
derive optimal allocation of the testing-resources 
for module testing. Finally, section 4 presents a 
numerical example to illustrate the method of 
determining an optimal program reliability 
structure. 
 
2. Description of the Program 

Testing Process 
 
We assume that the program under the testing 
process consists of several modules. Although 
there is no universally accepted definition of 
modularization, most programmers would 
conceive a module as a fragment of a program 
that carries out a specific function and may be 
used alone or combined with other modules of 
the same program. This usually implies that a 
module can be designed, implemented, and 
tested independently. Since a large-scale 
program always involves a substantial number of 
programmers working concurrently, a large 
program can be viewed as a collection of 
logically independent modules. A module is 
usually defined to perform a particular function. 
Let M mean a set of module numbers of the 
program under the testing, 

},...,,...,3,2,1{ Mm=M . Let us define the 
reliability of a module as the probability that the 
module performs the function correctly, i.e., the 
module produces the correct output and transfers 
control to the next module correctly. When a set 
of user input is supplied to the program,  
a sequence of modules will be executed. The 
reliability of the output will depend on the 
sequence of modules executed and the reliability 
of each individual module. We first assume that 
the reliabilities of the modules are independent. 
This means that errors will not compensate each 
other, i.e., an incorrect output from a module 
will not be corrected later by subsequent 
modules. Since errors do not compensate each 
other, the result of the execution of the program 
is correct, if and only if the correct sequence of 
modules is executed and in every instance of 
module execution the module produces the 
correct result. The reliability of a module, in 
general, is a function of many factors, and the 

study of the reliability function of a module is 
beyond the scope of this paper. However, if no 
modification is made on the modules and the 
user environment does not change, the reliability 
function of a module should remain invariant. 
Let mR  stand for the m-th module reliability 
function. We will assume that the module 
reliability functions can be determined and the 
following vector ),...,,...,,,( 321 Mm RRRRR=R  
will be called a program reliability structure. 

We next assume that the transfer of control 
among program modules is a Markov process. 
This implies that the next module to be executed 
will depend probabilistically on the present 
module only and is independent of the past 
history. It is noteworthy that this assumption 
may not be valid for all types of programs. 
Although the assumption of Markovian behavior 
of control flow at the instruction level is 
questionable, experiments performed by 
researchers in memory management and 
scheduling have shown that this assumption may 
be valid at the macroscopic level, i.e. module 
level for a large number of programs [4, 8].  

Let us represent the control structure of the 
program by a directed graph where every node i 
represents a program module and a directed 
branch (i, j) represents a possible transfer of 
control from i to j. To every directed branch (i, j) 
we will attach a probability ijp  as the probability 
that the transition (i, j) will be taken when 
control is at node i. If 0=ijp , the branch (i, j) 
does not exist. This transition probability 
represents the branching characteristics of the 
decision point at the exit point of the module i. 
Without loss of generality, let us assume that the 
program graph has a single entry node 1 and  
a single exit node M. Let us consider every node 
in the graph as a state of the Markov process, 
with the initial state corresponding to the entry 
node of the program graph. Two states C and F 
are added as the terminal states, representing the 
state of correct output and failure, respectively. 
For every node i, a directed branch (i, F) is 
created with transition probability iR−1  
representing the occurrence of an error in the 
execution of module i. Since errors do not 
compensate each other, a failure in i will 
ultimately lead to an incorrect program output, 
regardless of the sequence of modules executed 
afterwards. This phenomenon is represented by 
the transition to the terminal state F. The original 
transition probability between i and j is modified 
into iji pR ⋅ , which represents the probability that 
the execution of module i produces the correct 
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result and control is transferred to module i. For 
the exit note M, a directed branch (M, C) is 
created with a transition probability MR  to 
represent correct termination at the exit node.  

Assuming that the testing process is 
modelled by the above-described Markov 
process let )(RP  mean the transition matrix of 
this process. 
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According to earlier assumptions the matrix 
)(RP  has the form of (1). As we mentioned 

earlier vector R is the so-called program 
reliability structure. The first two rows and two 
columns of the matrix )(RP  represent absorbing 
states C, F of the Markov process. 

The reliability of the program is, therefore, 
the probability of reaching the terminal state C 
from the initial state 1 of the Markov process. 
We can express the program reliability as  
a function of the reliability of the modules and 
frequency distribution of utilization of these 
modules. Using this approach, the reliability of 
the program is a function of both the 
deterministic properties of the structure of the 
program and the stochastic properties of the 
module failure behaviour and the utilization of 
these components by the user. Ideally, we would 
like a reliability model where the program 
structure, in terms of its modules, can be easily 
constructed, where the component reliabilities 
can be independently determined, and where a 
simple user profile can be measured easily by 
monitoring the dynamic behaviour of the 
program. 

 
3. Optimization of the Testing-

Resource Allocation Problem 
 
The Markov reliability model uses the program 
flow graph to represent the structure of the 
system so that the structure can be easily 
obtained by analyzing the code. It uses 

functional modules as the basic components so 
that the component reliabilities are reasonably 
independent. It uses the branching characteristics 
among modules as the user profile so that they 
can be easily measured in the operational 
environment. It is noteworthy that similar 
structural models are often proposed in the 
literature, see e.g.[1, 3, 5, 8−10, 13]. The overall 
software reliability can be expressed in terms of 
individual module reliabilities and other 
parameters, such as visit statistics to each 
module.  

Let P(R) be the matrix of order M obtained 
from )(RP  by deleting all the rows and columns 
correspond to the absorbing states C and F. 
According to earlier remarks reliability of the 
program is equal to the probability of reaching 
by the Markov process the terminal state C from 
the initial state 1. Using a standard method of 
computing absorption probabilities in the 
Markov process reliability of the program can be 
computed as follows [1] 

MM RSR )()( 1 RR = ,                     (2) 
where M1S  is an element of the matrix 

1))(( −−= RPIS  that lies on the intersection of 
the first row and the M-th column, I is the 
identity matrix of order M and MR  is the 
reliability function of the M-th module. 
It should be mentioned that this method of 
computing the program reliability coefficient as 
given in (1) can be quite inconvenient without 
the use of software that can perform the requisite 
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symbolic linear algebra, although packages such 
as Mathematica [12]. 

The cost of a module is associated with  
a number of parameters such as the design and 
development time, and testing time, and can be 
assumed to be monotonically related to the value 
of module reliability. The module cost –
reliability relation can be linear, exponential, and 
even random while maintaining the monotonic 
property. We assume that the cost of the 
program consisting of M components, denoted 
by )(RK  can be given by function of the form 

∑
=

=
M

m
mm RKK

1
)()(R                    (3) 

where )( mmm RfK = , M∈m ,  is the cost of the 
m-th module, if its reliability is mR ; is 
reasonable to assume that the cost function 

)( mmm RfK =  depends monotonically on 
reliability mR .  
The management problem to achieve  
a reliable program efficiently during the module 
testing stage in the software development 
process can be formulated as an optimization 
problem with two objectives as follows: 

maximize    MM RSR )()( 1 RR = ,          (4) 

minimize    ∑
=

=
M

m
mm RKK

1
)()(R ,          (5) 

subject to constraints 
min1 )()( RRSR MM ≥= RR ,           (6) 

max
1

)()( KRKK
M

m
mm ≤= ∑

=
R ,          (7) 

),...,,...,,,( 321 Mm RRRRR=R , 
1R0 m ≤≤ , M∈m ,                (8) 

where minR  is a minimal feasible value of  
a program reliability and maxK  is a maximal 
feasible value of a program testing cost. 

The testing-resource allocation problem  
(4)−(8) is a bicriteria optimization problem with 
nonlinear objective functions and nonlinear 
constraints. A solution of this problem can be 
obtained by using well known methodology of 
solving multiple optimization problems [11]. 
According to that methodology as a solution of 
the problem (4)−(8) we can determine: 
• a dominate solution set 
• a nondominate solution set 
• a compromise solution set. 
Taking into account that values of objective 
functions )(RR and )(RK  are inverse (in sense 
that if a value )(RR  is increased, the value 

)(RR  is increased, too) it is reasonable to expect 

that the dominate solution set will empty.  
In such a situation a practically recommended 
approach is to determine a nondominated 
solution set. If this set is very numerous we can 
narrow it down by determining a so-called 
compromise solution [11]. The program 
reliability structure *R  that to be obtained after 
the solving the optimization problem (4)−(8) 
will both maximize the value of the program 
reliability function )(RR  and minimize the 
value of the program testing cost )(RK . 
 
4. Numerical Example 
 
The methodology of determination of the 
program reliability structure that has been 
presented can be illustrated by the following 
numerical example. Let Fig. 1 be the directed 
graph representing the control structure of  
a program with five modules where 1 represents 
the input module and 5 is the output module. 
The set of a program component modules is 

}5,4,3,2,1{     =M  and the program reliability 
structure is a vector ),,,,( 54321 RRRRR=R . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 1. A program control graph 
 
Table 1 presents branching probabilities ijp  
between the modules i and j. 
 

Table 1. Values of branching probabilities   
between the modules i and j 

 
p11 = 0 p12 = 0.6 p13 = 0.3 p14 = 0 p15 = 0.1 
p21 = 0 p22 = 0 p23 = 0 p24 = 1 p25 = 0  
p31 = 0 p32 = 0 p33 = 0 p34 = 1 p35 = 0  
p41 = 0.3 p42 = 0.2 p43 = 0.4 p44 = 0.1 p45 = 0 

Using (1) the value of the program reliability 
function can be determined as 

515 )()( RSR RR = , where quantity 15S  can easily 
be computed by means of software packages 
Mathematica [12] as follows 

1
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LS = ,                              (9) 

where: 
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R

where mR  is the m-th module reliability 
function, }5,4,3,2,1{     =∈ Mm . 

Let the cost of the m-th module 
function )( mmm RfK = , M∈m ,  is of the form 

}5,4,3,2,1{
)(

               =∈
+=

Mm
eKSRK mm R

mmmm
βα , (10) 

where: 
KSm – a constant component of the m-th module 
testing cost, 
αm, βm – shape coefficients of testing cost function 
of the m-th module; their values depend on module 
complexity, development technology, programmers 
experience, etc. 
Let values of parameters KSm, αm, βm, Rmin  
and Kmax  be as in Table 2. 
 

Table 2. Values of parameters KSi, αi , βi, Rmin 
 and Kmax 

 
m 1 2 3 4 5

KSm 1000,0 400,0 1500,0 2500,0 900,0
αm 50,0 35,0 25,0 30,0 40,0
βm 5,0 2,0 8,0 10,0 4,0

Rmin 0,8 
Kmax 160 000,0 

 
For the program control graph from Fig. 1 

and parameter vales in Table 1 we will solve the 
bicriterial optimization problem (4)−(8).  
A feasible solution set for this problem is a set of 
module reliability structure vectors 

),,,,( 54321 RRRRR=R .  
If we assume that ]00.1,95.0[  ∈mR , 

}5,4,3,2,1{     ∈m , a cardinality number of this set 
is 65=7776. It is easy to check that the dominated 
solution set of the problem (4)−(8) is empty (it is 
because of objective functions )(RR  and )(RK  
are inverse in sense their values). In that case 
practically recommended approach is to 
determine a nondominated solution set. The 
nondominated solution set of the bicriterial 
optimization problem (4)−(8) is plotted in Fig.2. 
Every point among points that are situated on the 
shadow contour is a nondominated solution of 
the bicriterial optimization problem (4)−(8). In 

order to narrow down this a nondominated 
solution set we will determine a compromise 
solution of this problem, i.e. such a solution 
belongs to the nondominated solution set that is 
nearest (in the sense of Euclidean distance) to 
the so-called ideal point [11]. For this reason 
both objective functions )(RR  and )(RK  
determined by (6) and (7), respectively, will be 
normalized by means of the following formulae: 

)()(
)()(

minmax

min
RR

RRR
KK

KK
−

−=)K( ,           (11) 

)()(
)()(

minmax

min
RR

RRR
RR

RR
−

−=)R( ,           (12) 

where:  
)(min)(min RR KK = ,  )()(min RR RR min =  

(13) 

)(Kmax)(K max RR = ,  )()(max RR RR max = , 

(14) 

where R is a set of all feasible program 
reliability structure, i.e. 
R =    ,10:),,,,({ 54321 ≤≤= mRRRRRRR  

}    }5,4,3,2,1(=∈Mm . 
As a result of the normalization (10)−(11) both 
normalized objective functions )K(R  and )R(R  
have values belong to range [0, 1]. 
It is easy to notice that in the example that is 

considered the ideal point  ))(R ),(K( ** RR  is of 

the form of )1,0(  ))(R ),(K( ** =RR . 
Table 2 presents the results of determination  
of the optimisation problem (3)−(7).  
The row that corresponds to the vector  

)00.1,00.1,95.0,00.1,00.1(*     =R  is the 
compromise solution of this problem, i.e. such  
a vector that is nearest to the ideal point (0, 1), 
where a distance function 1)] (0, ),R( ),K(d[( RR  
is of the form of 

22 1]-)R()]K(                               

1)] (0, ),R( ),K(d[(

RR

RR

[[ +=

=
. 

                  (15) 
It is easy to notice that the vector 

)00.1,00.1,95.0,00.1,00.1(*     =R  complies with 
the following condition  

1)] (0, )),R( ),K(d[(                              

1)] (0, ),R( ),K(d[(

RR

RR

min

**

=

=
 

(16) 
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The values of the objective functions )(RR   
and )(RK  for the compromise solution 

)00.1,00.1,95.0,00.1,00.1(*     =R   
are R(R*) =  0,8711 and K(R*) = 158 481,43. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2. The nondominated solution set of the optimization problem (4)−(8) 
 
 
 
 

Table 2. The compromise solution of the optimization problem (4)−(8) 
 

R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 )R(R  )K(R  1)] (0, ),R( ),K(d[( RR  
1,00 1,00 0,99 0,99 0,99 0,5888 0,77 0,876889 
1,00 1,00 0,99 0,99 1,00 0,5981 0,78 0,874058 
1,00 1,00 0,99 1,00 0,95 0,7705 0,88 0,909792 
1,00 1,00 0,99 1,00 0,96 0,7821 0,88 0,908320 
1,00 1,00 0,99 1,00 0,97 0,7936 0,88 0,907053 
1,00 1,00 0,99 1,00 0,98 0,8052 0,88 0,905995 
1,00 1,00 0,99 1,00 0,99 0,8168 0,89 0,905147 
1,00 1,00 0,99 1,00 1,00 0,8284 0,89 0,904515 
1,00 1,00 1,00 0,95 0,95 0,2088 0,51 0,942643 
1,00 1,00 1,00 0,95 0,96 0,2145 0,51 0,938661 
1,00 1,00 1,00 0,95 0,97 0,2201 0,52 0,934730 
1,00 1,00 1,00 0,95 0,98 0,2258 0,52 0,930854 
1,00 1,00 1,00 0,95 0,99 0,2315 0,52 0,927034 
1,00 1,00 1,00 0,95 1,00 0,2372 0,52 0,923273 
1,00 1,00 1,00 0,96 0,95 0,2720 0,59 0,939384 

 
 
5. Conclusions 
 
This paper proposes a method of determining the 
optimal program reliability structure for the 
purpose of the program testing stage realization. 
The optimal program reliability structure that is 
to be obtained after solving the bicriteria 
optimization problem (4)−(8) both maximizes 
the value of the program reliability function 

)(RR  and minimizes the value of the program 
testing cost )(RK .  

For formulating and solving the optimal 
testing-resource allocation problem, the 
following assumptions are made, which are valid 
in most cases: 

• a software program under testing is 
composed of several modules, which are 
developed and tested independently during 
the unit-testing phase 

• in the unit-testing phase, each program 
module is subject to failures at random 
times caused by faults remaining in the 
module and the failures of the modules are 
independent 

• a module structure of a program under 
testing is known and a transfer of control 
among program modules follows a Markov 
process and the exchanges of controls 
among these modules are characterized 
according to the rules of a Markov process; 
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the next transfer of control to be executed is 
independent of the past history and depends 
only on the present module 

• the probability of transition from one module 
to another is determined from the operational 
profile of a system 

• the reliability of a module-based program 
depends on the architecture of the program 
and the reliabilities of their component 
modules 

• the cost of a module function is 
monotonically related to the value of the 
module reliability. 

Knowledge of the optimal reliability 
structure of the program under testing allows the 
software testing manager to rationally decide 
how to use the limited testing resources 
effectively in order to maximize the program 
reliability and minimize the program testing 
cost. On the basis of the optimal program 
reliability structure the manager knows how to 
allocate the specified amount of testing-resource 
expenditures for each program module to 
achieve both the maximal program reliability 
growth and minimal cost of the program testing. 

The method of determining the program 
reliability structure that has been proposed was 
illustrated by the simple numerical example. For 
assumed module structure of a program, the 
optimal program reliability structure has been 
obtained as a compromise solution of the 
bicriteria optimization problem (4)−(8). 
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Optimalizacja alokacji nakładów w procesie wytwarzania programu 

o znanej strukturze modułowej 
 

K. WORWA, J. STANIK 
 
W artykule przedstawiona jest metoda określania struktury niezawodnościowej programu, rozumianej jako 
wektor wskaźników niezawodności jego modułów składowych. Modelem rozpatrywanego programu jest graf 
przepływu sterowania, w którym prawdopodobieństwa uaktywniania poszczególnych modułów składowych 
w procesie wykonywania programu wynikają z tzw. profilu operacyjnego programu, charakteryzującego 
rzeczywiste środowisko jego pracy. Struktura niezawodnościowa wyznaczana jest w wyniku rozwiązania 
określonego zadania programowania matematycznego. Znajomość struktury niezawodnościowej programu 
umożliwia właściwe zaplanowanie nakładów czasowo-finansowych, wymaganych dla wytworzenia programu, 
spełniającego założone wymagania niezawodnościowe. Zastosowanie przedstawionej metody zilustrowane 
zostało przykładem liczbowym. 

 
Słowa kluczowe: struktura modułowa programu, testowanie oprogramowania, niezawodność oprogramowania. 
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The scope and complexity of current World Wide Web applications vary widely: from small scale, short-lived 
services to large-scale enterprise applications distributed across the Internet and corporate intranets 
and extranets. As Web applications have evolved, the demands placed on Web-based systems 
and the complexity of designing, developing, maintaining, and managing these systems have also increased 
significantly. They provided vast, dynamic information in multiple media formats (graphics, images, 
and video). Web site design for these and many other applications demand balance among information 
content, aesthetics, and performance. In accordance with the growth of the Internet and World Wide Web, 
there has been some research on quality issues of Web-based software systems. The main problems and 
challenges in achieving high quality of the Web-based information systems are discussed in the paper. 

 
Keywords: Web-based information systems, quality of Web-based software, software quality modelling. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
In recent years, the Internet and World Wide 
Web (www) have become ubiquitous, surpassing 
all other technological developments in our 
history. They’ve also grown rapidly in their 
scope and extent of use, significantly affecting 
all aspects of our lives. Industries such as 
manufacturing, travel and tourism, banking, 
education, and government are Web-enabled to 
improve and enhance their operations.  
E-commerce has expanded quickly, cutting 
across national boundaries. Even traditional 
legacy information and database systems have 
migrated to the Web. Advances in wireless 
technologies and Web-enabled appliances are 
triggering a new wave of mobile Web 
applications. As a result, we increasingly depend 
on a range of Web applications. Using Web 
technologies, an organization can reach out to 
customers and provide them with not only 
general information about its products or 
services but also the opportunity of performing 
interactive business transactions. Organizations 
investing in Web technologies and applications 
are looking forward to realizing the benefits of 
these investments, however, this would not be 
possible without an appropriate tool for 
measuring the quality of their Web sites. 
Therefore, the quality of a Web-based 
information system has become a main concern 
of all the users of the system, the developers of 

the system, and the managers of the 
corresponding company. 
 
2. Evolution of Web-based 

Information Systems 
 
The commercial use of the Internet and Web has 
grown explosively in the past five years.  
In that time, the Internet has evolved from 
primarily being a communications medium 
(email, files, newsgroups, and chat rooms)  
to a vehicle for distributing information to a full-
fledged market channel for e-commerce. Web 
sites that once simply displayed information for 
visitors have become interactive, highly 
functional systems that let many types of 
businesses interact with many types of users.  

The common first stage in the development 
of Web-based information systems is  
an information kiosk where marketing-type 
information is presented either to boost prestige, 
enhance brand identification or to encourage 
conventional sales activity. 

The second stage is to open up the one-way 
information kiosk system using say Web-forms, 
so that browsers can place orders and make 
enquiries from the Web pages of interests, 
treating the Web site as an electronic mail order 
catalogue. 

The third stage is a re-think of the 
traditional boundaries between the customer and 
the enterprise. For example a customer might  
be able to go beyond browsing an on-line 
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catalogue and clicking buttons to select products, 
moving instead into examining production 
schedules. They might then enter customized 
changes to product designs and could see the 
impact of their requirements on production 
schedules, delivery times and contribution to 
overall cost. 

The scope and complexity of current Web 
applications vary widely: from small-scale, 
short-lived services to large-scale enterprise 
applications distributed across the Internet and 
corporate intranets and extranets. Web-based 
applications can be grouped into the seven 
categories [12]: 
• informational, e.g. online newspapers, 

product catalogues, newsletters, service 
manuals, online classifieds, online 
electronic books 

• interactive, e.g. registration forms, 
customized information; user-provided 
presentation, online games 

• transactional, e.g. electronic shopping, 
ordering goods and services, online banking 

• workflow e.g. online planning  
and scheduling systems, inventory 
management, status monitoring; 

• collaborative work environments, e.g. 
distributed authoring systems, collaborative 
design tools 

• online communities, marketplaces, e.g. chat 
groups, recommender systems that 
recommend products or services, online 
marketplaces, online auctions 

• Web portals, e.g. electronic shopping malls, 
online intermediaries. 

As Web applications have evolved, the demands 
placed on Web-based systems and the 
complexity of designing, developing, 
maintaining, and managing these systems have 
also increased significantly. For example, Web 
sites such as for the 2000 Sydney Olympics, 
1998 Nagano Olympics, and Wimbledon 
received hundreds of thousands of hits per 
minute [12]. They provided vast, dynamic 
information in multiple media formats (graphics, 
images, and video). Web site design for these 
and many other applications demand balance 
among information content, aesthetics,  
and performance. 

Changes in use of the Internet and Web- 
-based information systems have had an 
enormous impact on software engineering [25]. 
As the use of the Internet and Web has grown, 
the amount, type and quality of software 
necessary for powering Web sites has also 
grown. Just a few years ago, Web sites were 
primarily composed of static HTML files, so-

called ”soft brochures”, usually created by  
a single webmaster who used HTML, 
JavaScript, and simple CGI scripts to present 
information and obtain data from visitors with 
forms. Early Web-based information systems 
have a typical client-server configuration,  
in which the client is a Web browser that people 
use to visit Web sites that reside on different 
computers, the servers, and a software package 
called a Web server sends the HTML files to the 
client. HTML files contain JavaScript’s, which 
are small pieces of code that are interpreted  
by the client. HTML forms generate data that are 
sent back to the server to be processed by CGI 
programs. This very simple model of operation 
can support relatively small Web sites. It uses 
small-scale software, offers very little security, 
usually cannot support much traffic, and offers 
limited functionality. This was called a two-tier 
system, because two separate computers were 
involved.  

The Web’s function and structure have 
changed drastically, particularly in the past two 
years, yet most software engineering researchers, 
educators, and practitioners have not yet grasped 
how fully this change affects engineering 
principles and processes. Web sites are now 
fully functional software systems that provide 
business-to-customer ecommerce, business-to- 
-business e-commerce, and many services  
to many users. Instead of referring to visitors to 
Web sites, we now refer to users, implying much 
interaction. Instead of Webmasters, large Web 
sites must employ Web managers leading 
diverse teams of IT professionals that include 
programmers, database administrators, network 
administrators, usability engineers, graphics 
designers, security experts, marketers, and 
others. This team uses diverse technologies, 
including several varieties of Java (Java, 
Servlets, Enterprise JavaBeans, applets, and Java 
Server Pages), HTML, JavaScript, XML, UML, 
and many others. The growing use of third-party 
software components and middleware represents 
one of the biggest changes. The technology has 
changed because the old two-tier model did not 
support the high quality requirements of Web 
software applications. It fails on security, being 
prone to crackers who only need to go through 
one layer of security on a computer that is,  
by definition, open to the world to provide 
access to all data files. It fails on scalability  
and maintainability because as Web sites grow,  
a two-tier model cannot effectively separate 
presentation from business logic, and the 
applications thus become cumbersome and hard 
to modify. It fails on reliability: whereas 
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previous Web software generations relied on 
CGI programs, usually written in Perl, many 
developers have found that large complex Perl 
programs can be hard to program correctly, 
understand, or modify. Finally, it fails on 
availability because hosting a site on one Web 
server imposes a bottleneck: any server 
problems will hinder user access to the Web site.  

Current Web site software configuration has 
expanded first to a three-tier model and now 
more generally to an ”N-tier” model. Clients still 
use a browser to visit Web sites, which are 
hosted and delivered by Web servers. But to 
increase quality attributes such as security, 
reliability, availability, and scalability, as well as 
functionality, most of the software has been 
moved to a separate computer − the application 
server. Indeed, on large Web sites, a collection 
of application servers typically operates  
in parallel, and the application servers interact 
with one or more database servers that may run  
a commercial database. The client-server 
interaction, as before, uses the Internet, but 
middleware (software that handles 
communication, data translation and process 
distribution) often connects the Web  
and application servers, and the application  
and database servers. New Web software 
languages such as Java are easier to modify  
and program correctly and permit more 
extensive reuse, features that enhance 
maintainability, reliability, and scalability.  
The N-tier model also permits additional 
security layers between potential crackers  
and the data and application business logic. The 
ability to separate presentation (typically on the 
Web server tier) from the business logic (on the 
application server tier) makes Web software 
easier to maintain and to expand in terms of 
customers serviced and services offered. 
Distributed computing, particularly for the 
application servers, allows the Web application 
to tolerate failures and handle more customers, 
and allows developers to simplify the software 
design. Java Server Pages (JSPs) and Enterprise 
JavaBeans (EJBs) let developers separate 
presentation from logic, which helps make 
software more maintainable.  

To further subdivide the work, developers 
can create a software dispatcher that accepts 
requests on the Web server tier, then forwards 
the request to an appropriate hardware/software 
component on the application tier. Such design 
strategies lead to more reliable software  
and more scalable Web sites. Of course the 
technology keeps changing, with the latest major 
addition to the technology being Microsoft’s 

.NET. It is too early to say today what type of 
affect .NET will have, although it does not seem 
to provide additional abilities beyond what is 
already available. Clearly, modern Web sites’ 
increased functionality creates a need for 
increasingly complex software, system 
integration and design strategies, and 
development processes. 

Contrary to the perception of some software 
developers and software engineering 
professionals, Web engineering isn’t a clone of 
software engineering, although both involve 
programming and software development. While 
Web engineering adopts and encompasses many 
software engineering principles, it incorporates 
many new approaches, methodologies, tools, 
techniques and guidelines to meet the unique 
requirements of Web-based systems. Developing 
Web-based systems is significantly different 
from traditional software development and poses 
many additional challenges. There are subtle 
differences in the nature and life cycle of Web- 
-based and software systems and the way,  
in which they’re developed and maintained. Web 
development is a mixture between print 
publishing and software development, between 
marketing and computing, between internal 
communications and external relations,  
and between art and technology [12]. Building  
a complex Web-based system calls for 
knowledge and expertise from many different 
disciplines and requires a team of diverse people 
with expertise in different areas. As a result, 
Web engineering is multidisciplinary and 
encompasses contributions from areas such as 
systems analysis and design; software 
engineering; hypermedia and hypertext 
engineering; requirements engineering; human- 
-computer interaction; user interface 
development; information engineering; 
information indexing and retrieval; testing, 
modelling, and simulation; project management; 
and graphic design and presentation. 

Successful Web-based system development 
and deployment is a complex process. Web 
engineering is a holistic approach, and it deals 
with all aspects of Web-based systems 
development, starting from conception and 
development to implementation, performance 
evaluation, and continual maintenance. Building 
and deploying a Web-based system involves 
multiple, iterative steps. Most Web-based 
systems continuously evolve to keep the 
information current and to meet user needs. Web 
engineering represents a proactive approach to 
creating Web applications. Web engineering 
methodologies have been successfully applied in 
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a number of Web applications, for example, the 
ABC Internet College, 2000 Sydney Olympics, 
1998 Nagano Winter Olympics, Vienna 
International Festival [12]. 

Several factors inherent to Web 
development contribute to the quality problem. 
Developers build Web-based software systems 
by integrating numerous diverse components 
from disparate sources, including custom-built 
special-purpose applications, customized off-
the-shelf software components, and third-party 
products. In such an environment, systems 
designers choose from potentially numerous 
components, and they need information about 
the various components suitability to make 
informed decisions about the software’s required 
quality attributes. Much of the new complexity 
found with Web-based applications also results 
from how the different software components are 
integrated. Not only is the source unavailable for 
most of the components, the executables might 
be hosted on computers at remote, even 
competing organizations. To ensure high quality 
for Web systems composed of very loosely 
coupled components, we need novel techniques 
to achieve and evaluate these components’ 
connections. Finally, Web-based software offers 
the significant advantage of allowing data to be 
transferred among completely different types of 
software components that reside and execute on 
different computers. However, using multiple 
programming languages and building complex 
business applications complicates the flows of 
data through the various Web software pieces. 
When combined with the requirements to keep 
data persistent through user sessions, persistent 
across sessions, and shared among sessions,  
the list of abilities unique to Web software 
begins to get very long. Thus, software 
developers and managers working on Web 
software have encountered many new 
challenges. Although it is obvious that we 
struggle to keep up with the technology, less 
obvious is our difficulty in understanding just 
how Web software development is different, and 
how to adapt existing processes and procedures 
to this new type of software 
 
3. Quality Criteria for Web-based 

Information Systems 
 
We evaluate software by measuring the quality 
of attributes such as reliability, usability,  
and maintainability, yet academics often fail to 
acknowledge that the basic economics behind 
software production has a strong impact on the 
development process [25]. Although the field of 

software engineering has spent years developing 
processes and technologies to improve software 
quality attributes, most software companies have 
had little financial motivation to improve their 
software’s quality. Software contractors receive 
payment regardless of the delivered software’s 
quality and, in fact, are often given additional 
resources to correct problems of their own 
making. So-called ”shrink wrap” vendors are 
driven almost entirely by time-to-market, it is 
often more lucrative to deliver poor-quality 
products sooner than high-quality products later. 
They can deliver bug fixes as new ”releases” 
that are sold to generate more revenue for the 
company. For most application types, 
commercial developers have traditionally had 
little motivation to produce high-quality 
software. Web-based software, however, raises 
new economic issues. Unlike many software 
contractors, Web application developers only see 
a return on their investment if their Web sites 
satisfy customers’ needs. And unlike many 
software vendors, if a new company puts up  
a competitive site of higher quality, customers 
will almost immediately shift their business to 
the new site once they discover it. Thus, instead 
of ”sooner but worse,” it is often advantageous 
to be ”later and better.” Despite discussions of 
”sticky Web sites” and development of 
mechanisms to encourage users to return, thus 
far the only mechanism that brings repeat users 
to Web sites has been high quality. This will 
likely remain true for the foreseeable future.  
In software development, a process driver is  
a factor that strongly influences the process used 
to develop the software. Thus, if software must 
have very high reliability, the development 
process must be adapted to ensure that the 
software works well. Web software development 
managers and practitioners see the seven most 
important quality criteria for Web application 
success [25]: 
• reliability 
• usability 
• security 
• availability 
• scalability 
• maintainability 
• time-to-market. 
Of course, this is hardly a complete list of 
important or even relevant quality attributes, but 
it provides a solid basis for discussion. Certainly 
speed of execution is also important, but 
network factors influence this more than 
software does, and other important quality 
attributes such as customer service, product 
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quality, price, and delivery stem from human 
and organizational rather than software factors. 
 
Reliability 
 
Extensive research literature and a collection of 
commercial tools have been devoted to testing, 
ensuring, assuring, and measuring software 
reliability. Safety-critical software applications 
such as telecommunications, aerospace,  
and medical devices demand highly reliable 
software, but although many researchers are 
reluctant to admit it, most software currently 
produced does not need to be highly reliable. 
Many businesses’ commercial success depends 
on Web software, however, if the software does 
not work reliably, the businesses will not 
succeed. The user base for Web software is very 
large and expects Web applications to work as 
reliably as if they were going to the grocery store 
or calling to order from a catalogue. Moreover, 
if a Web application does not work well, the 
users do not have to drive further to reach 
another store; they can simply point their 
browser to a different URL. Web sites that 
depend on unreliable software will lose 
customers, and the businesses could lose much 
money. Companies that want to do business over 
the Web must spend resources to ensure high 
reliability. Indeed, they cannot afford not to. 
 
Usability 
 
Web application users have grown to expect 
easy Web transactions − as simple as buying  
a product at a store. Although much wisdom 
exists on how to develop usable software  
and Web sites, many Web sites still do not meet 
most customers’ usability expectations.  
This, coupled with the fact that customers 
exhibit little site loyalty, means unusable Web 
sites will not be used − customers will switch to 
more usable Web sites as soon as they come 
online.  
 
Security 
 
We have all heard about Web sites being 
cracked and private customer information 
distributed or held for ransom. This is only one 
example of the many potential security flaws  
in Web software applications. When the Web 
functioned primarily to distribute online 
brochures, security breaches had relatively small 
consequences. Today, however, the breach  
of a company’s Web site can cause significant 
revenue losses, large repair costs, legal 

consequences, and loss of credibility  
with customers. Web software applications must 
therefore handle customer data and other 
electronic information as securely as possible. 
Software security is one of the fastest growing 
research areas in computer science, but Web 
software developers currently face a huge 
shortfall in both available knowledge and skilled 
personnel. 
 
Availability 
 
In our grandparents’ time, if a shopkeeper in  
a small town wanted to take a lunch break, he 
would simply put a sign on the front door that 
said ”back at 1:00.” Although today’s customers 
expect to be able to shop during lunchtime, we 
do not expect stores to be open after midnight or 
on holidays. On the Web, customers not only 
expect availability 24 hours a day, seven days  
a week, they expect the Web site to be 
operational every day of the year − ”24/7/365”. 
Availability means more than just being up  
and running 24/7/365; the Web software must 
also be accessible to diverse browsers. In the 
seemingly never-ending browser wars of the past 
few years, some software vendors actively 
sought to make sure their software would not 
work under competitors’ browsers. By using 
features only available for one browser or on one 
platform, Web software developers become 
”foot soldiers” in the browser wars, sometimes 
unwittingly. To be available in this sense, Web 
sites must adapt their presentations to work with 
all browsers, which requires significantly more 
knowledge and effort on developers’ part. 
 
Scalability 
 
We must engineer Web software applications  
to be able to grow quickly in terms of both how 
many users they can service and how many 
services they can offer. The need for scalability 
has driven many technology innovations of the 
past few years. The industry has developed  
new software languages, design strategies,  
and communication and data transfer protocols 
in large part to allow Web sites to grow as 
needed. Scalability also directly influences other 
attributes. Any programming teacher knows  
that any design will work for small classroom 
exercises, but large software applications require 
discipline and creativity. Likewise, as Web sites 
grow, small software weaknesses that had no 
initial noticeable effects can lead to failures 
(reliability problems), usability problems,  
and security breaches. Designing and building 
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Web software applications that scale well 
represents one of today’s most interesting  
and important software development challenges. 
 
Maintainability 
 
One novel aspect of Web-based software 
systems is the frequency of new releases. 
Traditional software involves marketing, sales, 
and shipping or even personal installation  
at customers’ sites. Because this process is 
expensive, software manufacturers usually 
collect maintenance modifications over time  
and distribute them to customers simultaneously. 
For a software product released today, 
developers will start collecting a list of necessary 
changes. For a simple change, (say, changing  
a button’s label), the modification might be 
made immediately. But the delay in releases 
means that customers won’t get more complex 
(and likely important) modifications for months, 
perhaps years. Web-based software, however, 
gives customers immediate access to 
maintenance updates − both small changes (such 
as changing the label on a button) and critical 
upgrades can be installed immediately. Instead 
of maintenance cycles of months or years, Web 
sites can have maintenance cycles of days or 
even hours. Although other software 
applications have high maintenance 
requirements, and some research has focused  
on ”on-the-fly” maintenance for specialized 
applications, frequent maintenance has never 
before been necessary for such a quantity of 
commercial software. Another ramification of 
the increased update rate has to do with 
compatibility. Users do not always upgrade their 
software; hence, software vendors must ensure 
compatibility between new and old versions. 
Companies can control the distribution of Web 
software to eliminate that need, though Web 
applications must still be able to run correctly on 
several Web browsers and multiple versions of 
each browser. Another possible consequence of 
the rapid update rate is that developers may not 
feel the same need to fix faults before release − 
they can always be fixed later. 
 
Time-to-market 
 
This has always been a key business driver  
and remains important for Web software, but it 
now shares the spotlight with other quality 
attributes. Most of the software industry 
continues to give priority to first to market. 
Given the other factors discussed here, however, 
the requirement for patience can and must 

impact the process and management of Web 
software projects. Software researchers, 
practitioners, and educators have discussed these 
criteria for years, but no type of application has 
had to satisfy all of these quality attributes at the 
same time. Web software components are 
coupling more loosely than any previous 
software applications. In fact, these criteria have 
until recently been important to only a small 
fraction of the software industry. They are now 
essential to the bottom line of a large and fast 
growing part of the industry, but we do not yet 
have the knowledge to satisfy or measure these 
criteria for the new technologies used in Web 
software applications.  
 
4. Quality Modelling for Web-based 

Information Systems 
 
In the literature, there are numerous reports  
on various quality models for program-based 
software information systems, such as McCall’s 
model [5, 11, 22]. Regarding information 
systems as a much wider concept than software 
systems, the SOLE model [8] and its variants 
provide three different views for three different 
interest groups of stakeholder: users, technical 
staff and managers. In fact, the basic idea of the 
SOLE model is from the general theory of 
quality proposed by Garvin [9]. In accordance 
with the growth of the Internet and World Wide 
Web, there has been some research on quality 
issues of Web-based software systems.  
In [19], the differences between the Web- 
-based information systems and conventional 
information systems are discussed from the 
perspective of software quality. It is realized that 
a quality model for Web-based information 
systems is needed. In [26], a quality model for 
Web sites of universities, called Web site QEM, 
was proposed based on the users’ view. It breaks 
down the quality of Web sites into more than  
a hundred attributes, Existing quality models 
were almost all proposed as general models that 
are intended to be suitable for a large class of 
software and information systems. The 
development of such models is mostly based  
on many years of experiences in the 
development and maintenance of software and 
information systems. The validation of such 
models is mostly by empirical studies, such as 
by analyzing data collected from questionnaires 
and interviews. The quality models investigated 
by such an approach may not fully address all 
the quality characteristics of the target systems. 
It is recognized that the special requirements of 
software and information systems must be 
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considered in the application of quality 
models [17]. Different kinds of information 
systems may have different requirements on 
quality. For instance, both e-commerce systems 
and personal homepages are Web-based 
information systems, the former have quite 
different quality requirements from the later,  
in terms of information security and information 
searching issues. Hall argues that the 
development of Web applications today is 
currently at the stage software development was 
30 years ago, when the ‘software crisis’ was first 
considered [21]. Most e-commerce systems are 
developed using ad hoc approaches, which have 
brought many quality problems, such as 
maintainability, efficiency and security. 
However, what is lacking is a systematic method 
that enables developers to build a quality model 
for any given system. 

Quality is not a new concept in information 
systems management and research. Information 
systems practitioners have always been aware of 
the need to improve the information systems 
function, so it can react to external and internal 
pressures and face the critical challenges to  
its growth and survivability [1]. Moreover, 
information systems scholars have been 
concerned with definitions of quality  
in information systems research. Information 
systems researchers have attempted to define 
data quality [14], information quality [16], 
software/system quality [26], documentation 
quality [10], information systems function 
service quality [15] and global information 
systems quality [24]. More recently, there has 
been some effort to define quality in the context 
of the Internet [20]. However, the Web quality 
concept remains underdeveloped. Web quality  
is a vastly undefined concept. For the most part, 
existing scientific research discusses the 
meaning of some aspects of Web quality  
in a descriptive manner without delineating  
its major dimensions or providing tested scales 
to measure it. For example, Liu and Arnett [20] 
named such quality factors as accuracy, 
completeness, relevancy, security, reliability, 
customization, interactivity, ease of use, speed, 
search functionality, and organization. Huizingh 
[13] focused on two aspects of Web quality: 
content and design. Wan [28] divided Web 
quality attributes into four categories: 
information, friendliness, responsiveness,  
and reliability. Rose et al. [27] provided  
a theoretical discussion of technological 
impediments of Web sites. The authors 
highlighted the importance of factors such as 
download speed, Web interface, search 

functionality, measurement of Web success, 
security, and Internet standards. Misic  
and Johnson [23] suggested such Web-related 
criteria as finding contact information  
(e.g. e-mail, people, phones, and mail address), 
finding main page, speed, uniqueness of 
functionality, ease of navigation, counter, 
currency, wording, and colour and style.  
Olsina et al. [26] specified quality attributes for 
academic Web sites. These authors took  
an engineering point of view and identified 
factors such as cohesiveness by grouping main 
control objects, direct controls permanence, 
contextual controls stability, etc. Bell and Tang 
[4] identified factors such as access to the Web, 
content, graphics, structure, user friendliness, 
navigation, usefulness, and unique features. 
Another useful stream of research is key  
Web-site characteristics on the purpose and 
value dimensions. While the purpose dimension 
relates directly to the contents of the site,  
the value dimension relates more to the quality 
aspects. The trade press and Internet sources also 
discussed some aspects of Web quality 
attributes. Levin [18] offered tips to help  
a company with Web site design including fast 
Web page download, Web page interactivity, 
and current content, among other factors.  

Three conclusions can be drawn from the 
above review [2]. First is that past Web quality 
research, albeit useful, is fragmented and focuses 
only on subsets of Web quality. For example, 
Rose et al. [27] list six factors, and Bell  
and Tang [4] mention eight factors. Misic and 
Johnson’s [23] study was more extensive, but it 
missed several critical factors such as Web 
security, availability, clarity, and accuracy,  
to name a few. Liu and Arnett [20] list 11 items 
and two dimensions of Web quality − 
information and system quality. Like the other 
studies, several important quality dimensions are 
missing from the authors’ list. Second, past 
research lacks rigor when it comes to measuring 
the Web quality construct. In some cases,  
an ad hoc Web quality tool was suggested [4], 
[20], [23]. However, it is not clear to the reader 
what is the domain of the measured construct or 
what refinement, validation, and normalization 
procedures were employed. For example,  
Liu and Arnett’s scale included items about 
information to support business objectives, 
empathy to customers’ problems, and follow-up 
services to customers. These items loaded on the 
same factor, which they called ”information 
quality”. In addition, double barrelled items can 
be found in their scale, e.g. security and ease of 
use. Third, the majority of the suggested Web 
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quality attributes and scales are relevant to Web 
designers than to Web users; like for instances, 
the ideas and scales proposed by Liu and Arnett 
[20] and Olsina et al. [26].  

The previous discussion underscores the 
fact that the Web quality construct lacks a clear 
definition and Web quality measurement is still 
in its infancy.  

A number of psychometric researchers have 
proposed several procedural models to help 
other researchers develop better scales for their 
studies, e.g. [3] and Churchill [6]. Applying 
these concepts, MIS researchers have developed 
several instruments, e.g. the end user computing 
satisfaction by Doll and Torkzadeh [7].  
Straub [27] described a process for creating  
and validating instruments, which includes 
content validity, construct validity and reliability 
analyses. Three generic steps common in all 
these models include conceptualization, design, 
and normalization [2].  

Conceptualization focuses on content 
validity, involves such activities as defining the 
construct of interest and generating a candidate 
list of items from the domain of all possible 
items representing the construct. The second 
step, design focuses on construct validity  
and reliability analysis. It pertains to the process 
of refining the sample of items from the previous 
step to come up with an initial scale, deciding  
on such operational issues as question types  
and question sequence, and pilot-testing the 
initial scale that has been developed in the 
preparation stage. The third and last step 
concerns the effort to normalize the scale that 
has been developed. It involves the important 
steps of subsequent independent verification  
and validation. Unfortunately, this step is 
omitted in many scale development efforts.  
In the conduct of these steps, several analytical 
techniques can be used such as factor analysis 
and reliability analysis as we will describe next. 

 
5. Conclusion 
 
Achieving the high quality requirements of Web 
software represents a difficult challenge. 
Although other segments of the software 
industry have already mastered some of these, 
such as the need for reliability in 
telecommunications and network routing, 
aerospace, and medical devices, they have 
typically done so by hiring the very best 
developers on the market, using lots of resources 
(time, developers, and testing), or relying on old, 
stable software and technologies. Unfortunately, 
these solutions will not work for Web 

applications. There are simply not enough of the 
”best developers” to implement all of the Web 
software needed today, and few but the largest 
companies can afford to invest extra resources  
in the form of time, developers, and testing. 
Finally, it should be obvious that old, stable 
software technologies will not suffice as a base 
for the Web,which relies on the latest cutting-
edge software technology. Although the use of 
new technology involves some risk, it allows us 
to achieve otherwise unattainable levels of 
scalability and maintainability. 

Past Web quality research has focused  
on general description of some specific aspects 
of Web quality and paid little attention to 
construct identification and measurement  
efforts. In this study, we moved beyond 
descriptive and narrative evidence to empirical 
evaluation and verification by developing  
a multidimensional scale for measuring  
user-perceived Web quality.  

The results of the two-phased investigation 
uncovered four dimensions of perceived Web 
quality (technical adequacy, specific content, 
content quality, and appearance) and provided 
evidence for the psychometric properties of the 
25-item instrument. Another contribution is that 
while past Web quality research focuses mostly 
on the perspectives of Web developers  
and designers, the current study targets the Web 
users. In this era of intense competition  
and customer responsiveness, the users are major 
stakeholders and should not be ignored.  
The limitations of the study include those 
customarily associated with instrument-building 
and survey methods. However, the extensive 
testing and validation improved the internal 
validity, and using several groups of subjects 
improved the external validity and 
generalizability of the instrument to a larger 
population. Nevertheless, instruments are always 
subject to further improvement and we 
encourage fellow researchers to do so. The Web 
quality model/instrument has practical as well as 
theoretical and research applications. In terms of 
practical applications, a validated instrument 
provides an important tool for assessing the 
quality of Web site. The Internet is hosting 
hundreds of millions of Web sites varying 
widely in terms of quality. The scales might be 
used to assess the quality of a given Web site. 
This could be carried out at the overall quality 
level using the 25-item instrument or at  
a specific quality dimension level, e.g. using  
a sub-scale of one of the four dimensions of 
perceived Web quality. This evaluation may 
provide a fast and early feedback to the firm.  
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If the firm finds itself lacking in any of the 
dimensions, then it may do a more detailed 
analysis and take necessary corrective actions. 
The four dimensions and the 25-items of the 
instrument may also be used by Web site 
designers in a proactive manner. The dimensions 
and the items may be considered explicitly in the 
site design. Additionally, a firm may want to 
assess the relative importance of the four quality 
dimensions and the specific items in its own 
context. While this study provided their relative 
importance based on its own sample, each firm 
is unique based on its products, services, 
customers, business strategies, etc. Such an 
evaluation would facilitate the design of  
a quality Web site in the first place. 
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Modelowanie jakości webowych systemów informatycznych 

 
K. WORWA, J. STANIK 

 
Przedstawione w artykule rozważania dotyczą problematyki jakości webowych systemów informatycznych, 
tj. systemów, podstawowa funkcjonalność których jest dostępna za pośrednictwem przeglądarki internetowej. 
Z uwagi na bardzo gwałtowny rozwój technologii internetowych i aplikacji webowych problematyka ta ma 
bardzo duże i stale rosnące znaczenie praktyczne. Zasadniczym celem zawartych w artykule rozważań jest 
identyfikacja podstawowych czynników wpływających na jakość oprogramowania aplikacji webowych oraz 
analiza różnic pomiędzy technologiami ich wytwarzania, a technologiami wytwarzania oprogramowania 
konwencjonalnych systemów informatycznych. Artykuł składa się z trzech części. Część pierwsza zawiera opis 
ewolucji webowych systemów informatycznych. W części drugiej przedstawiona została charakterystyka 
stosowanych w praktyce kryteriów do oceny jakości oprogramowania aplikacji webowych. W trzeciej części 
artykułu przedstawione zostały podstawowe techniki modelowania jakości oprogramowania webowych 
systemów informatycznych. 

 
Słowa kluczowe: webowe systemy informatyczne, jakość oprogramowania systemów webowych, modelowanie 
jakości oprogramowania. 
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